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Abstract 
 

This thesis studies the concept of “new sacrifice” in the work of Luce Irigaray. According to 

Irigaray, the patriarchal order is founded on the masculine subject’s hidden sacrifice of the 

woman-object—the secret object of sacrifice. She proposes that the emergence of a new 

sacrificial order requires the formation of a new sociality and economy, one which sacrifices 

the patriarchal order and in turn allows for the cultivation of the feminine.  

Critics argue that Irigaray’s vision is utopian and that she does not clarify the way in 

which a new sacrificial—theorists also use the word “nonsacrificial,” however for this thesis I 

use Irigaray’s own phrase “new sacrifice”—order may emerge. I argue that Irigaray’s account 

of a new sacrificial process of becoming occurs through a mystical encounter with abjection, 

where the object becomes (a new kind of) subject. To support this argument I turn to 

Kristeva’s theory of abjection, and Moten’s theory of Blackness in the preliminary chapters of 

this thesis. The differences and similarities between the work of these theorists and that of 

Irigaray allow me to identify a latency in Irigaray’s work in regard to the secret object of 

sacrifice, its transformation, and the emergence of a new sacrificial order. After comparing 

philosophical texts, I apply the theory I have developed to literature and film texts. 
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Introduction: New sacrifice and the contingency of abjection 
 

 

“What is sacrificed is henceforward the all-powerfulness of both one and the other. This 

new sacrifice opens things up whereas the old immolation habitually led to the creation of a 

closed world through periodic exclusion. This new sacrifice, if sacrifice it be rather than a 

discipline, means that the individual or the social body gives up narcissistic self-

sufficiency.”1 

— Luce Irigaray 

 

“There looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark revolts of being”2  

— Julia Kristeva 

 

 “The history of blackness is testament to the fact that objects can and do resist.”3 

— Fred Moten 

 

This central question for this thesis, following the work of Irigaray, is: is a new sacrificial 

order possible given the contingency of our abject, sacrificial order? Whereas Irigaray’s later 

work focuses on breathing and yoga as a way to engender a new sacrifice, the argument of 

this thesis is that Irigaray’s earlier work on Marx and Freud is vital to be able to consider the 

abject contingency from which this occurs. A new sacrificial process of becoming is made 

possible not through transcendence of objecthood, but rather in a dialectical relation to 

objecthood, whereby an awareness of the abjection of objecthood makes possible an emergent 

new subjectivity. To formulate this argument in relation to Irigaray’s early work, I turn to the 

work of Julia Kristeva, Helene Cixous, and Fred Moten, in the introduction and first two 

chapters of this thesis, to provide theorisations of abjection and impurity in relation to this 

process. Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice is the theoretical foundation of this thesis, from 

which I chart the new sacrificial process of becoming in different manifestations in literature 

and film. Using this methodology, I argue that yes, a new sacrificial order is possible given 

the contingency of the abject, sacrificial order. This order, however, is not a utopian future, 

but a new sacrifice via the emergence of subjectivity from objectivity in a future anterior 

temporal structure.  

  

In this thesis I explore what may prevent or allow new sacrifice from occurring, which 

I term the “contingency of abjection.” Irigaray does not explicitly theorise this concept, so I 

will turn to Kristeva’s concept of “abjection” to articulate the place abjection holds in 

 
1 Luce Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, trans. Gillian C. Gill (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 87. 
2 Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1982), 1. 
3 Fred Moten, In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 2003), 1. 
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Irigaray’s work in accordance with my argument. Abjection, I suggest, is contingent on the 

sacrificial order, just as the sacred is contingent on abjection. In Irigaray’s concept of new 

sacrifice, however, the very contingency of abjection is called into question: it is unclear what 

role abjection plays in a new sacrificial order. On the one hand, for Irigaray the mystic comes 

into contact with abjection and faces and mourns it, rather than controls it—one definition of 

new sacrifice. On the other hand, however, Irigaray arguably would not term this “abjection,” 

for what is “abject,” is only made so within the patriarchal, sacrificial order. Perhaps within 

the future anterior structure of new sacrifice I outline above, what is abject—the mother, 

women—ceases to be abject. In this thesis I unpack this problem within Irigaray’s concept of 

new sacrifice, I ask: what role does abjection play within the future anterior structure of new 

sacrifice? 

There is a sense in Irigaray’s work that the mystic encounters plenitude via her 

impurity and impure status.  I use the term “secret” in the title of this thesis to allude to the 

role of mysticism in Irigaray’s oeuvre, or what might be described by her neologism that 

appears as the title for a chapter of Speculum of the Other Woman : “la mystérique.” “La 

mystérique,” in the French contains four elements “mysticism, hysteria,  and mystery, and the 

femaleness [“la mysterique”] fundamental to the previous three.” 4 In each chapter of this 

thesis, some example of “la mysterique” appears. The term “secret” also makes reference to 

Karl Marx’s usage in “The Fetishism of the Commodity and Its Secret,”5 in Capital Volume 1, 

and the connotations and associations that Moten creates with this term: “What remains secret 

in Marx could be thought as or in terms of race or sex or gender, of the differences these 

terms mark, form, and reify.”6 Moten makes the connection between the state of impurity and 

a mystical embodiment of pre-ontological plenitude explicit. “Impurity” is linked in Moten’s 

work with the impossibility of achieving subjectivity, or the possibility of achieving a new 

(non)subjectivity. In both Irigaray and Moten, the commodity speaks. I extend Irigaray’s work 

using Moten’s by drawing a link between her concept of the commodity speaking, “la 

mystérique,” and impurity.  

 

In this introduction I define “sacrifice” through Irigaray’s readings of Judeo-Christian texts 

and the accompanying scholarly literature. “Sacrifice,” is defined by Irigaray, as the subject’s 

 
4 Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, trans. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 

1985), 19. 
5 Karl Marx, Capital Volume 1, trans. Ernest Mandel (1867; London: Penguin, 2006), 163-177. 
6 Moten, In the Break, 12. 
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perception of everything as a mirror reflection of himself due to a “narcissistic self-

sufficiency.”8 I explore Irigaray’s argument that the sacrifice of Jesus obscures the sacrifice of 

woman. Irigaray suggests that behind Jesus, the self-sacrificed “victim,” “another victim is 

often hidden.”9 This hidden victim, is woman/mother/and earth,  and Irigaray’s response to 

this obscuration is to describe a future anterior, divine, temporality—a new sacrifice—where 

the feminine can be represented. New sacrifice occurs through a process between the 

imaginary and the symbolic and provides the possibility of a new social order. I draw on the 

work of both Julia Kristeva and Fred Moten retrospectively, to think about abjection in 

relation to new sacrifice, which I argue is missing from Irigaray’s discussion as her oeuvre 

develops. I aim to reveal the secret object of sacrifice to ultimately describe how from the 

contingency of its abjection, a new sacrificial subject emerges. It is from the very abjection 

and denial of the object that it begins to speak.  

Sacrifice  

Irigaray writes in Speculum of the Other Woman (Speculum de l’autre femme), first published 

in French in 1974, that men sacrifice themselves for, ‘specters,’ the illusion of their 

‘exhibitions’—society, law, metaphysics: “What cunning and utterly convincing 

necromancers these are who sacrifice (even themselves) to the greatness of their specters and 

thereby rob, rape, and rig the perspicacity of their public, blinding it with their exhibitions.”10 

Irigaray is describing, here, how men sacrifice themselves to the illusory systems of law and 

thought they have created, systems which revolve around death and sacrifice. The “speculum” 

which the title of this work refers, signifies “mirror” which is constitutive of both men and the 

world they create, made up of their “exhibitions,” “society, law, and metaphysics.” These 

exhibitions are illusory, and so are men, mirrors merely reflecting back their illusions. Men 

sacrifice themselves and sacrifice any chance of knowing their authentic selves as they obey 

the spectres they have created.  

Men’s sacrifice, however, is not the focus of Irigaray’s foundational thesis. 

“Speculum” has a double meaning, it is also an instrument used “to dilate the lips, the 

orifices, the walls, so that the eye can penetrate the interior. So that the eye can enter, to see, 

notably with speculative intent.”11 The male subject cannot exist alone with an illusory order; 

 
8 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 87. 
9 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 76. 
10 Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 250. 
11 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 144.  
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he must have something to define himself against, a body that is not an illusory mirror: 

woman. The speculum, as instrument, is used to look at woman, rather than touch or smell, in 

an attempt to bring her into his illusory society.  Irigaray is indirectly referring here to Jacques 

Lacan’s “mirror stage,” wherein the child looks in a mirror and recognises himself as a 

“subject” for the first time. Irigaray argues that, in the work of both Sigmund Freud and Lacan 

the subject is always assumed to be a man, and therefore woman does not have access to 

subjectivity, she is an object. Furthermore, for Lacan the subject becomes a subject not only 

through the mirror stage, but also through a loss or sacrifice of the “primary OBJECT, the 

mother as presence.”12 This objectivity, which remains outside the symbolic order in spite of 

any attempts to document it with instruments, is the key theme of Speculum.  Speculum “of 

the other woman” or “de l’autre femme,” has a double meaning, it speaks, of the “other” 

(l’autre) woman to man, in his mirroring and also, the possibility of thinking of another (de 

l’autre) woman, an alternative to the position of “other” to man. Irigaray is interested, 

therefore, in the other as other, as difference, which is not secondary to the subject.   

The “other,” a woman who is not only defined in terms of objectivity in relation to the 

subject, is for Irigaray, the mystic, as she describes her in a later chapter in Speculum, “La 

Mystérique.”  In contrast to “society, law, metaphysics,” mysticism allows for woman, her joy 

and her body, to exist. In Christian mysticism it is the sacrificed body of Jesus that allows 

woman to realise her own sacrifice, her own bleeding wounds. In “Belief Itself,”13 Irigaray 

describes how Christ’s death is represented in the Eucharist as a “universal” symbol of 

sacrifice, yet it hides behind it the general sacrifice of woman. A woman comes to Irigaray for 

analysis and tells her: “At the point in the mass when they, the (spiritual) father and son, are 

reciting together the ritual words of the consecration, saying, ‘This is my body, this is my 

blood,’ I bleed.”14 Jesus is close to women because he has suffered, he is: “The most female 

of men, the Son.”15 Irigaray writes, 

 

she never ceases to look upon his nakedness, open for all to see, upon the gashes in his virgin 

flesh, at the wounds from the nails that pierce his body as he hangs there, in his passion and 

abandonment. And she is overwhelmed with love of him/herself. In his crucifixion he opens up a 

path of redemption to her in her fallen state.16  

 

 
12 Ellie Ragland-Sullivan, “The Symbolic,” in Feminism and Psychoanalysis: A Critical Dictionary,  ed. 

Elizabeth Wright (Oxford; Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992), 421.  

13 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 23-54. 

14 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 26.  
15 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 199. 

16 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 199-200. 
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As well as gashes, Irigaray refers to wounds and slits in this chapter, which allude to the 

“orifices,” the mouth, and the vagina, his bleeding wounds, “the gashes in his virgin flesh” 

resemble her menstruating vagina. It seems Christ can access suffering akin to the lot of 

woman, who is always-already sacrificed in the symbolic order. The mystic believes in Jesus 

and therefore can believe in herself—in her fallen state. This is an example of the secret 

object of sacrifice that I analyse in this thesis; the analysand here represents the “other victim” 

hidden behind the figure of Jesus. The analysand’s bleeding is a mystical acknowledgement 

of her sacrifice, mystical because the sacrifice of the feminine has no representation in the 

patriarchal symbolic order.  

Irigaray analyses her analysand’s confession of bleeding during the consecration to 

describe the difference between belief and mysticism: 

 
First association for me: what deceives some people and destroys others about belief is the way 

it makes us forget the real. Faith first stands in for confidence and loyalty, and then it aims to 

double its own reflection, to square or even cube all its numbers or letters and thereby make the 

other—with a capital O—the other of the same. But, for this to succeed, surely a sacrifice of a 

different body and flesh is made? Yet no one must ever see that, by means of the male twosome, 

it is she who is being offered in partial oblation, she who manages the communion between them 

and among the other men and women present.17  

 

Belief and faith are in opposition to mysticism, in that they uphold the symbolic order. 

Mysticism, on the other hand, is a way to encounter the Real—which in Lacan’s early work is 

related to the primary object, the mother, or more specifically “a brute pre-Symbolic reality 

which returns in the form of need, such as hunger … the ‘object’ of hunger [being] the breast, 

bottle or the mother,”18 which cannot be represented in the imaginary or symbolic realms. 

Irigaray’s argument is that in the belief of Christ, the Real is forgotten and along with it the 

originary mother, the otherness of the mother becomes the “other—with a capital O,” which 

signifies the symbolic order. Belief in the sacrifice between Christ and God, the “male 

twosome,” hides the true sacrifice: woman. Jesus’ relationship with his mother Mary holds no 

significance when Jesus is primarily the son of God. As with the men of Speculum of the 

 
17 Luce Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 26.  

18 Ragland-Sullivan, “The Real,” 375. In “Belief Itself,” Irigaray uses different metaphors to refer back to non-

separation with the mother and develops after Lacan a multivalent theorisation of the Real. Chanter writes 

regarding Irigaray’s use of “post restante,” inspired by Derrida’s The Post Card: “Irigaray’s reference to the 

‘post restante’—the mail box in which excess mail remains undelivered and unaccounted for, and yet at the same 

time that which is assumed for the proper functioning of the mail system—also recalls Lacan’s notion of the real. 

The “real, or what is perceived as such,” says Lacan, “is what resists symbolisation absolutely. In the end, 

doesn’t the feeling of the real reach its high point in the pressing manifestation of an unreal, hallucinatory 

reality? (Sem. 1: 67).” Tina Chanter, Ethics of Eros: Irigaray's Re-Writing of the Philosophers (London; New 

York: Routledge, 1995), 258. 
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Other Woman who “sacrifice themselves for ‘specters,’ the illusion of their ‘exhibitions’—

society, law, metaphysics;” the “male twosome” of faith in “Belief Itself” mirror back to each 

other the symbol order, the Other, an “illusion,” which obscures the Real.  

In “Belief Itself,” Irigaray also turns to Freud’s account of little Ernst, Freud’s 

grandson,19 in “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,”20 and describes how this belief in the male 

twosome, and the creation of the symbolic upon it, originates in the trauma of separation. In 

this text Freud outlines how the pleasure principle—the driving force of the id to seek 

pleasure—is countered by the reality principle, which is driven by the ego’s self-preservation. 

In this process, some desires, which originally would be experienced as pleasurable, are 

necessarily repressed. Yet if these primal desires manage to be satisfied either with the 

original object or a substitute, they are now experienced as unpleasure.  Freud goes on to 

explain “traumatic neurosis,” which is similar to what we might now call post-traumatic stress 

disorder—often experienced by soldiers returning from war, and women who have 

experienced sexual assault. Freud describes how the sufferers of “traumatic neurosis” repeat 

the experience to gain control of it. This is demonstrated in the game of a little boy, Ernst, 

who is one and a half years old. Ernst is a very well-behaved boy who never protests when his 

mother leaves. Yet he throws things out of his cot, and pronounces a “long-drawn-out ‘o-o-o-

o’”21 which, according to Freud, represents the German word “fort [gone].” 22 Freud also 

observes Ernst throwing a wooden reel into his curtained cot, from the floor and again 

uttering “o-o-o-o,” and upon pulling it out, joyfully exclaiming “da,” the German word for 

“there.”  

This game, according to Freud, is an illustration of the domination of the reality 

principle over the pleasure principle, and Ernst’s control over his mother’s departure: 

 
The interpretation of the game then became obvious. It was related to the child’s great cultural 

achievement—the instinctual renunciation (that is, the renunciation of instinctual satisfaction) 

which he had made in allowing his mother to go away without protesting. He compensated 

himself for this, as it were, by himself staging the disappearance and return of the objects within 

 
19 Chanter in Ethics of Eros demonstrates how Irigaray accentuates Derrida’s emphasis on the fact that little 

Ernst’s mother is also Freud’s daughter, Sophie, and that Freud’s own “fort-da,” his own control mechanism, is 

precisely the description of the fort-da game. See Chanter, Ethics of Eros: Irigaray's Re-Writing of the 

Philosophers, 202-06.  
20 Sigmund Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, vol. 18 of The Standard Edition of the Complete 

Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, trans. James Strachey in collaboration with Anna Freud, assisted by 

Alix Strachey and Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press, 1953-1974). Hereafter all further references to 

Freud’s works will be abbreviated SE followed by volume and page numbers in these editions.  
 

21 Freud, SE vol. 18, 14. 

22 Freud, SE vol. 18, 15. 
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his reach. It is of course a matter of indifference from the point of view of judging the effective 

nature of the game whether the child invented it himself or took it over on some 

outside suggestion. Our interest is directed to another point. The child cannot possibly have felt 

his mother's departure as something agreeable or even indifferent. How then does 

his repetition of this distressing experience as a game fit in with the pleasure principle? It may 

perhaps be said in reply that her departure had to be enacted as a necessary preliminary to her 

joyful return, and that it was in the latter that lay the true purpose of the game. But against this 

must be counted the observed fact that the first act, that of departure, was staged as a game in 

itself and far more frequently than the episode in its entirety, with its pleasurable ending.23     

 

Freud argues that in this repetitive game Ernst is mastering the unpleasurable experience of 

his mother leaving, so he is no longer bothered by it:  

 
At the outset he [the little boy] was in a passive situation—he was overpowered by the 

experience; but, by repeating it, unpleasurable though it was, as a game, he took on an active part 

[emphasis in original].24  

 

Ernst is compelled to repeat his unpleasurable experiences, leading Freud to conclude that 

“there really does exist in the mind a compulsion to repeat which overrides the pleasure 

principle.”25  

Irigaray refers to this process as “safe belief,” and suggests that instead of mastering 

the mother, Ernst should mourn his separation from her. Irigaray includes the story of little 

Ernst in “Belief Itself” to provide an example of belief as it is commonly understood: “Belief 

is safe only if that in which or in whom the assembly communes or communicates is subject 

to concealment.”26 Little Ernst masters and conceals his mother, instead of mourning her loss.  

Irigaray is interested in a new process of becoming in relation to the mother, without mastery 

and therefore the primordial sacrifice of the feminine. By way of analysis of her analysand’s 

story of bleeding, Irigaray finds associations in the story of Little Ernst that counter Freud’s 

analysis. Whereas Freud focuses on the reel as the representation of the mother, Irigaray 

focuses on the veil, via Derrida’s translation, which allows the bed—which he translates as a 

“curtained cot (or veiled bed verhangten Bettschens)”—to have more prominence within the 

narrative. Irigaray writes:  

 
What Ernst wants is to master presence-absence with the help of a more or less white, more or 

less transparent veil. Freud does not seem to care about the nature or the texture or indeed the 

colour of this veil.… He has nothing to say about what properties in the veil make the going-

return possible.27  

 
23 Freud, SE vol. 18, 15-16. 
24 Freud, SE vol. 18, 16. 
25 Freud, SE vol. 18, 22. 
26 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 27. 
27 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 30. 
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By focusing on the game, the re-presentation of the mother in the reel, whose comings and 

goings Ernst can control, Freud ignores the sacrifice of the mother that occurs in this process, 

signified by the veiled bed, which resembles the mother’s body, an opening from which Ernst, 

was born. 

 
The veil is necessary as a setting, a mediation for the performance of presence in absence, for the 

process of re-presentation in this particular scene, where for the first time the son plays 

symbolically with the mother, but it is then neglected, censored, repressed, forgotten by Freud.28  

 

Indeed, Irigaray asks whether the reel represents the mother at all:  

 
But does, in fact, the reel have anything to do with her? Or with him?... This darling little boy 

believes that coming into the world or going out of it can be made into a game in this way. He 

believes it because it is not the truth [emphasis in original].29  

 

Once the little boy has begun to believe this mastery, “life in turn becomes merely a kind of 

exodus between two paradises: the one split between biology and mythology or left in 

silence;”30 Irigaray writes how Ernst  

 
remains eternally in exodus from the place that transcends all that in which he might at last 

discover the truth of truth, in some ontological or theological heaven.… So before the son has 

perfected his stage set, one can try and steal his veil away from him, take the curtain of his 

theatre, the means or mediator of his fort-da, and loan it or give it back to the angels [emphasis 

in original].31  

 

Irigaray’s reading, therefore, demonstrates Ernst’s and subsequently Freud’s belief in the reel 

and the game whichprevents them from seeing the truth; this truth is a divine truth, which is 

not based on the sacrifice of the mother, but rather in the acknowledgement of the mother, and 

sexual difference.  

The kind of belief that Ernst practices is a safe belief that merely mimics the divine 

work of the “angels.” The “angels” Irigaray refers to are, in part, the two angels facing each 

other on the mercy seat in the book of Exodus.32 Irigaray reads the veiled bed as a kind of 

 
28 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 30-31. 
29 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 31. 
30 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 32. 
31 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 35. 
32 The angels, according to Tina Chanter, can also be read as Heideggerian: “Rilkean figures, read through 

Heidegger, angels bring together in a disjunctive, impossible-to-think union the religious transcendence of 

spirituality with the material immanence of bodies.” Chanter, Ethics of Eros: Irigaray's Re-Writing of the 

Philosophers, 206.  
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tabernacle or “Holiest of Holies”33  that little Ernst, and Freud, following him, have created 

within the home. Within the tabernacle lies the mercy seat—sitting above the Ark of the 

Covenant—of two angels facing each other. In Irigaray’s reading of “Beyond the Pleasure 

Principle,” Ernst seems to have created his own mercy seat, with the veil being the tabernacle 

and the reel being one of the angels. Irigaray writes: 

 
seeking to capture the angel in the home, any home—be it house, hostel, temple, altar—and 

covering what lives there in the guise of the messenger is another kind of diabolic paralysis that 

freezes movements and words.34  

 

This is later reiterated: “the veil and the angel are appropriated and destroyed, leaving the air 

empty of loving leadership.”35 The “loving leadership” Irigaray is referring to is the voice of 

God that spoke to Moses “from between the Cherubim.”36 This differs from Ernst’s project of 

control, a “kind of diabolic paralysis that freezes movements and words.”  Ernst in his safe 

belief has only one angel, as with the speculum, a system of the one and many, where man 

creates the world around him in his own image. The angels of the mercy seat, demonstrate the 

potential for belief itself, because they are two: “Coming from opposite directions, to meet 

one another, they halt the return from sameness to sameness.”37 This is described later in even 

clearer terms:  

 
Between them the flesh holds back and flows forth before any mastery can be exercised over it, 

or after a fort-da far more sophisticated than the reel, a fort-da of the possibility of presence and 

of sharing in something divine that cannot be seen but can be felt, underlying all incarnation, 

which two angels, facing but not looking at each other, set up between them.38 

 

Towards the end of the essay, Irigaray suggests that a kind of danger is needed, in 

contrast to safe belief, and postulates the poet as a figure brave enough to seek this kind of 

danger, in a world with no containment—of either the tabernacle or Ernst’s modern version, 

the veiled bed: “No veil? To advance into danger is to lay the self bare before any answering 

 
33 The Holiest of Holies is a phrase which denotes the tabernacle, a structure described in the book of Exodus, 

which contains the Ark of the Covenant and the mercy seat, made up of two angels facing each other, separated 

by a veil within the tabernacle. See Exod. 40:33-34 AV. 
34 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 42. 
35 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 43. 
36 Num. 7:89 AV. 
37 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 44. This focus on two is central to Irigaray’s later theory of sexual 

difference, which I will describe below. She is explicit in this connection: “between the two angels: the advent of 

flesh itself, which in its most airy, subtle rapture might go beyond or before a certain sexual difference, once that 

difference has first been respected and fulfilled.” Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 45. 

38 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 45. 
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confidence has been granted.”39 The poet offers an alternative to Ernst’s solution to the 

problem of separation from the mother. He40 is not afraid to face the place of non-separation 

and death, his 

 

suspension of all meaning unveils the commerce that underlies meaning, and risks going back to 

a time when separation had not yet occurred, when there was as yet no attempt to rate this as 

more valuable than that.41  

 

This is what Irigaray means by the titular phrase “belief itself,” a belief that takes risks, in 

contradistinction to the safe belief of Ernst and Freud, and patriarchy in general. To achieve 

representation of the feminine it is necessary to conceive of the Real, the moment of non-

separation with the mother, to conceive of a different solution to subjectivity, one that does 

not involve mastery of the mother. 

The bleeding woman, who started off the chain of associations for Irigaray, also 

provides a example of how this different kind of separation from the mother, without mastery, 

might take place. It seems that for this woman to have representation, a new symbolic and 

new sacrificial order is needed. The woman comes to Irigaray because she is not understood 

by other analysts, her experience falls outside the parameters of the sacrificial order, wherein 

only Christ can bleed for “us.”  The bleeding analysand seeks guidance to understand her 

associations of her experience with the Real. The poet appears towards the end of the essay as 

someone who goes towards this unknown, the poet: “starts on the road, obeys the call, goes to 

encounter nothing, or else something greater than anything we now have.”42 In his encounter 

with “nothing, the void” of origin, the poet becomes a prophet. But perhaps the bleeding 

woman is also a prophet? In the sacrificial order Christ hides the sacrifice of woman; just as 

little Ernst hides the sacrifice of the mother with his bed-come-tabernacle. The woman bleeds 

when she hears the words of the Eucharist covenant and responds with mystical knowledge, 

told not through words but rather through her body. The description of the poet, who faces the 

void, has much in common with the experience of the analysand, who is brave enough to risk 

stripping back her fantasies, her fort-da, to face primordial danger. Both are, in a sense, 

mystics. The analysand bleeds when she hears the covenant, and the poet: “remembers the 

 
39 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 50. 

40 Irigaray uses the masculine pronoun which I repeat here. 
41 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 52. 

42 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 53. 
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bond that ties men and gods, recalls the nonappearance of the air in which some trace of the 

sacred remains.”43   

Denis Keenan begins his article, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of 

Woman,” with Irigaray’s analysis of the bleeding woman, which I quote above: “First 

association for me: what deceives some people and destroys others about belief is the way it 

makes us forget the real.” Keenan writes: “The Real, for Lacan, is the maternal Thing (das 

Ding), the incestuous Object of enjoyment (Jouissance) [emphasis in original].”44 And: “For 

Law to function ‘normally,’ its non-sensical, traumatic character must be repressed. To be 

more precise, one must (in the words of Irigaray) ‘forget the real.’ The mother, the incestuous 

object of enjoyment, must be sacrificed.”45 This sacrifice is represented in the fort-da game, 

which Keenan, following Irigaray, describes as a game of mastery rather than mourning. This 

mourning, Keenan seems to identify in Irigaray’s revelation of the hidden sacrifice of woman, 

which calls “(paradoxically) for a sacrifice,”46 that would “ultimately involve a new sacrifice 

[emphasis in original].”47 Keenan writes: 

 
For Lacan, objet petit a is that strange object that is radically interior and at the same time 

radically exterior. It is that strange object that is “in me more than me”. It is in me as that which 

breaks me up … What would it mean to mourn the primordial “loss” of the mother(‘s body)? I 

would argue that it would mean the new sacrifice referred to by Irigaray in ‘Women, the Sacred, 

Money.’ It would mean the sacrifice of the revealed sacrifice of man that hides (and, therefore, 

masters) the sacrifice of woman. The sacrifice of sacrifice would be the (momentary) ex-

appropriation of woman(‘s body) as objet petit a [emphasis in original].48 

 

Keenan reads “Belief Itself” via Slavoj Žižek’s definition of Lacan’s concept of “the Real,” 

and therefore overlooks divinity, which allows Irigaray to conceive of a new sacrifice via 

mysticism. Keenan quotes Zizek, who is quoting Lacan’s famous statement that “woman does 

not exist:” “it is not that ‘woman doesn’t exist’ because of patriarchal repression,”49  but 

because the symbolic order gentrifies the scandal that ‘woman doesn’t exist.’ And:  

 
The sacrifice of the sacrifice of woman reveals woman(‘s body) not as a substantial alien 

Entity—that is, not as a substantial alien Entity sacrificed/gentrified with the emergence of the 

patriarchal symbolic authority—but as the elemental substrate of life that never enters into 

language.50  

 
43 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 49. 
44 Dennis King Keenan, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of Woman,” Hypatia 19, no. 4 (2004): 171. 

45 Keenan, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of Woman,” 172. 

46 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 170. 
47 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 170. 

48 Lacan in Keenan, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of Woman,” 176. 

49 Zizek in Keenan, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of Woman,” 180. 
50 Keenan, “Irigaray and the Sacrifice of the Sacrifice of Woman,” 181. 
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There is an original alien entity that the patriarchy represses with the symbolic order. Woman 

does not exist in the sense that she is not represented in language. Woman can only exist in 

the future anterior. Irigaray’s possibility for woman within a future anterior is aided by 

Lacan’s concept of the Real. What differentiates Irigaray from Lacan however is that she 

describes a mystical relation to the earth and to others, one that does not shy away from the 

Real, the analysand who bleeds, and the poet, provide examples of this action in the face of 

the real.  

Lacan analyses the “fort” and “da” of “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” to focus on the 

how these words function as law and how language is the “privileged field” of “devotion” in 

“The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis.”51 Lacan goes on to 

describe what occurs in the second Brahmana. Prajapati, the god of thunder speaks to the 

men. Lacan finds associations between the “da” in the “fort-da” game, and “da” as a prefix in 

the words “Damyata” (master yourselves), “Datta” (give), “Dayadhvam” (be merciful); “That, 

continues the text, is what the divine voice conveys in the thunder: Submission, gift, grace. 

Da da da. For Prajapati replies to all: ‘You have heard me.’”52 It is this aspect of Lacan’s 

reading of the fort-da game, that Irigaray seems to be drawing out, the “word as the law that 

has shaped him [man] in its image,” and as the “privileged field” of devotion. Irigaray seems 

to suggest that this form of devotion is “safe belief,” and she may be more interested in the 

different meanings of the sounds of the thunder, before they become words. 

In “Belief Itself,” there is almost a scepticism towards the power of words, with 

Ernst’s entry into language. The examples Irigaray gives of divinity, are examples prior to 

speech: “Two angels who face one another … Face-to-face, they stand in almost timid 

contemplation, intent on something that has yet to come, yet to be situated, not yet … written, 

spoken.”53 Irigaray writes: “The poet alone remembers the bond that ties men and gods, 

recalls the nonappearance of the air in which some trace of the sacred remains.”54 It is the 

“nonappearance of the air” rather than the voice of God that Irigaray is interested in, the air, 

before god or man speaks. Irigaray conceives of a “sacrifice of sacrifice,” as Keenan terms it, 

a sacrifice of the sacrificial processes of psychoanalysis and Christianity, which fail to give 

 
51 Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: The First Complete Edition in English, trans. Bruce Fink in collaboration with Héloïse 

Fink and Russell Grigg (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2006), 197-268. 
52 Lacan, Ecrits, 104. 
53 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 44. 
54 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 49. 
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representation to the mother and woman. Whereas Freud, and Lacan, focus on the power of 

speech in effective analysis, Irigaray focuses on what is prior to language and speech. It is 

interesting that the case study she chooses to write about in terms of the Real, is of a woman 

who signifies not with language but with bleeding, she cannot find the words or structure 

within which to speak about her experience of bleeding.   

“Belief Itself” questions the place of mysticism in psychoanalysis and suggests the 

importance in being able to speak of experience in terms outside the patriarchal terms Freud 

sets up. Irigaray suggests an alternative subject formation, wherein the separation from the 

mother is not controlled but mourned. Irigaray explores the question of new sacrifice in 

relation to society explicitly in her other texts. In the following section I will compare these 

texts to her argument I have detailed above in “Belief Itself.”   

New sacrifice and sexual difference 

The “cosmic temporality,” Irigaray discusses in “Women, the Sacred, Money,” calls for “a 

restructuring of social relations among women [which] necessitates the establishment of an 

economy that is suited to them, [and] implies a respect for an economy among women.”55 

Irigaray argues that mothers reproduce society and intellectuals and, directly or indirectly, 

influence the direction society takes, but both these roles are undervalued. The possibility of 

this new order coming into being, an economy among women that respects the rhythms of 

nature and therefore creates a cosmic temporality, is only possible through both mysticism 

and an abundant, new economy. This idea is first discussed in earlier texts “Women on the 

Market,” and “Commodities Among Themselves,” from This Sex Which Is Not One, (Ce sexe 

qui n'en est pas un) first published in French in 1977. In “Women on the Market,” Irigaray 

asks: 

 
without the exploitation of women, what would become of the social order? What modifications 

would it undergo if women left behind their condition as commodities—subject to being 

produced, consumed, valorised, circulated, and so on, by men alone—and took part in 

elaborating and carrying out exchanges? Not by reproducing, by copying, the “phallocratic” 

models that have the force of law today, but by socializing in a different way the relation to 

nature, matter, the body, language, and desire.56  

 

 
55 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 82. 

56 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, trans. Catherine Porter and Carolyn Burke (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 

University Press, 1985), 191. 
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When Irigaray writes: “socializing in a different way the relation to nature, matter, the body, 

language, and desire,” she provides clues for a “philosophy in the feminine”57 that does not 

repeat the “‘phallocratic’ models that have the force of law to day” and therefore remains 

confined to woman as described by men. A different sociality has the potential to disrupt a 

technological relation to everything different or other to the male subject. “Commodities 

Among Themselves,” describes this sociality as being between women: 

 
Utopia? Perhaps. Unless this mode of exchange has undermined the order of commerce from the 

beginning—while the necessity of keeping incest in the realm of pure pretence has stood in the 

way of a certain economy of abundance [emphasis in original].58 

 

 “Belief Itself,” describes subject formation that does not rely on the sacrifice of the 

mother. In This Sex Which Is Not One Irigaray focuses on the possibility of a society of new 

sacrifice, one that sacrifices capitalist society and its sacrifice and exchange of women. 

“Belief Itself” focused on acknowledging and mourning the mother, rather than controlling 

and sacrificing her: “Commodities Among Themselves” extends this argument by calling for 

acknowledgement of women by other women, in a way which sacrifices the patriarchal, 

sacrificial order, and institutes a new “economy of abundance.” “Commodities Among 

Themselves,” focuses on relations between women object-commodities, which can institute a 

new concept of value, free from the value determined by their capitalist subject-owners. This 

is not a call for separatism, however, as central to Irigaray’s concept of a new sacrificial 

society and economy is sexual difference. The mourning of the mother and the 

acknowledgement of women amongst themselves always function to allow for representation 

of the feminine, not in isolation, or for the purpose of creating a matriarchal value structure, 

but specifically to allow for the acknowledgement of sexual difference.. 

Irigaray’s project of new sacrifice is possible only via a radical re-reading of sexual 

difference. This definitive move away from an order of the phallocentric “one and the many” 

towards a radical sexual difference between two is both Irigaray’s most valuable and most 

contested contribution. The primacy given to sexual difference is the most challenged aspect 

of this theory, and indeed in Irigaray’s entire oeuvre. Scholars dispute the possibility of an 

alternative relation to the mother, one that respects sexual difference and the mother’s 

subjectivity, arguing that the process of separation established by Freud and Lacan is vital for 

 
57 See Margaret Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine (London; New York: Routledge, 1991). 

58 Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 197. 
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subject formation;59 and they also dispute Irigaray’s positioning of woman as the first object 

in the genesis of oppression, drawing attention to other “othered,” identities across race, class, 

gender, sex, and ability.60 In this section I compare the work of Anne Caldwell, Margaret 

Whitford, Cheryl Lawler, Elizabeth Grosz, and Tina Chanter, among others, to demonstrate 

how Irigaray’s definition of a new sacrifice allows for a mystical subject formation by the 

“secret object of sacrifice,” which is potentially anything other than white masculine subject. 

As I have described above, Keenan, writing in 2004 in Hypatia, attempts to position 

Irigaray’s work alongside Zizek’s Lacanian critique of sacrifice. Anne Caldwell in 

“Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” in Hypatia in 2002, 

however, argues that Irigaray does more than critique sacrifice, indeed she is one of the few 

philosophers to point towards a “nonsacrificial and fluid economy.”61 Caldwell uses the term 

“nonsacrificial,” however Irigaray never uses this term, the closest she comes to this term is 

with the phrase “new sacrifice,” which refers to the sacrifice of patriarchal sacrifice. This is an 

important distinction as it is more in line with Irigaray’s emphasis on abundance rather than 

negation.  However, this semantic distinction aside, Caldwell importantly positions Irigaray’s 

theorisation of a new culture or economy against those theorists who critique yet remain 

within and repeat the sacrificial order: 

 
Whether difference is treated as private by liberalism, as constitutive and disruptive by 

deconstruction, as generative of desire and signification by Lacan, the assumption remains that 

social order, public discourse, and subjectivity must repress difference to function.62  

 

Caldwell includes in her analysis feminist thinkers who position themselves within these 

psychoanalytic and deconstructionist paradigms: Jaqueline Rose argues that castration is 

essential to identity; Judith Butler argues that identity only occurs through repression and 

exclusion; and Penelope Deutscher argues that Derrida’s effort to work within the limits of 

sacrifice is preferable to Irigaray’s attempt to reach beyond sacrifice.63 These positions 

indicate the controversy that surrounds Irigaray’s notion of a new sacrificial order: there is a 

 
59 For example, see Lacan, Jacques, Juliet Mitchell, and Jacqueline Rose, Feminine Sexuality: Jacques Lacan  

and the Ećole Freudienne (London: Macmillan, 1982), 53-55. 
60 For example, see Tina Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and 

Many,” in Rewriting Difference: Luce Irigaray and “the Greeks,” ed. Elena Tzelepis and Athena Athanasiou 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2012). 
61 Anne Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” Hypatia 17, no. 4 

(2002): 17. Cheryl Lawler, who I discuss below, refers, similarly, to a “nonsacrificial economy.” Cheryl Lawler, 

“Orestes with Oedipus: Psychoanalysis and Matricide,” in Thinking with Irigaray, ed. Sabrina Hom, Mary 

Rawlinson, and Serene Khader (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2011), 30. 

62 Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 23. 
63 See Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 23. 
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pervasive idea that to point towards the possibility of a new sacrificial order goes against the 

vital process of subject formation, which in spite of the interventions of Lacan and Derrida, 

still remains explicitly tied up with the initial sacrifice of the mother—as illustrated in the 

example above of Ernst mastering and therefore sacrificing his mother in Beyond the Pleasure 

Principle. 

In response to these critiques from feminist theorists, however, one can turn to 

Irigaray’s own definition of a limit, that ensures subjectivity is formed, not from sacrifice, but 

from a relationality formed via new sacrifice. Caldwell argues that Irigaray’s alternative to the 

sacrificial order, new sacrifice, is encapsulated by Irigaray’s notion of the “sensible 

transcendental:” 

 
A sensible transcendental indicates that matter and form retain an irreducible relation 

characterized by an interval. Conceptual mediation never loses its relation to matter and 

difference; it remains material. This insight permits Irigaray to develop a vision of a 

nonsacrificial political order.64  
 

In order to describe this political order, Caldwell focuses mainly on Irigaray’s text on I love to 

you: sketch of a possible felicity in history. In this text Irigaray describes how women project 

“contradictions onto other women … side-step(ing) the labor of the negative amongst 

them.”65 Caldwell, following Irigaray, writes: 

 
[a] language of indirection and an ethics of the negative are two such techniques that individuals 

could practice in their everyday lives, and that could offer useful ways for women to form 

coalitions without ignoring women’s differences from one another. Sexuate rights and a civil 

identity for women are a broader type of transformation, enlisting the power of the state—or the 

power of citizens to affect the state—in transforming laws that deny women’s specificity. At the 

very least, these approaches, or variations of them, seem more likely to enable coalitions of 

women and a transformation of relations of domination than the sacrificial thesis that announces 

form the outset that identity and order must repress difference.66 

 

 
64 Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 25. Rebecca Hill, in The 

interval: relation and becoming in Irigaray, Aristotle, and Bergson, focuses on “the interval,” in particular, as 

the site of, what I term in this thesis, the emergence of a new sacrificial order. Hill writes that Irigaray, in The 

Ethics of Sexual Difference, “situates the task of articulating the question of sexual difference—which is the 

question of her oeuvre, the question that would, perhaps, enable the emergence of a new age of thought and 

life—in terms of a radical rethinking of the interval.” Rebecca Hill, The interval: relation and becoming in 

Irigaray, Aristotle, and Bergson (New York: Fordham University Press, 2012), 1. Cheryl Lawler, also focuses on 

the interval, in regards to psychoanalytic practice: “Irigaray’s theorizing of both threshold and interval provides 

an alternative to a sacrificial model of intimacy and desire, another pathway toward achieving subjectivity that is 

not predicated on a sacrificial paradigm.” Cheryl Lawler, “Desire at the Threshold,” in Engaging the World: 

Thinking after Irigaray, edited by Mary C. Rawlinson (Albany, New York: State University of New York Press, 

2016): 234. 
65 Irigaray in Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 31. 
66 Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 34. 
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Caldwell is interested in a new political order and therefore focuses on rights and “civil 

identity.” She seems to suggest that “transforming laws,” to represent sexual difference, is 

more effective, or “seems more likely to enable coalitions of women,” than working within a 

sacrificial order which represses sexual difference.  

Caldwell argues that “what this new order entails and how she [Irigaray] reaches this 

point remains obscure in her own work, and has received little attention from her readers.”67 

Whilst there may not be much scholarly work on “what this new order entails,” in line with 

Caldwell’s solution with regard to the political order, there does exist scholarship that 

develops Irigaray’s concept of anew sacrificial orderalong other lines. Cheryl Lawler in 

“Orestes with Oedipus: Psychoanalysis and Matricide,” describes, as with Caldwell, a 

“nonsacrificial [again I would question the use of “nonsacrifice” instead of “new sacrifice”] 

economy of desire,” however within the psychoanalytic process rather than a political order.68 

There is also the practice of “affidamento,” developed by the Milan Women’s Bookstore, a 

relationship of entrustment, wherein “one woman gives her trust or entrusts herself 

symbolically to another woman who becomes her guide, her mentor, or point of reference—in 

short, the figure of symbolic mediation between her and the world.”69  Theorists such as 

Margaret Whitford and Tina Chanter, among others, describe the nature of a new sacrificial 

order and question whether it is utopian or genuinely revolutionary. Whitford indeed might 

take issue with Caldwell’s practical solutions to reforming the political order, for resembling 

too closely a fight for equality within the confines of the existing political order. In Luce 

Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, Whitford articulates Irigaray’s position thus: “the fight 

for equality, is in the end subordinate for her to the much bigger struggle which is ‘to 

challenge the foundation of our social and cultural order [emphasis in original].’”70  

Caldwell, however, challenges Whitford’s critique of Irigaray’s project as overly 

ambitious:  

 
while Margaret Whitford suggests Irigaray “comes dangerously close to suggesting the 

possibility that there might be a culture without sacrifice” and that “it is easier to attribute 

violence to an other (like patriarchy) than to consider the implications of the inevitable violence 

 
67 Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 16. 

68 Lawler writes: “It is time to imagine our way beyond sacrificial models of intimacy. By establishing and 

continuing to hold open an ‘analytic’ space, we can embody, and then elaborate, new symbolic paradigms 

grounded in our lived experiences and those of our patients.” Cheryl Lawler, “Orestes with Oedipus: 

Psychoanalysis and Matricide,” 31, in Thinking with Irigaray, edited by Sabrina Hom, Mary Rawlinson, and 

Serene Khader  (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2011). 
69 Graziella Parati and Rebecca West, eds., Italian Feminist Theory and Practice: Equality and Sexual 

Difference (Madison; Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2002), 8-9. 
70 Irigaray in Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 12. 
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at the heart of identity,” Irigaray claims it is “sacrificial societies who live or survive on 

persistent deception.”71  

 

`Elsewhere, however, Whitford reads Irigaray primarily as “a theorist of change,”72 and 

ultimately seems to regard Irigaray’s contribution to the problem of change as highly 

valuable: “In all forms of feminism there is a tension between the critique of an unsatisfactory 

present and the requirement, experienced as psychological or political, for some blueprint, 

however sketchy, of the future.”73 In response to this tension, Whitford argues that feminist 

theorists tend either to fall into “political romanticism (harmony with nature)” or a view of the 

future “in progress,” where the struggles take different forms, but are never finally eliminated; 

Irigaray’s “utopia,” on the other hand, is a viable “utopia” that solves this tension to a certain 

extent. Caldwell and Whitford both reject the charge that Irigaray’s theory of new sacrifice is 

utopian and does not allow for the formation of the subject, Whitford qualifying the term 

“utopia” to the point of its annulment: “I would thus agree with Marcelle Marini’s comment 

on Irigaray that: ‘The value of a utopia is not to programme the future but to help to change 

the present.’”74   

The phrase “change the present,” however is perhaps misleading, as Whitford later in 

Philosophy in the Feminine describes Irigaray’s temporality of a new sacrificial order as 

“future anterior,” quoting Lacan: “what I shall have been for what I am in the process of 

becoming.”75 In “The Future of Sexual Difference”76 Grosz also uses this term. She describes 

Irigaray’s project of sexual difference, the possibility of representation and embodiment of the 

feminine, as “something that is impossible in the present. Its function is always the future 

anterior. Its function is as ideal.”77 To return to little Ernst as an example, we can read 

Lacan’s statement via Irigaray so that the mother as origin (the Real/reel) is “what shall have 

been,” if Ernst was able to face this risk and danger in his “process of becoming.” There is a 

 
71 Whitford and Irigaray in Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 

19. 

72 Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 15.  

73 Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 18. 

74 Marini in Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 20. 

75 Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 25. 
76 Judith Butler and Drucilla Cornell, “The Future of Sexual Difference: An Interview with Judith Butler and 

Drucilla Cornell,” interview by Elizabeth Grosz and Pheng Cheah, Diacritics 28, no. 1 (1998).  
77 Grosz et al., “The Future of Sexual Difference: An Interview with Judith Butler and Drucilla Cornell,” 30. 

Lawler, writing about the psychoanalytic space describes how “In…a new economy of desire and intimacy, both 

‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ would be something that is as yet unpredictable and that lies latent in our past-

future—a future-anterior beckoning.” Lawler, “Orestes with Oedipus: Psychoanalysis and Matricide,” 28. Both 

Grosz and Lawler’s definitions expand Whitford’s definition of “changing the present,” above.   
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dialectical relationship between the past and the future, wherein the process of becoming 

structures the understanding of the past (origin), which in turn structures the process of 

becoming. In this way, the representation of the feminine is made possible by a feminine 

imaginary structuring the symbolic.78  

This future anterior revolutionary impulse remains in Irigaray’s more recent work. In 

To be born: genesis of a new human being, Irigaray writes:  

 
We must discover how it is possible for us to found another world. And it is not merely by 

destroying the world built in a past epoch of history that we can construct the world more 

suitable for a cultivation of life that we are in need of today, but rather by returning to the origin 

of our natural identity. We can never reach this origin, and what we believe we grasp of it is 

always already a substitute for the elusive reality that it will remain for us. Nevertheless, it is 

from it that we must try to start again.79 

 

This new sacrificial temporality is mystical because the founding of another world begins in 

an origin we cannot reachand is for Irigaray, always connected to the divine: 

 

The concepts of God and the angels need to be situated in the context of her [Irigaray’s] concept 
of the divine. The divine is not simply the reward of earthly virtue in the form of all wishes come 

true. For Irigaray, the divine is the field of creativity, fertility, production. It is the existence of 

something new, a (dialectical?) transcendence of the past, a projection from the past into the 

future. The divine is a movement of history, of becoming without telos, a movement linked, 

above all, with love.80  

 

I have discussed above Irigaray’s discussion of God and angels in Judeo-Christian 

texts and however the sacrificial temporality I have been describing is also always, for 

Irigaray, connected to respect and representation of not only “woman,” but of the earth. 

Irigaray writes in “Divine Women,” which comes after “Belief Itself,” in Sexes and 

Genealogies:  

 

We still pass our daily lives in a universe that is composed and is known to be composed of four 

elements: air, water, fire, and earth. We are made up of these elements and we live in them. They 

determine, more or less freely, our attractions, our affects, our passions, our limits, our 

aspirations.81  

 

 
78 Whitford explains the relation between the imaginary and the symbolic in Irigaray’s work in terms of how the 

imaginary is made up of unconscious phantasies, which are structured by the symbolic. One cannot have one 

without the other, so: “One should then conceive of the creation of the female imaginary as a social process, 

involving intervention in the symbolic.” Whitford, Luce Irigaray: Philosophy in the Feminine, 90. 
79 Luce Irigaray, To be born: genesis of a new human being (Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 

94. 
80 Elizabeth Grosz, Irigaray and the Divine, Occasional Paper 9 (Sydney: Local Consumption, 1986), 14. 
81 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 57. 
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Grosz describes Irigaray’s allusion to the four elements as a kind of textual strategy: “The 

elementary particles are emblems rather than substantial units or the basic/metaphysical data 

of reality; they have metaphoric rather than referential status.”82 I would argue, however, that 

this takes away from what seems to be a more mystical understanding of both the divine and 

nature. Irigaray writes at the beginning of “Divine Women,” that when writing her elemental 

series, which includes Marine Lover of Friedrich Nietzsche, Elemental Passions, and 

Forgetting the Air in Martin Heidegger, she was “obeying a deep, dark, and necessary 

intuition.”83 Her “intuition,” in regard to the elements is less of a textual strategy, and more of 

a mystical one. More recently in Through Vegetal Being: Two Philosophical Perspectives,84 

as Irigaray is recounting her experience of exclusion from academic and psychoanalytic 

circles following the publication of Speculum of the Other Woman, she describes how a past 

experience of a “positive absolute,”85 her phrase for a god-like, divine presence, and her walks 

in nature, made it possible for her to survive. 

In Grosz’s later work, the elements become important in critiquing the primacy of 

sexual difference. Grosz compares Darwin’s fundamental intervention of evolutionary theory 

to Irigaray’s theory of sexual difference:  

 
Irigaray and Darwin have each, in separation from the other, come to a point of commonness in 

which different bodies, divided along the lines of sex, become the means for new natural and 

cultural relations, the road to new forms of politics and new forms of life.86  

 

Grosz demonstrates here that “sexual difference” and “animal difference” are similar 

operations that can both inform each other. Sara Stuva similarly writes that the “the altruistic 

gesture of non-human animals could be thought through the logic of relationship, interaction 

and dynamics between two subjects.”88 Penelope Deutscher, however, argues that 

 
any desire to narrate animality, generally, as an alternative genealogy is for Irigaray yet one 

more variation on all these suppressions of maternal origin … Based on her critical remarks 

 
82 Grosz, Irigaray and the Divine, 10. 
83 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 57. 
84 Luce Irigaray and Michael Marder, Through Vegetal Being: Two Philosophical Perspectives (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2016). 
85 Irigaray and Marder, Through Vegetal Being, 17. 
86 Elizabeth Grosz, “The Nature of Sexual Difference,” Angelaki: Journal of the Theoretical Humanities 17, no. 

2 (2012): 90. 

88 Sara Stuva, “Breathing with Animals,” in Breathing with Luce Irigaray, ed. Lenart Škof and Emily A. Holmes 

(New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013), 132.  
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concerning alternative genealogies, it seems likely that Irigaray might resist the friendly 

commentaries of … Grosz.89 

 

Deutscher wants to retain an elemental genealogy—and the relation between elemental and 

animal life—and argues that it is Irigaray’s own conception of the elements that potentially 

challenges the primacy of sexual difference: 

 
The origins of life prompt speculation about what elemental context (air? water? rock?) we 

might imagine giving rise to them. Irigaray favors elemental and avoids animal genealogies. But 

to what extent can these be secured from each other? Consider the mergings and reciprocities of 

water and watery life, earth and earthworm. Irigaray argues that just about every kind of 

genealogy (theological, evolutionist, the overman) has been favoured to date except maternal 

birth. Yet the elemental is always engaged in a becoming, most obviously a becoming animal … 

Though Irigaray would not make this suggestion herself, an elemental genealogy contains the 

possibility of reflecting on a “prior” to sexual difference, with potential to decenter its primacy 

in Irigaray’s reflection.90 

 

Deutscher’s reading of Irigaray is astute and relates to my argument throughout the 

thesis that the sacrifice of the feminine is always tied to the synchronous sacrifice of the 

natural world under patriarchy. As Deutscher argues, sexual difference is decentred and, as I 

would argue for the purpose of this thesis, it emphasises the radical potential of Irigaray’s 

work, in conceptualising a future anterior sacrificing of sacrifice: a post capitalist, post 

patriarchal world that allows humans, to respect and continue living on the Earth. Alongside 

these critiques of the primacy of sexual difference in Irigaray’s work in favour of the 

elemental and animal, there are many critiques which decenter the primacy of sexual 

difference and instead illuminate gendered, classed, and raced differences. Judith Butler 

argues “that Irigaray monopolizes the zone of exclusion in reading the outside as feminine, 

thereby ‘excluding’ other bases of oppression.”91 And Chanter provides a compelling critique 

in regard to the primacy of sexual difference in Irigaray’s work in “Irigaray's Challenge to the 

Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many:” 

 
what if sexual difference itself were constituted on the basis of a repressed discourse of racial 

difference, what if psychoanalytic discourse itself was formulated on the basis of the repression 

of class difference? What if our very notions of male and female have come to be concepts only 

on the basis of a violent repression of racialized, classed, and transgendered others?92 

 
89 Penelope Deutscher, “Animality and Descent: Irigaray’s Nietzsche, on Leaving the Sea,” in Thinking with 

Irigaray, ed. Sabrina L. Hom, Mary C. Rawlinson, and Serene J. Khader (Albany: State University of New York 

Press, 2011), 63, 70. 

90 Deutscher, “Animality and Descent: Irigaray’s Nietzsche, on Leaving the Sea,” 71. 

91 Butler in Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 32. 

92 Tina Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” in Rewriting 

Difference: Luce Irigaray and “the Greeks,” ed. Elena Tzelepis and Athena Athanasiou (Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 2012), 220. 
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Chanter articulates what is the secondary question of this thesis—after the first question of, is 

a new sacrificial order possible?—why do we prioritise one objecthood over another? Which 

oppression is the most important? Is there an originary object? The latter is the subject of 

Chapter One and is related to Chanter’s other question: “What is it about the nature of social 

oppression and its intellectual analyses that lends itself so repeatedly to a failure to sustain a 

serious interrogation on multiple fronts?”93 This secondary question of the primary or 

originary object is important to the question of whether a new sacrificial order is possible, 

because as I argue in this thesis, the new sacrificial order is made possible through the secret 

object of sacrifice—the “secret object of sacrifice” is both the hidden object of the sacrificial 

order (anything other than white masculine subject) and the sacrificial order that is sacrificed 

by its object, in a mystical transformation. The double meaning in the title of this thesis “The 

secret object of sacrifice,” expresses the tension I chart throughout this thesis: between the 

contingency of the abjection of the sacrificial order and the possibility of something other to 

this order. While Irigaray’s primary object is “woman,” I discuss in this thesis how woman-

as-object can relate to other objects, animal, gendered, classed, and raced.94   

After acknowledging Irigaray’s oversight in privileging sexual difference, Chanter 

acknowledges the importance of how Irigaray “dramatizes the problem.”95 Although she 

privileges sexual difference to the detriment of obscuring other differences, Irigaray allows 

for difference, in ways that most philosophers cannot, and is therefore important in theorising 

differences other than sexual difference, including racial difference. And Caldwell argues that 

“Irigaray’s effort to transform a sacrificial society that uses the materiality of some to sustain 

ideals of discourse and subjectivity thus addresses the logic of other forms of oppression, 

although not their individual specificity.”96  

 

The phallic logic of the symbolic order appeals to a monological meaning that supresses 

differences…. paths of resistance create new versions of the master/slave dynamic in their 

attempt to establish themselves as legitimate, so that even progressive politics of democracy, far 

from being immune from divisive relations is replete with them…. Irigaray sees herself not only 

as subverting the Plantonic model, which assumes the priority of the one over the many, but also 

 
93 Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” 228. 
94 Chanter argues that the privileging of sexual difference in Irigaray’s work is due to her repetition of the 

privileging of sexual difference in psychoanalysis, a “Eurocentric privileging … which is itself only possible due 

to the repression of the extent to which colonial expansion has facilitated the flourishing of Western capitalism, 

and produced the rest of the world as Europe’s other,” which is the central theme around which I based my 

question of an originary object in Chapter One. Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the 

Platonic One and Many,” 220-21. 
95 Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” 221.  
96 Caldwell, “Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference,” 32. 
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what she construes as an inversion of that model—the priority of the multiplicity over the one. 

Thus, Irigaray implicitly targets a politics of multiculturalism for merely overturning the Platonic 

model, emphasizing the many over the one without challenging the memetic relation that 

remains between them.97  

 

Irigaray is able to reach this notion of radical difference which does not reproduce hegemony, 

as her central concern is not to reform the symbolic in general, as Chanter refers to it, or as I 

focus on in this thesis, the sacrificial order and its symbolic, but rather to ask how a new 

sacrificial order can come into being. Chanter argues that while Irigaray “falls prey to racism, 

and to a perpetuation of the invisibility of whiteness, she also issues a challenge to both 

psychoanalytic theory and philosophy that has yet to find an adequate response.”98 

Chanter argues that Irigaray’s racism is inextricably linked to the primacy of sexual difference 

in her work. In this way Irigaray falls prey to the same mistake that other feminisms make, 

which claim a universality whilst repeating the primacy of white women.  

One could argue, however, that in Irigaray’s mimetic strategy of inhabiting the 

objecthood of a white woman, she is not repeating her primacy or supremacy. The argument I 

present in this this thesis is that Irigaray’s mystic understanding of the relation between the 

elements and life (herself), is what informs her work. Irigaray, in other words, is only writing 

what she knows, and she does not know, nor has she experienced the other differences. The 

primacy of sexual difference signifies her singular relation to the world, and also the 

singularity of the mystic. A mystic relation is wedded to experience and the material, and 

therefore cannot lead to the imposition of a universal paradigm. Indeed, in Irigaray’s mimetic 

re-reading of the philosophers she is intervening on their universalism, and universalism in 

general. For the argument of this thesis I am less interested in a concept of the object and 

sacrifice that provides a map of important intersectional oppressions, than I am in the mystic.  

I seek to understand the singular experience of the mystic who comes up against their own 

and others’ objectivity.99 By focusing on a mystic intervention (or simply experience) of the 

 
97 Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” 219. 
98 Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” 218 – 219. 
99 “Objectivity,” here and throughout the thesis, refers to Irigaray’s definition of the word, which rejects the 

gendered connotations of objectivity, wherein the (male) subject scientifically, impartially observes an object. 

Objectivity, instead, becomes woman’s state of objecthood. Irigaray writes: “in so far as I belong to a gender, my 

body already represents an objectivity for me. Therefore, I am not a simple subjectivity which seeks an object in 

the other. Belonging to a gender allows me to realize, in me, for me—and equally towards the other—a dialectic 

between subjectivity and objectivity which escapes the dichotomy between subject and object.” Luce Irigaray, 

To Be Two, trans. Monique Rhodes and Marco Cocito-Monoe (New York: Routledge, 2001), 21.  
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sacrificial subject/object division and social order, I seek to analyse rather than critique 

Irigaray, in a similar way to how she analyses Freud and others.  

The secret: abjection and mysticism 

For Kristeva, the secret of the sacrificial order is found in Totem and Taboo, wherein Freud 

abandons the incest taboo in favour of focusing on the murder taboo. In Powers of Horror: An 

Essay on Abjection, Kristeva writes: 

 

Could the sacred be, whatever its variants, a two-sided formation? One aspect founded by 

murder and the social bond made up of murder’s guilt-ridden atonement, with all the projective 

mechanisms and obsessive rituals that accompany it; and another aspect, like a lining, more 

secret still and invisible, non-representable, oriented toward those uncertain spaces of unstable 

identity, toward the fragility—both threatening and fusional—of the archaic dyad, toward the 

non-separation of subject/object, on which language has no hold but one woven of fright and 

repulsion?100 

 

Here, the origin of the sacred is found in the murder of the father—and the murder taboo— 

which we know in the “projective mechanisms and obsessive rituals” of the patriarchal order, 

but the second origin is found in the secret sacrifice of woman—and the incest taboo. This 

second origin is related to the Real, the “non-separation of subject/object,” and it is abject. 

Kristeva defines the abject as having “only one quality of the object—that of being opposed to 

I.”101  “I,” here, relates both to the religious and psychoanalytic “I.” Whereas the murder taboo 

allows a subject formation in line with the social, the other aspect of the sacred, its abject 

lining, allows for a different formation of the (non)subject. Kristeva writes:  

 
If the object, however, through its opposition, settles me within the fragile texture of a desire for 

meaning, which, as a matter of fact, makes me ceaselessly and infinitely homologous to it, what 

is abject, on the contrary, the jettisoned object, is radically excluded and draws me toward the 

place where meaning collapses [emphasis in original].102  

 

If we think back to little Ernst’s game, the reel is a representative of a “jettisoned object,” an 

object of primal oppression.  Little Ernst casts away the reel, and “through its opposition, 

settles [him] … within the fragile texture for meaning.” If, instead of casting away the reel he 

faced the nonseparation from the maternal entity, he would be drawn toward the place where 

meaning collapses.  

 
100 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 57-58. 
101 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 1. 
102 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 1-2. 
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For Kristeva, the abject is vital to the experience of the mystic, who’s “I” dissolves 

upon communing with God. Kristeva describes how the relation to motherhood and the 

maternal, in a nutritive beginning, is integral to the opening up to the symbolic relation with 

Christ, describing how the Eucharist “invites a removal of guilt from the archaic relation to 

the first pre-object (ab-ject) of need: the mother.”103 Kristeva writes:  

 
The mystic’s familiarity with abjection is a fount of infinite jouissance. One may stress the 

masochistic economy of that jouissance only if one points out at once that the Christian mystic, 

far from using it to the benefit of a symbolic or institutional power, displaces it indefinitely (as 

happens with dreams, for instance) within a discourse where the subject is resorbed (is that 

grace?) into communication with the Other and with others.104 

 

Kristeva does not see a future anterior potential in the mystic’s experience, rather, her concept 

of abjection describes an apocalyptic temporality, which is best described through literature:  

 

On close inspection, all literature is probably a version of the apocalypse that seems to me 

rooted, no matter what its sociohistorical conditions might be, on the fragile border (borderline 

cases) where identities (subject/object, etc.) do not exist or only barely so—double, fuzzy, 

heterogeneous, animal, metamorphosed, altered, abject.105  

 

While Kristeva’s theorisation of abjection is useful to chart specific identities—and states of 

being—that are sometimes missing from Irigaray’s work, identities that are “double, fuzzy, 

heterogenous, animal, metamorphosed, altered, abject;” Irigaray is useful in locating what is 

missing from Kristeva’s work: the possibility of a new mystical sacrificial order not centred 

around the phallus, arising from the pre-oedipal stage.  

Jackie Wang in “Oceanic Feeling and Communistic Affect,”106 describes how Julia 

Kristeva follows Freud in a dismissal of “communistic potential”107 in mystical experience. 

Wang begins by describing Romain Rolland’s use of Freud’s term “oceanic”—which refers to 

a feeling that occurs in relation to the Real: a “feeling of limitlessness that marks a return to 

the infantile, pre-Oedipal mode of being, whereby the infant cannot distinguish itself from its 

 
103 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 118. 
104 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 127. 
105 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 207. 
106 Jackie Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect,” Giulia Tofana the Apothecary, accessed December 

3 2016, 

 https://loneberry.tumblr.com/post/153995404787/oceanic-feeling-and-communist-affect. 
107 Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect.” 
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mother” 108—to describe a “mystical feeling that enables one to commune with the 

universe.”109 Kristeva relates the oceanic, in Black Sun,110 to a feminine psychic structure, as  

 
a form of wounded narcissism which allows women to gain a kind of protective omnipotence by 

‘limitlessly spreading her constrained sorrow’ to achieve a ‘hallucinated completeness.’ In a 

sense, Kristeva’s oceanic is a kind of premature death that is paradoxically a pre-emptive 

defence against death.111  

 

As with her theory of abjection, Kristeva acknowledges artistic, rather than communistic 

potential in the “oceanic.” For Kristeva this is the “archaic relation” of the Real; the need of 

the mother is also related to the creative impulse. Wang argues that:  

 
Essentially what Kristeva is proposing is not so much a disavowal of the oceanic on the grounds 

that it is infantile (as Freud does), but a new orientation to the oceanic, one that insists that the 

oceanic can be a gift or source of artistic inspiration so long as it is mediated and managed by the 

(psychoanalytic) practice of signification.112  

 

Both Irigaray and Kristeva challenge the need to avoid or control the Real, but 

whereas Kristeva positions the artist and poet who mediates the Real, Irigaray positions the 

mystic who knows or faces the Real and allows for revolution.113  To dwell in abjection—to 

dwell in a “mediated and managed” state of non-separation without a future-anterior 

temporality to structure it, might mean for Irigaray to accept the sacrificial order. The poet, 

for Irigaray does not dwell in abjection, rather she faces abjection and thus allows for a new 

 
108 Freud in Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect.” 
109 Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect.” 
110 Julia Kristeva, Black Sun: Depression and Melancholia, trans. by Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1989). 
111 Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect”. 
112 Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect.” 
113 Kristeva, writes in Powers of Horror that the “there looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark 

revolts of being,” this revolt, however does not refer to revolution in the societal sphere but the revolt of the 

subject in psychoanalysis and art, so that “abjection is eminently productive of culture [emphasis added],” not 

society. Powers of Horror, 1, 45. In “Women’s time,” published in 1981, Kristeva responds to second wave 

feminist, and radical feminist conceptions of revolution: “This process could be summarized as an interiorization 

[emphasis added] of the founding separation of the sociosymbolic contract, as an introduction of its cutting edge 

into the very interior of every identity whether subjective, sexual, ideological, or so forth.” Julia Kristeva, 

“Women’s Time,” Signs 7, no 2 (1981): 34. Sara Beardsworth explains Kristeva’s shift in focus “from revolution 

to revolt culture.” Kristeva’s 1974 text Revolution in Poetic Language, emphasises “the modes of and resources 

for subversion in the contemporary Western world;” whereas “the psychoanalytic and aesthetic thought of the 

1980s, especially the trilogy Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, Tales of Love, and Black Sun: 

Depression and Melancholia, does not reside in a revolutionary stance. Rather, it follows through and expands 

upon the discoveries of psychoanalysis in a manner that reveals the failings of subject formation in Western 

cultures.” Sara Beardsworth, “From Revolution to Revolt Culture,” in Revolt, affect, collectivity: The unstable 

boundaries of Kristeva's polis, ed. Tina Chanter and Ewa Plonowska Ziarek (Albany: State University of New 

York Press, c2005), 37. 
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process of becoming and a new social order, based on what Lorraine Gauthier describes as 

“the symbolic representation of women as women:”  

 

The repression of the mother’s sexed body is not, as Lacan, Kristeva and others would have it, a 

necessity for the entrance into the symbolic, but rather, in Irigarayan terms, the impediment to 

the very possibility of any real symbolic and sexual exchange.114  

 

For Kristeva the oceanic can be “a gift or source of artistic inspiration,” Wang argues, 

whereas for Fred Moten, it has “communistic potential.”115 However, Moten, as with 

Kristeva, advocates a kind of dwelling—albeit “dwelling” with an intention of bringing about 

change, of disrupting the dominant order—rather than an Irigarayan facing and passing 

through of abjection. Moten sees communistic potentiality in dwelling in abjection, he asks:  

 
Who bears the responsibility of discovering an ontology of, or of discovering for ontology, the 

ensemble of political, aesthetic, and philosophical derangements that comprise the being that is 

neither for itself nor for the other? What form of life makes such discovery possible as well as 

necessary? Would we know it by its flaws, its impurities? What might an impurity in a 

worldview actually be? Impurity implies a kind of non-completeness, if not absence, of a 

worldview.116  

 

In Moten’s latest book, Black and Blur, which takes off where In the Break ends, Moten 

writes:  

 
our resistant, relentlessly impossible object is subjectless predication, subjectless escape, escape 

from subjection, in and through the paralegal flaw that animates and exhausts the language of 

ontology. Constant escape is an ode to impurity, an obliteration of the last word.117  

 

The word impurity is theorised by Mary Douglas and provides much of the groundwork for 

Kristeva’s theory of abjection. In this passage Moten seems to dwell in impurity, naming it as 

such and not needing to conceive of another name. Yet similarly to Irigaray, impurity is the 

beginning of a non-complete, new, worldview. Kristeva and Irigaray write of the non-access 

to subjectivity, and abjection, in terms of “woman,” whereas Moten writes primarily of a 

similar—yet irrevocably different—function in terms of Blackness.  

 
114 Lorraine Gauthier, “Desire for Origin/Original Desire: Luce Irigaray on Maternity, Sexuality, and 

Language,” Canadian Fiction Magazine 57 (1986): 42. 
115 Wang, “Oceanic Feeling and Communist Affect.” 
116 Fred Moten, “The Case of Blackness,” Criticism 50, no. 2 (2008): 179. 
117 Fred Moten, Black and Blur, vol. 1 of Consent Not to Be a Single Being (Durham: Duke University Press, 

2017), vii. 
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For Moten, those who are denied subjectivity, in this case those individuals who are 

defined in relation to “Blackness,”118 are impure, they are not subjects, but rather objects. 

However, for Moten this is preferable. Impurity is tied to communistic potential, where there 

is a trace of the individual in the commodity—this idea is the focus of chapter one where I 

detail Moten’s notion that a “trace of a subjectivity structure born in objection;”119 an 

“ongoing event of an antiorigin and an anteorigin, replay and reverb of an impossible natal 

occasion, the performance of the birth and rebirth.”120     

Both Irigaray and Kristeva challenge the need to avoid or control the Real, but 

whereas Kristeva sees revolutionary potential in an artistic mediation of it, Irigaray and 

Moten, see revolutionary potential in a mystical relation to the Real. Kristeva’s work is useful 

in my thesis in identifying different categories of abjection in the sacrificial order—in 

particular the categories of impurity that Mary Douglas identifies in relation to animals, 

women, and the state of anorexia—whereas Irigaray’s and Moten’s work helps me describe 

the possibility of a new sacrificial order as residing in particular abject objects. Irigaray and 

Moten both describe how individuals categorised by the words “women,” and “Blackness,” 

respectively, can evade their metaphysical destinies, by being in a mystical relation to an 

esoteric entity prior to the sacrificial order. Calvin Warren writes: “Moten is re-writing onto-

theology in another register; he uses Eastern philosophy (e.g. Buddhism) and ‘mystical post-

metaphysics’ to imagine a flight from ontology, a place beyond the arid terrain of political 

ontology.”121 Following this, the contingency of abjection no longer refers to the designation 

of the object as impure but rather the sacrificial order itself, which the object transcends—by 

transcend, I do not mean transcend the signifiers of “object,” “woman,” or “Blackness,” but 

rather transcend the significations attributed to them within the sacrificial order, to transform 

their meaning. In regard to the monological, narcissistic, universal logic of the sacrificial 

 
118 Moten distinguishes between black people and “Blackness:” “blackness is present (as E.P. Thompson said of 

the English working class) at its own making and … all the people who are called black are given in and to that 

presence, which exceeds them (in an irrevocable, antenational combination of terror and enjoyment, longing and 

rejection, that Hartman, in particular illuminates).  Ultimately, the paraontological force that is transmitted in the 

long chain of life and death performances that are the concern of black studies is horribly misunderstood if it is 

understood as exclusive, which is to say everyone can claim blackness. That claim is neither the last anticipatory 

reorientation but is, rather, an irreducible element of the differentially repeating plane that intersects and 

animates the comparativist sphere.” Fred Moten, “Black Op,” PMLA 123, no. 5 (2008): 1746. 
119 Moten, In the Break, 13. 
120 Moten, In the Break, 14. 
121 Calvin L. Warren, “Black Mysticism: Fred Moten’s Phenomenology of (Black) Spirit,” Zeitschrift für 

Anglistik und Amerikanistik 65, no. 2 (2017): 5. 
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order, Irigaray and Moten do not propose a destruction or deconstruction of this system, rather 

they position themselves in a mystical relation to it.  

The possibility of a new sacrificial order resides within the “secret object of sacrifice.” 

However, this object must face or pass through abjection in order to reach the possibility of 

another order, within a future anterior structure. Irigaray describes the object (woman) of 

sacrifice as hidden. Above, I talk about how one can face this hidden object, can face the 

Real, in a process categorised as “belief itself,” in contrast to “safe belief.” Irigaray’s 

argument is not solely related to theology, however, but to philosophy and psychoanalysis. 

Irigaray writes: “Truth's other side—its complement? its remainder?—stayed hidden. Secret 

… Veiling and unveiling, isn’t that what concerns them [the necromancers], interests 

them?”122 I am interested in the use of the word secret, in particular, for whereas “hidden” 

connotes concealment, the word secret has the additional connotation “pertaining to or dealing 

with mystical or occult matters.”123 Rather than a deconstructive mode of critique, which tries 

to map out intersectional hierarchies, placing “woman,” amongst different sexed, gendered, 

raced, and animal categories, I focus on the mystical aspect of Irigaray’s object of sacrifice, 

which retains a singularity for the feminine object, while acknowledging parallel objecthoods 

along the different categorical lines I have just described. Thinking about abjection in relation 

to the work of Irigaray is useful to theorise how a new sacrifice occurs given the contingency 

of the sacrificial order. Much criticism of her work stems from this omission and I argue in 

this thesis that this does not discount Irigaray’s work; this omission is not an aporia, it is not 

repressed but left undeveloped in her body of work.  

Irigaray’s elemental series includes The forgetting of air in Martin Heidegger, The 

divine lover of Fredrich Nietszche which focuses on water; and Elemental Passions, which 

includes a discussion of Merleau-Ponty and earth. Irigaray planned to write a book on Marx 

and fire but abandoned the idea.124 I am interested in the question: what would Irigaray’s book 

on Marx contain, if she wrote it? Fire represents the transformation of the other elements, a 

transitory element. If a new sacrificial order is possible, it must come from a transformation of 

its context and fire is an element that can transform. And in the seeds of Marx’s work, the 

 
122 Luce Irigaray, “When Our Lips Speak Together,” trans. Carolyn Burke,  Signs: Journal of Women in culture 

and Society 6, no. 1 (1980): 73. 
123 Oxford English Dictionary, “Secret,” Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

http://www.oed.com.ezp.lib.unimelb.edu.au/view/Entry/174537?rskey=SjkTaB&result=1&isAdvanced=false#ei

d 
124 See Alison Martin, Luce Irigaray and the Question of the Divine (Cambridge: Modern Humanities Research 

Association, 2000), 165. 
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individual in the commodity is the figure most representative of fire, she can transform her 

conditions and therefore allow a new sacrificial order to come into being. The mystic in 

Speculum and Divine Women could be the bearer of this fire.  Irigaray abandoned the idea of 

the Marx book; however, Moten, much later, seems to pick it up in relation to Blackness. I 

find the missing Marx book in Moten’s work, that helps me understand and return to 

Irigaray’s work. Moten’s work helps elaborate precisely how a new sacrificial order is 

possible through a transformation of or within the contingency of abjection, if we “pay 

attention … to the commodity that screams its fetish character and the whole of its secret 

against the [deafness of the] proper).”125 

Chapter Outline 

Throughout this thesis I find filmic and literary texts that also provide generative examples of 

abjection to compare with Irigaray’s notion of new sacrifice. Each chapter in this thesis charts 

the moment when an object transcends its designation of abjection, a mystical process, which 

occurs in a future-anterior structure of new sacrifice. It is through an investigation of the self, 

not of the subject, that writers break through the philosophical metaphorisation of the other. 

The writing of the self in the work of Helene Cixous, Clarice Lispector, and Chris Kraus, 

demonstrates how an investigation into one’s own experience of abjection as a white woman, 

can allow for—albeit limited— insight into the abjection of other “beings” rendered objects, 

across lines of race, sex, gender, and animality. Irigaray’s autobiographical (but still 

philosophical) turn in “Animal Compassion” and On Vegetal Being, Cixous’ autobiographical 

writing, Lispector’s philosophical novel, and the auto-theory of Kraus all in different ways 

operate outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, Eurocentric philosophy by 

including abject autobiographical ephemera of the self in their writing. It is precisely for their 

abject quality that I turn to them in this thesis. I extend Irigaray’s argument of new sacrifice 

by turning to theories of abjection and impurity in philosophical arguments of Kristeva and 

Moten and by turning to these texts that are abject in style while at the same time alluding to 

Irigaray’s concept of “la mystérique.” I turn to film in the final part of this thesis to further 

explore texts outside universalist, masculinist, Eurocentric philosophy which also illuminate 

the connection between abjection and mysticism. Film, as with texts I mention above, 

succeeds where philosophy fails, in representing challenges to the fetishistic hegemony across 

differences, by appealing not only to thoughts but the sensory experience of the body. 

 
125 Moten, Black and Blur, 3. 
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In the introduction I have extended Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice.  In Part One of this 

thesis I continue to flesh out this concept using the philosophy of Moten, Kristeva, and 

Cixous. In Chapter One I enquire into Luce Irigaray’s theory that woman is the originary 

object in the construction of the subject and the sacrificial order. I find that although parts of 

Irigaray’s work focus on woman as the originary object, it is her work on woman as a 

speaking commodity, that question the notion of origin within a future anterior structure and 

allows for her concept of “new sacrifice.”  I extend Irigaray’s critique of origin using Moten’s 

concept of “antiorigin,”” that exists in concert with the impure commodity.  

In Chapter Two I extend this theorisation of the impure commodity by turning to the 

work of Kristeva and Cixous to further theorise impurity and abjection in relation to the 

woman-commodity. I compare the denoted impurity of “women” and “animals” in the 

sacrificial order; both are between categories and therefore their bodies are in exile. In this 

comparison, I point towards ways in which Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice begins from 

the commodity’s exile from the sacrificial order. The memoir writing of Cixous and Irigaray 

features in this chapter and I demonstrate how it operates outside the traditional limits of 

universalist, masculinist, Eurocentric philosophy and is thus able to provide representation to 

new sacrifice and the contingency of abjection. 

 In Part Two of this thesis I explore the connection between memoir and abjection 

further in literature. In Chapter Three I continue the discussion of abjection, in Clarice 

Lispector’s The Passion According to G.H.127 I am interested in The Passion for how it 

philosophises while operating outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, 

Eurocentric philosophy. In this way, I continue the discussion of Chapter Two but in the 

context of literature. Lispector’s protagonist comes into being via an encounter with an abject 

animal, a cockroach. While most scholars analyse this text in terms of its ontological 

dimension, in this chapter I contextualise The Passion using the methodology of this thesis, 

which intervenes in the universality of ontology with raced and gendered accounts of political 

economy. G.H.’s mystical encounter with otherness and abjection transforms her and allows 

her to come into being within a future-anterior structure of new sacrifice. 

In Chapter Four I continue to study women’s writing that moves between the 

philosophical register and memoir writing, in Chris Kraus’ auto-fiction. Kraus, as with 

 
127 Clarice Lispector, The Passion According to G.H, trans. Idra Novey (New York: New Directions, 2012). 

First published in Portugese in 1964. 
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Lispector, renders an association between her own experience as a woman and other types of 

othering within late capitalism. Kraus’ work can be considered abject in the same way that the 

trace of the autobiographical makes women’s writing abject, as demonstrated so far in the 

work of Irigaray, Cixous, and Lispector. While all Kraus’ auto-fiction could be described as 

abject in style, Aliens and Anorexia,130 the focus of this chapter, is a particularly abject text 

because it describes the abject illness of anorexia. My discussion of anorexia in this chapter is 

the apex of the thesis, as it demonstrates the how the sacrificial order is embodied, and how in 

Aliens and Anorexia descriptions of anorexia break through the traditional ontological register 

and finds enunciation in mystical auto-fiction. In this way, this chapter provides further 

evidence of how new sacrifice occurs from the abject contingency of the existing sacrificial 

order. 

In Part Three I turn to representations of the sacrificial order in films, in order to 

further explore how the new sacrifice emerges from the contingency of abjection, in sight and 

sound. The previous chapters  developed the argument that certain women’s memoir, 

literature, and autofiction operate outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, 

Eurocentric philosophy; in the following chapters I extend this argument presenting films that 

also operate outside these traditional limits. In Chapter Five, I study Johnathon Glazer’s 

Under the Skin.131 Under the Skin,  like Kraus’ Aliens and Anorexia, is overall a 

representation of alienation and abjection within the sacrificial order and presents new 

sacrifice in a transcendence or escape of this order via death. In this chapter, I discuss further 

the themes of alienation in late capitalism, in terms of its Anthropocenic dimension: the 

teleological endpoint of the sacrificial order. The film highlights the alienation of woman in 

the sacrificial order, which is cut off from the natural world and progresses towards its own 

demise— as Irigaray writes “all the living beings who inhabit [the earth] are in danger.”132 

The solution to this predicament in the film is for woman to return to nature, however this 

protagonist does not have access to a utopian, Irigarayan positive absolute; her only way to 

return to nature and the materiality of the universe is through death. In Chapter Five therefore, 

I extend Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice to its utmost limit in regards to the contingency of 

abjection, which illustrates further the complexities and paradoxes of the concept. 

 

 
130 Chris Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia (Cambridge, MA: Semiotexte, 2013). 
131 Under the Skin, dir. Johnathon Glazer (2013; England: StudioCanal, 2014), DVD. 
132 Young, review of Through Vegeta Being: Two Philosophical Perspectives.  
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In the final chapter, Chapter Six of this thesis, I explore new sacrifice in moments of 

the everyday, in the films of Apichatpong135 Weerasethakul. Whereas the protagonist of 

Under the Skin reaches the new sacrificial order in death, in Apichatpong’s films, the 

monstrous femme fatale, object/commodity achieves a new sacrificial subjectivity. I analyse 

this process via Marks’ “recuperative notion of fetishism,”  which helps me extend Irigaray’s 

concept of new sacrifice further, focussing particularly on the Marxian commodity in relation 

to film. Apichatpong’s films resist a white western teleology of death and create a 

recuperation of the commodity objects and bodies-as-commodity-objects, not through Judaeo-

Christian mysticism, but a mysticism from Thai folklore. Women in Apichatpong’s films 

provide an alternative to the disembodied white woman alien discussed in the previous 

chapters, with sometimes terrifying, sometimes peaceful woman figures, who have the 

capacity to heal themselves and others. 

 

Methodology 
The thesis is structured in three parts: the first two chapters analyse philosophical texts; the 

second two chapters cover literary texts; and the final two chapters explore filmic texts. This 

thesis will attempt to demonstrate the similarities between these textual forms, or more 

specifically,  demonstrate how the representation of a new sacrificial process of becoming—

where autobiography or realism are combined with mysticism or fantasy—pushes the 

boundaries of these forms. 

Chapters 1-2 of this thesis will compare and contrast the ideas of various philosophers 

and writers such as Kristeva, Cixous and Moten in relation to abjection and sacrifice.  

Chapters 3-6 will adopt a critical approach based in close analysis in order to determine the 

nature of the different modes of representation in the texts (novels and films) and their 

significance in regard to new sacrifice. In the analysis of these texts, I will draw on the work 

of a number of theorists whose work helps to explicate a fuller understanding of the texts.  

  

 
135 As this is a Thai name, Apichatpong is the director’s surname. 
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PART ONE: Philosophy 
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1. The speaking commodity’s antiorigin after Fred Moten 
 

In this chapter I enquire into Luce Irigaray’s theory that woman is the originary object in the 

construction of the subject and the sacrificial order. I find that although parts of Irigaray’s 

work focus on woman as the originary object, it is her work on woman as a speaking 

commodity, that question the notion of origin within a future anterior structure and allows for 

her concept of “new sacrifice.”  In this chapter I extend Irigaray’s critique of origin using 

Moten’s concept of “antiorigin.”  

Irigaray critiques Sigmund Freud’s origin story of the subject: both his phylogenetic 

origin in the death of the father and the institution of the incest and animal taboos; and his 

ontogenetic origin, in the myth of Oedipus. Irigaray asks if, instead of describing woman as 

an object in the subject’s origin—an object to be exchanged in the phylogenetic narrative and 

an object/mother in the ontogenetic narrative— we could conceive of woman as origin. 

Irigaray focuses on woman as the ground from which ontology, or the subject, is made 

possible. However, this origin cannot only be gendered, it is also raced—although Irigaray 

herself does not explicitly acknowledge this. Irigaray’s writing on woman as commodity, 

rather than object, helps solve this problem, as origin is no longer located in Enlightenment 

abstraction, but rather its material conditions. I draw on Fred Moten’s concept of 

“antiorigin,”—replay and reverb of an impossible natal occasion, the performance of the birth 

and rebirth of a new science, a phylogenetic fantasy that (dis)establishes genesis137—to draw 

out this disavowed aspect of Irigaray’s work. Irigaray and Fred Moten both have the 

commodity speaking—following Marx who imagines the commodity speaking in Capital 

Volume One as I will detail below—thus revealing how the subject’s object and therefore his 

origin, are illusory. 

This chapter is guided by the question: “what is the origin of the object?” This is to 

ask whether the object shares the same origin story of the subject; Irigaray writes in Sexes and 

Genealogies: “It would seem to me to be … appropriate to inquire whether, under the 

sacrificed victim, another victim is often hidden.”138 Although Irigaray’s inquiry here is 

directed at Rene Girard’s Violence and the Sacred, it could very well be directed at Freud’s 

Totem and Taboo, in which Freud describes the phylogenetic origins of “man,” the 

evolutionary development of the human species in anthropology. Freud also describes the 

ontogenetic origin of “man,” and the development of the Western subject. The sacrifice and 

 
137 Moten, In the Break, 14.  
138 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 76. 
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exchange of women, in Freud, is deemed necessary for the origin of the sacrificial order and 

to the development for the modern male subject, who “begins” in Ancient Greece, embodied 

by the figure of Oedipus. Irigaray writes:  

 
When Freud, notably in Totem and Taboo, describes and theorizes about the murder of the father 

as the founding act for the primal horde, he is forgetting an even more ancient murder, that of the 

woman-mother, which was necessary to the foundation of a specific order in the city.139 

 

Irigaray challenges the universalism of Freud’s Oedipus subject by appealing to a mother 

figure within Greek Myth, Clytemnestra. Yet by focusing on the origin of Western society  

and its “universal” subject in Greek mythology, albeit via the figure of Clytemnestra rather 

than Oedipus, Irigaray seems to follow Freud in an obscuration of another hidden object, the 

so-called primitive of the “primal horde,” who is relegated to this fantastical phylogenetic 

origin and excluded from any Western ontogenetic origin. 

The work of Fred Moten theorises the origins of capitalism to reclaim a phylogenetic 

antiorigin. In this chapter, I draw on Moten’s work to find an antiorigin in Irigaray’s work, 

particularly in “Women on the Market,” whereby Freud’s anthropological objects become 

Marxian commodities. Both Moten and Irigaray have the commodity speaking, which diverts 

the focus from an originary object, or sacrificial victim, aligned with the institution of the 

subject, and rather conceives of a new antiorigin, coming from the commodity, which is no 

longer an object.  

I will first provide an exegesis of the relationship between the phylogenetic and 

ontological origins in Freud. Secondly, I will detail Irigaray’s critique of Freud’s ontogenesis 

story, the myth of Oedipus, and ask how much Irigaray’s focus on Clytemnestra reinforces 

Freud’s progressive narrative. Lastly, I turn to the work of Fred Moten and his concept of 

“antiorigin” and Blackness as a category of theorisation to demonstrate how a materialist 

feminist account of origin evades a repetition of progressivism, and successfully intervenes in 

grand narratives of origin, turning to “Women on the Market” to draw out the latent argument 

in Irigaray’s work, that the women-object resists her negation by speaking as a commodity.  

Freud’s origin story 

In Speculum of the other Woman, Irigaray writes that: 

 

when Freud reaffirms the incest taboo, he simply reannounces and puts back in place the 

conditions that constitute the speculative matrix of the “subject.” He reinforces his positions in a 

fashion yet more “scientific,” more imperious in their “objectivity,” A demonstration he clearly 

 
139 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 11. 
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needed himself if he is to “sublimate” in more universal interests his own desire for his/the 

mother. But as a result of using psychoanalysis (his psychoanalysis) only to scrutinize the history 

of his subject and his subjects, without interpreting the historical determinants of the constitution 

of the “subject” as same [emphasis in original], he was restoring, yet again that newly pressed 

down/repressed earth, upon which he stands erect which for him, following tradition though in 

more explicit fashion, will be the body/sex of the mother/nature.140 

 

Freud discusses the “incest taboo,” in Totem and Taboo, a text written to provide historical 

and scientific weight to Freud’s theory of the subject and psychoanalysis constructed via case 

studies such as little Ernst which I discussed in the Introduction.  The “incest taboo” Irigaray 

refers to is Freud’s appropriation of the incest laws of Australian aborigines and their moral 

system of “totemism,” as described by Sir James Frazer, an early anthropologist. In Freud’s 

analysis the totem is usually an animal, and more rarely a plant or element, that is the 

common ancestor and the guardian spirit of the clan. The animal is sacred and must not be 

killed or eaten. These divisions along animal lines determine the sexual divisions of the incest 

prohibition. One must not have sexual relations with those of the same totem, which not only 

includes blood relations but also skin relations, thus forming the law of exogamy: “The oldest 

and most important taboo prohibitions are the two basic laws of totemism: namely not to kill 

the totem animal, and to avoid sexual intercourse with totem companions of the other sex.”141 

While both sexes avoid this in fear of punishment, usually by death, Freud speaks only from 

the position of the male subject. There is no equal distribution of sexual avoidance or 

solicitation between the sexes. The woman is “captured.”142 In some cases she is spared death, 

unlike the offending man, because it is likely she had no role in solicitation, but is merely 

“coerced.”143 The beginning of moral law, the beginning of Freud’s civilisation, is therefore 

the prohibition on specific animals and women not to be consumed, the latter determined by 

the former, which is the totem of each tribe. Irigaray critiques Freud’s phylogenetic theory, 

that is the evolutionary origin of the “human.” Her argument is that instead of “discovering” a 

scientific truth, Freud “affirms the incest taboo,” in order to sublimate his own desires. 

Freud’s origin theory for the human “group,” a theory of phylogenesis, is in fact an origin 

theory for the human subject, a theory of ontogenesis. Freud’s own repressed ontogenesis is 

projected as a universal truth of the origin of the human.  

 
140 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 139. 
141 Freud, SE vol. 13, 31.  
142 Freud, SE vol. 13, 5. 
143 Freud, SE vol. 13, 5. 
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Irigaray further critiques the naturalisation of the oppression of women in 

anthropological theories of the origin of society, in the work of Claude Levi-Strauss and 

others.  In “Women on the Market,” Irigaray writes:  

 
The Society we know, our own culture, is based upon the exchange of women. Without the 

exchange of women, we are told, we would fall back into the anarchy (?) of the natural world, 

the randomness (?) of the animal kingdom.144   

 

Claude Levi-Strauss theorises the “exchange of women” in Elementary forms of Kinship, first 

published in French in 1949. He develops Frazer’s and Freud’s theories of exogamy, 

alongside Marcel Mauss’ theory of the gift exchange.145 Irigaray questions the naturalisation 

of the exchange of women. Her question marks indicate that rather an “anarchy,” or 

“randomness,” without the exchange of women we would be left with an original plenitude 

and abundance, which exists in a future-anterior relationship to the patriarchal, sacrificial 

order. Irigaray critiques phylogenetic theories of origin in order to imagine an alternative 

order that can represent the feminine, the possibility of a society and relation. Flagging that 

she is referring to the work of Levi-Strauss as an example, Irigaray writes of an order 

 
beyond any exchange of objects. What we would be dealing with, then, is the establishment of 

another era of civilisation, or of culture, in which the exchange of objects, and most particularly 

of women, would no longer form the basis for the constitution of a cultural order.146  

 

Irigaray does not wish to identify an alternative scientific theory of phylogenetic 

origin. Grosz writes that Irigaray’s work 

 
represents a fable or mythic unfolding of the fantasised origin. In this sense, it must be read more 

as Freud’s Totem and Taboo, or Nietzsche’s Zarathustra than historical archaeology: as 

retrospective projection more relevant to the here and now than it is faithful to its archival 

objects.147 

 

By focusing on the exchange of women, rather than any other category, it could be argued 

that Irigaray’s technique is an inversion of Freud’s projection of his own repressed desires 

onto history, whereby the feminine “object” (Irigaray) of the subject’s (Freud’s) repressed 

desires is projected onto history in order to imagine a new future. Rather than a “mythic” 

unfolding, I would argue, that it is a mystic unfolding that Irigaray is trying to achieve, which 

 
144 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 170.  
145 See Alan D. Schrift, The Logic of the Gift: Toward an Ethic of Generosity (New York: Routledge, 1997), 12 
146 Irigaray, I Love to You, 45. 
147 Grosz, Irigaray and the Divine, 10. 
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I will detail in the final section of this chapter, whereby the “archival object” projects her own 

account of antiorigin. Before I do this, I will further detail how this projection operates in 

terms of the relation between phylogenesis and ontogenesis proposed by Freud and 

subsequently Irigaray.  

The murder of the Greek mother 

In Totem and Taboo, Freud reads the anthropological notion of “totemism” both from within 

and constitutive of his psychoanalytic paradigm. Whilst totemism is the source of Freud’s 

origin story, this source is appropriated in a way that fits into his description of the 

psychoanalytic condition of modern man. Freud’s psychoanalysis was developed in his earlier 

writings around the Ancient Greek myth of Oedipus, who kills his father and unknowingly 

marries his mother. In Totem and Taboo, anthropological studies of totemism are interpreted 

via this earlier work on Oedipus:  

 
If the totem animal is the father, then the two principal ordinances of totemism, the two taboo 

prohibitions which constitute its core—not to kill the totem and not to have sexual relations with 

a woman of the same totem—coincide in their content with the two crimes of Oedipus, who 

killed his father and married his mother, as well as with the two primal wishes of children, the 

insufficient repression or the re-awakening of which forms the nucleus of perhaps every 

psychoneurosis.148 

 

Freud shapes the concept of totemism to reflect this patricidal myth, the totem is a 

replacement for the original murder of the father. This same operation guides Freud’s later 

work. Freud compares the Oedipus myth with other similar myths, including Moses in Moses 

and Monotheism,149 where a protagonist loses his identity and heritage, only to reclaim it later 

in the story. In the first chapter “Moses an Egyptian” Freud studies the exposure myth, where 

Moses is put in a vessel and into the Nile. For Freud, the narrative of a son who kills or loses 

his father originates in “primitive” totemism and develops in Ancient Greece, with the 

Oedipus myth, later develops within a religious paradigm, with Judaeo-Christian myths such 

as that of Moses, which develops into our current scientific paradigm and categorical 

imperative, Kant’s definition of the absolute unconditional command of the moral law, a law 

given by pure reason, and binding universally on every rational will.150  

 
148 Freud, SE vol. 13, 132. 
149 Freud, SE vol. 23. 
150 Freud writes: “It may begin to dawn on us that the taboos of the savage Polynesians are after all not so 

remote from us as we were inclined to think at first, that the moral and conventional prohibitions by which we 

ourselves are governed may have some essential relationship with these primitive taboos and that an explanation 

of taboo might throw a light upon the obscure origin of our own ‘categorical imperative.” SE vol. 13, 22. 
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The other fundamental aspect of how Freud links modern psychoanalysis with early 

anthropological findings is the ambivalence at the core of taboo: 

 

The word “taboo” denotes everything, whether a person or a place or a thing or a transitory 

condition, which is the vehicle or source of this mysterious attribute. It also denotes the 

prohibitions arising from the same attribute. And, finally, it has a connotation which includes 

alike “sacred” and “above the ordinary,” as well as “dangerous,” “unclean” and “uncanny”151 

 

 

It is an originary emotional ambivalence, the urge to both hurt and love, the contrary urges 

towards “affection … and hostility”152 that required the mimetic laws of taboos, Freud argues. 

The first “primitive” taboos were demonic and animistic, which then became theistic, and 

now are fundamental to our psychological make-up in the scientific era, and throughout this 

development ambivalence has lessened. Freud’s argument is that in compulsion neurosis the 

original ambivalence returns in modern man. The absence of the taboo in the modern social 

order has led individuals to focus on their own system of taboo, thus the array of modern-day 

neuroses. The development of civilisation according to Freud is structured in the same way as 

the development of the individual, so the animistic era corresponds to the narcissistic stage in 

the child; the religious era corresponds to the object-finding stage; and the scientific era 

corresponds to the full maturity of the individual. The neurotic, then, is stunted in his 

development and remains at the level of the “primitive man.” This dual move naturalises both 

historical and social subjugation in the patriarchal order. The “madman” and “primitive” here 

both provide an “other” to the evolution of the rational male subject.  

Irigaray identifies with the “madman,” the neurotic, instead of the rational subject in 

her readings of Freud, and therefore challenges Freud’s progressive narrative and its 

phylogenetic origin.153 Irigaray rejects Freud’s fantasy, the origin story of the primal horde, 

his phylogenetic origin fantasy, as a projection from within the paradigm of Western culture, 

using the framing of the Ancient Greek myth of Oedipus. In “Body Against Body,” Irigaray 

describes how the Oresteia provides an alternative origin story with its depiction of a “more 

ancient murder,” the murder of the mother Clytemnestra by her son Orestes. The story of the 

Oresteia is thus: after Agamemnon’s two birds kill a pregnant hare, Artemis, goddess of 

 
151 Freud, SE vol. 13, 22. 
152 Freud, SE vol. 13, 49. 
153 Irigaray’s re-reading of Freud is similar to Lacan’s. Lacan positioned himself as a hysteric in his reading of 

Freud. For Irigaray, however, the neurotic is always woman, hidden behind the male subject. Grosz writes: “No 

longer content to merely repeat, Irigaray does, however, mime: like the hysteric, her reading/deconstruction of 

psychoanalysis is a parody of Lacan’s reading of Freud. Or really, a parody of the hysteric’s parody of Lacan’s 

reading: a second order dissimulation [emphasis in original].” Elizabeth Grosz, Jacques Lacan: A Feminist 

Introduction (New York: Routledge, 1990), 176.  
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fertility asks Agamemnon to choose between sacrificing his daughter, Iphigenia, in place of 

the hare, or risking the success of his voyage. Agamemnon sacrifices Iphigenia and wins the 

Trojan War. When he returns home to his wife, Clytemnestra, she murders him in the bath. 

Subsequently Clytemnestra is murdered by her son, Orestes, to avenge his father’s murder. 

Irigaray argues in her essay that Clytemnestra’s actions are remembered as being 

caused by dissatisfaction and frustration at Agamemnon being gone so long, whereas it should 

be emphasised that she was also angry that he murdered their adolescent daughter. 

Clytemnestra’s action here is not seen as an action of justice, in scholarship on this myth, 

Irigaray argues, because it is an action that upsets the symbolic order of the patriarchy. What 

follows the murder of Clytemnestra is the restoration of the symbolic order after this act. 

Orestes does not think of the original death of his sister Iphigenia, but the death of his father, 

as his life is the most valuable. He is inspired by the oracle of Apollo, beloved son of Zeus: 

the God-Father. Orestes kills his mother “because the empire of the God-Father, who has 

seized and taken for his own the ancient powers (puissances) of the earth-mother, demands 

it.”154 He and his sister Electra who colluded with him in the murder both go mad. Irigaray’s 

contention is that Electra stays mad, because she is a woman, whereas Orestes’ male madness 

is accepted by the Gods, the law, and the state. It is Athena, Apollo’s sister and Zeus’ 

daughter, who soothes Orestes and saves him from madness. Electra’s madness is the 

madness of a woman and therefore remains unintelligible. In the introduction to her 

translation of Orestes by Euripides, Anne Carson writes of Electra: “Her vocabulary of 

screams is so rich that I chose to transliterate her cries letter for letter—OIMOI! instead of the 

conventional ‘Alas! or Woe is me! This is not a person who would say Woe is me! She is a 

torrent of self.”155 

Irigaray challenges Freud’s narrative of the ontogenetic origin of the subject, by 

describing an earlier origin, in the object-woman, and more specifically “mother.” However, 

does Irigaray also challenge what Freud proposes is the relation between ontogenetic and 

phylogenetic origin? Clytemnestra’s story is a myth of Ancient Greece, and there Irigaray is 

in some regard, repeating Freud’s designation of Ancient Greece as the beginning of 

“civilisation.”  Irigaray is interested, as with Lacan, in the mad subject rather than the rational 

subject; however, what of the “primitive” in this challenge to Freud’s origin? Are the 

“madman” and “primitive” equal in their otherness to the rational male subject? Kalpana 

 
154 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 12. 
155 Anne Carson, An Oresteia: Agamemnon by Aiskhylos; Elektra by Sophokles; Orestes by Euripides (New 

York: Faber & Faber, 2009), 79. 
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Seshadri, in “The Primitive as Analyst: Postcolonial Feminism’s Access to Psychoanalysis,” 

argues that indeed they are not: 

 
while the difference between the hysteric and the neurotic is a synchronic one, that is, we all 

have a propensity to become neurotic, the difference between the savage and the civilized man is 

expressed on a diachronic axis, as a temporal difference in “our past” and is not subject to an 

interchangeability of the actors as in the former.156   

 

Within this diachronic axis, Oedipus and Clytemnestra always come after the “savage,” at the 

“beginning” of Western civilisation. Clytemnestra  may come before Oedipus as a woman and 

mother, obscured by heroic male figures, yet Clytemnestra is still considered a Western 

subject, and therefore contributes to the narrative of Greek myth as the origin of 

“civilisation.” Clytemnestra can never become “savage” 157 as she is relegated to the classical, 

not “primitive” era. 

In “Body Against Body” Irigaray writes that “The relation to the mother is a mad 

desire, because it is the ‘dark continent’ par excellence.”158 The relation particularly between 

the daughter and the mother is the “dark continent of the dark continent, the most obscure area 

of our social order [and] to ‘enlighten’ its blackness would pose a threat to the social order 

which has taken so much trouble to cover it over.”159 The phrase “dark continent,” refers to 

Freud’s statement that “the sexual life of adult women is a ‘dark continent’ for 

psychology,”160 which draws on colonial explorer Henry Morton Stanley’s use of the phrase 

to refer to Africa. Irigaray, in “Body to Body,” shows how it is not the “sexual life of 

women,” that is mysterious and unknowable, but rather, the sacrifice of the mother in 

patriarchal society, which leaves no form of representation or language available for the 

mother or the feminine. However, what happens to Freud’s original metaphor in these 

formulations? What might the “dark continent of the dark continent” mean if we trace its 

lineage back to the original continent referred to, Africa?  

This kind of slippage also occurs in “Divine Women,” wherein Irigaray asks if 

women—not so-called “primitives”—are the “guardians of the phylogenesis of the human 

 
156 Kalpana Seshadri-Crooks, “The Primitive as Analyst: Postcolonial Feminism's Access to Psychoanalysis,” 

Cultural Critique, no. 28 (1994): 195. 
157 The exemplar of the “savage” for Freud is who he calls the “Australian Aborigine.” This is what he writes on 

page one of Totem and Taboo: “For external as well as for internal reasons, I shall select as the basis of this 

comparison the tribes which have been described by anthropologists as the most backward and miserable 

savages, the aborigines of Australia, the youngest continent, in whose fauna, too, we can still observe much that 

is archaic and that has perished elsewhere.” Freud, SE vol. 13, 1. 
158 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 10. 
159 Grosz, Jacques Lacan, 181. 
160 Freud, SE 20, 212. 
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race (with man, on the other hand, guarding its ontogenesis?).”161 In “Divine Women,” 

women are designated to the sphere of phylogenesis because their bodies are elemental, they 

are the matter from which man comes.  It is unclear whether Irigaray is intending to obscure 

the raced definitions “dark continent,” and “phylogenesis” by not acknowledging their roots 

in colonial conquest, 162 or if, rather, she is critiquing Freud’s use of the term. One way of 

reading her is that there is no universal origin of the Western subject in primitive cultures. The 

only universal origin is the mother, which patriarchy and colonialism deny by designating no 

value to reproduction. In this equation both women and the racial other exist outside a system 

which only sees value in capitalist production. As I will discuss later in Moten, a maternal 

origin becomes the only way of assigning real value not only to women, but to racialized 

others, and in Moten’s work, specifically to “Blackness.” 

Key to understanding Irigaray’s use of “dark continent,” is to understand her method 

of reading Freud, and her style of mimicry.  

 
It is not a matter of naively accusing Freud, as if he were a ‘bastard.’ Freud’s discourse 
represents the symptom of a particular social and cultural economy, which has been maintained 

in the West at least since the Greeks…. What Freud demonstrates is quite useful. When he 

argues—for example, and according to a still organistic argument—that women’s sex is a ‘lack,’ 

that castration for her amounts to her perceiving that she has no sex, he describes rigorously the 

consequence of our socio-cultural system. Lacan, using a linguistic schema, concludes likewise, 

and repeats the same process, when he writes that woman is a lack in the discourse, that she 

cannot articulate herself ... In some sense, this is not false [emphasis added by Grosz].163  

 

Irigaray does not critique words like “lack,” to describe women, but rather repeats them using 

mimicry, to render contingent the patriarchal, sacrificial order and describe how another order 

is possible. The phrase “dark continents” is “in some sense, not false,” in that, as woman can 

only be perceived as lack from a patriarchal system or discourse; Africa can only be perceived 

as unknowable, mysterious, “dark,” from a colonial system or discourse. The excerpt above is 

helpful as it demonstrates that the “social and cultural economy” is not only patriarchal, but 

Western, which is violently imposed on other cultures through colonisation. Irigaray 

 
161 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 66. 
162 In Irigaray’s later work she approaches the problem of race from a different angle, yet it is almost always 

from the starting point of sexual difference. In Between East and West Irigaray speaks of “certain relations 

between feminine aboriginal cultures and patriarchalised Indo-European cultures, aiming not toward a reversal 

of power but a possible coexistence of perspectives, of subjectivities, of worlds, of cultures.” Luce Irigaray, 

Between East and West: From Singularity to Community, trans. Stephen Pluhácek (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 2003), 15. “Feminine aboriginal cultures” obfuscates complex relations of sexual difference in 

different cultures, indeed many Australian aboriginal cultures are highly patriarchal. See Jon Altman and 

Melinda Hinkson, Culture Crisis: Anthropology and Politics in Aboriginal Australia (Sydney: University of 

New South Wales Press, 2010). 
163 Irigaray in Grosz, Jacques Lacan, 169 - 170. 
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associates woman with darkness/blackness/abjection throughout her writings. In Speculum, 

Irigaray refers to the “black … dark continent [emphasis in original],”164  to refer to the 

unknowability of feminine sexuality, in answer to Freud’s formulations of feminine passivity. 

In the following section, I question the function of this metaphor; how much does her use of 

the phrase “dark continent,” repeat Stanley and Freud’s colonial formulation and how much 

does it critique it? Or, to put this another way, how is (white) women’s madness a dark 

continent? And, how is the relation between (the white) mother and daughter the dark 

continent of the dark continent?  

Ranjana Khanna might argue that the phrase “dark continents” is “in some sense, not 

false,” and that it is useful to understand colonialism. Khanna quotes a passage from 

Speculum as the epigraph to Dark Continents: Psychoanalysis and Colonialism: “[As] the 

mute outside that sustains all systematicity; as a maternal and still silent ground that nourishes 

all foundations—she does not have to conform to the codes theory has set up for herself.”165 

This radical intervention which Irigaray achieves, which shows how phallocentrism negates 

the feminine, can be interpreted in relation to the negation of different modes of being that are 

othered by the patriarchal sacrificial order. This cannot be achieved, however, if mythology 

within this feminist methodology ends up creating another mute outside: origin stories, 

mythology, and culture that is not part of the dominant narrative of the colonial powers. 

Khanna relies on Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s criticism of psychoanalysis as an “imposition 

of one model of self onto an entire world [that] calls us to think through the mythologies at 

the heart of psychoanalysis, and the spurious gendering implied.”166 Interestingly, Khanna, 

following Spivak, develops a similar methodology to Irigaray of identifying the meanings of 

women figures in mythology, which are often passed over in favour of the lessons of the male 

figures.  Spivak and Khanna find value in Echo, a critical voice against the status quo, in a 

similar way that Irigaray finds value in Clytemnestra and Antigone,167 who provide alternative 

 
164 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 19. 
165 Ranjana Khanna, Dark Continents: Psychoanalysis and Colonialism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 

2003), ix. 
166 Khanna, Dark Continents, 22. 
167 Irigaray refers to Antigone throughout her body of work. She writes in In the Beginning, She Was: “I have 

shared Antigone’s tragic fate: the exclusion from socio-cultural places because of my public assertion of a truth 

that has been repressed, or at least not recognized as such, and that thus disturbs our usual order. Fortunately, If I 

have been excluded from society—from universities, psychoanalytical institutions, circles of scientists and even 

of friends, in part from publishing houses and, more recently, from my house itself—I have not been deprived of 

my relation to the natural world.” Luce Irigaray, In the Beginning, She Was (London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 

2012), 115. See also, Luce Irigaray, “Antigone: Between Myth and History/Antigone's Legacy,” in Interrogating 

Antigone in Postmodern Philosophy and Criticism, ed. Stephen Elliot Wilmer and Audrone Zukauskaite 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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models of justice against the patriarchal, dominant system of law. However, in Spivak’s 

formulation, the “gendering” in the Western mythologies in psychoanalysis, is spurious. It is, 

in some sense, false. Whereas Khanna reaches for these alternative gendered models of justice 

as a solution to colonisation and the “worlding” of psychoanalysis and philosophy, Irigaray 

turns to figures such as Clytemnestra as alternatives to key figures of the patriarchal order.  

Khanna turns to melancholia as a response to colonisation: “Melancholia becomes the 

basis for an ethico-political understanding of colonial pasts, postcolonial presents, and utopian 

futures.”168 This ethico-political understanding is Khanna’s definition of “transnational 

feminism,” which is concerned with forming an international coalition between women. 

Khanna writes:  

 
The quandary of relating to another in the context of transnational feminism is assisted by this 

idea of the universal, however, only inasmuch as it acknowledges the differences between the 

two types of freedom—the political and the ontological. Transnational relationships must 

acknowledge the differences between, on the one hand, the ambiguity of subjectivities and on 

the other hand, political ambivalences with others that frequently cause conflict.169 

 

Khanna’s other anti-colonial, feminist methodologies include evoking friendship, quoting 

Irigaray’s complicated relationship with Simone De Beauvoir’s work,170 as a solution to the 

European “worlding” of psychoanalysis by forging friendship between women in spite of 

difference.  There are many methodological alliances between Irigaray and Khanna’s work, 

however Khanna works largely within a political framework whereas Irigaray works in a 

philosophical register. Irigaray finds an ontology precisely where it is negated and allows for 

a new kind of political freedom to emerge. Irigaray’s solution is to not only be but speak from 

“the mute outside that sustains all systematicity.” By turning to the commodity’s origin, one 

has to acknowledge the illusion of the origin of the Western subject and Freud’s division 

between phylogenesis and ontogenesis.  

The danger in the methodologies I detail above—turning to Western mythological 

figures for examples of justice, and referring to friendship as a way for women to relate to 

each other while retaining difference—is that they can reinforce a Western notion of liberal 

freedom, which upholds, rather than passes through the sacrificial order. Irigaray’s work can 

be used to argue for these methodologies, however, in this thesis I am interested in drawing 

 
168 Khanna, Dark Continents, 30. 
169 Khanna, Dark Continents, 226-27. 
170 See Khanna, Dark Continents, 207. 
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out the aspect of her work which calls for a new sacrificial order. 

Antiorigin 

Phylogenetic origin, according to Freud in Totem and Taboo, begins with the death of the 

father in anthropological accounts, and develops through history until the modern era whereby 

indigenous peoples are considered from an evolutionary perspective as prior to Western 

subjects, and the neurotic is considered on a diachronic axis to the “primitive.” Ontogenetic 

origin is modelled after the Ancient Greek myth of Oedipus and is later developed by Lacan 

in terms of the mirror stage. Freud also develops another theory for ontogenetic origin, 

important to the constitution of the subject, which is the witnessing of the parents engaging in 

sexual intercourse, which he terms the “primal scene.” In “From the History of an Infantile 

Neurosis”171 Freud describes the case study of the “wolf man,” whose early fear of a walking 

wolf in a story book is traced back, by Freud, eventually, to the patient’s witnessing of his 

parents engaged in coitus a tergo—vaginal penetration from behind. Freud concludes that this 

witnessing occurs when the patient is only one and a half years old and that the primal scene 

was a real experience, but that the child’s understanding of it would have to be backed up by  

 
some sort of hardly definable knowledge ... We can form no conception of what this may have 

consisted in; we have nothing at our disposal but the single analogy—and it is an excellent 

one—of the far-reaching instinctive knowledge of animals [emphasis in original].172  

 

Saidiya Hartman locates an alternative primal scene, for those excluded from 

European subjecthood, slaves and their descendants. In place of a child witnessing the 

parents’ sexual act, Hartman describes a child witnessing the raping of the slave by the slave 

master as the primal scene. Hartman draws from Frederick Douglass’ account of the rape of 

his Aunt Hester: 

 
Douglass establishes the centrality of violence to the making of the slave and identifies it as an 

original generative act equivalent to the statement “I was born.” The passage through the blood-

stained gate is an inaugural moment in the formation of the enslaved. In this regard, it is a primal 

scene. By this I mean that the terrible spectacle dramatizes the origin of the subject ….173  

 

The violence is continuous, as Enlightenment reasoning “did not express itself singularly in 

the constitution of the slave as object but also in the forms of subjectivity and circumscribed 

 
171 Freud, SE vol. 17. 
172 Freud, SE vol. 17, 120. 
173 Saidiya V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 3. 
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humanity imputed to the enslaved.”174 Hartman is referring here to the “failure of 

Reconstruction … in terms of the limits of emancipation, the ambiguous legacy of 

universalism, the exclusions constitutive of liberalism,”175 and finally to “question whether 

the rights of man and citizen are realizable or whether the appellation ‘human’ can be borne 

equally by all.”176 To assert a universal primal scene, either in Freudian terms or liberalist 

humanist terms, would be to deny the difference with which the subject and its object come 

into being; and to deny the phylogenetic progressive narrative that allowed for transatlantic 

slavery.177 That Hartman’s work, according to Moten, lingers  

 
in the psychoanalytic is crucial … in the interest of a certain set of complexities that cannot be 

overlooked, that must be dealt with, traced back to this origin, precisely in the interest of 

destabilizing its originarity, and originarity in general.178 

 

Moten in In the Break continues Hartman’s project of articulating the objecthood of 

the slave, using Marx’s theory of the commodity. Moten uses the term “secret,” from “The 

Fetishism of the Commodity and Its Secret,” in the first chapter of Capital Volume 1, 

“Commodities,” wherein Marx describes how in the feudal era, products of labour 

“confront”179 the producers of the labour, whereas in capitalist era commodities confront each 

other in terms of their exchange value. This is the fetishisation of the commodity: its meaning 

divorced from its use value.  Political economists generally do not see a fetish, but rather a 

natural order; in the same way that Christians saw pre-Christian religions, political economists 

saw pre-capitalist societies. Marx locates the “secret” in the fetishism of the commodity, 

which is often perceived as natural, by questioning whether the commodity could speak. If 

 
174 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 6. 
175 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 6. 
176 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 6. 
177 In an interview with Daniel Colucciello Barber, Jared Sexton says: “blackness is the unravelling of every 

social bond,” particularly the possibility of any bond with the mother. He argues that all the major theories of 

psychoanalysis (incest, Oedipus, castration) have to be rethought for the black subject. Jared Sexton and Daniel 

Colucciello Barber, “On Black Negativity, or the Affirmation of Nothing: Jared Sexton Interviewed by Daniel 

Colucciello Barber ” Society + Space (September 18, 2017), 

http://societyandspace.org/2017/09/18/on-black-negativity-or-the-affirmation-of-nothing/. 
178 Fred Moten, review of Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century 

America, by Saidiya V. Hartman and Soul: Black Power, Politics, and Pleasure, by Monique Guillory and 

Richard C. Green, TDR/The Drama Review 43, no. 4 (Winter 1999): 170-71.   
179 Karl Marx, Capital, 171. 
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they could, he writes, they would say:  

 
our use-value may interest men, but it does not belong to us as objects. What does belong to us 

as objects, however, is our value. Our own intercourse as commodities proves it. We relate to 

each other merely as exchange values.180  

 

Moten locates a secondary secret, after the theorisation of the fetishisation of the commodity: 

the commodity can speak, when a commodity is also an individual—not a table or chair, or 

one of the other objects Marx uses as examples:  “What remains secret in Marx could be 

thought as or in terms of race or sex or gender, of the differences these terms mark, form, and 

reify;”181 and therefore:  “Marx’s counterfactual (‘If the commodity could speak, it would 

say…’) is broken by a commodity and by the trace of a subjectivity structure born in 

objection that he neither realizes nor anticipates.”182  

Moten, in a similar vein to Hartman rethinks origin in terms of the violence that 

constitutes the slave and Blackness, but also theorises the resistance of objects. Along with 

the notion of one subject, the notion of one origin is dismantled, and “resistance” in In the 

Break, is connected to reimagining, or reproducing an antiorigin of the object:  

 

It’s the ongoing event of an antiorigin and an anteorigin, replay and reverb of an impossible natal 

occasion, the performance of the birth and rebirth of a new science, a phylogenetic fantasy that 

(dis)establishes genesis, the reproduction of blackness in and as (the) reproduction of black 

performance(s).183  

 

Moten, here, disregards Freud’s formulation wherein “phylogenesis,” the evolution of 

universal group is differentiated from “ontogenesis” the development of the (European) 

individual, but instead reclaims the word “phylogenesis” to designate “Blackness,” which 

“(dis)establishes genesis.” Moten also focuses on the group, rather than the individual, as he 

focuses specifically on resistance.  “It’s” in this passage refers to the sounds and the music—

Moten’s book is dedicated to African American music—of resistance, and the creation of new 

antiorigins and anteorigins, by the (black) object, instead of the (white) subject.  

Aunt Hester’s rape replaces the parents’ conjugal act in Freud’s primal scene and Aunt 

Hester also inhabits what Moten describes an “[i]mpossible, substitutive motherhood.”184 The 

slave and her descendants are denied access to subjectivity and the mimetic process of 

 
180 Marx, Capital, 176-177. 
181 Moten, In the Break, 12. 
182 Moten, In the Break, 13. 
183 Moten, In the Break, 14.  
184 Moten, In the Break, 15. 
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identifying with the father-God, therefore the slave has a specific affinity to the mother, the 

maternal, which provides an alternative to paternal origin, an antiorigin. In terms of Marxism, 

the maternal origin is a reproductive origin, in contrast to the paternal productive origin; and 

the transition from feudalism to capitalism is framed in terms of transatlantic slavery. Moten 

borrows from Leopoldina Fortunati’s theorisation of capitalism in The Arcane of 

Reproduction: “the individual contains value and nonvalue, that the commodity is contained 

within the individual. This presence of the commodity within the individual is an effect of 

reproduction, a trace of maternity.”185 Fortunati locates the housewife in the sphere of non-

value, a residue from feudalism,186 because her labour also has no exchange value, only use-

value: to reproduce the individual. Moten writes, however, that “because neither Marx nor 

Fortunati is able fully to think the articulation of slave and commodity, they both 

underestimate the commodity’s powers, for instance, the power to speak and to break 

speech.”187 This omission in Fortunati is perhaps because of her commitment to describe 

reproductive labour not only in terms of the ambiguous outside, as with other Marxist 

feminists including Irigaray, but precisely in terms of the development from feudalism to 

 
185 Moten, In the Break, 17. 
186 The individual, the serf, has no value in feudalism, as his labour has use-value, no exchange value, therefore 

no value; the “free” man, on the other hand, can sell his labour as exchange value, which has value. 
187 Moten, In the Break, 15. Feminists such as Selma James, Maria Dallacosta, and, Siliva Federici, if not able to 

“fully think the articulation of slave and commodity,” do explicitly draw connections between the black rights 

movements, colonisation, and feminist struggle, which Irigaray leaves out. Selma James outlines how Dalla 

Costa was influenced by her own work in Los Angeles, twenty years before she began organising. See Mariarosa 

Dalla Costa and Selma James, The Power of Women and the Subversion of the Community (1972; Bristol: 

Falling Wall Press Ltd, 1975). James was part of the women’s movement in LA that occurred because women in 

post-war America were entering the workforce, largely factory work, which allowed them to meet each other. In 

the home, women are isolated, but in the workforce, they could call into question their jobs but also call into 

question their labour as housewives, sharing experiences, they could realise a shared oppression: doing 

housework for free. James also talks about how the Black Panther’s contribution to political resistance and 

revolution was not taken seriously by Marxist, communist organisers, in the same way that women’s struggles 

were. James outlines the affinities between the civil rights movement and the women’s movement, which both 

introduce a hidden dimension in class exploitation. Irigaray leaves this dimension out in her translation of the 

material to the symbolic, in “Women on the Market,” where she applies these findings of Marxist feminism to 

the history to psychoanalysis and philosophy. This translation is vital and has been influential in bring together 

those working in both the symbolic and material realms, and relates to her ontological and philosophical project 

as a whole.187 See Libreria delle donne di Milano, Sexual Difference: A Theory of Social-Symbolic Practice 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990); and Graziella Parati and Rebecca West, Italian Feminist Theory 

and Practice: Equality and Sexual Difference (Maddison; Teaneck: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2002). 

This methodology allows Irigaray, to ask one of the primary philosophical questions, “what is the origin of the 

subject?,” and “what is the original object?,” particularly in terms of the sacrificial order. Her mimetic form 

allows her to re-read Marx in an arguably more “total” way than the Marxist feminists listed here, who write 

within a more political framework, as it allows a deeper questioning of the patriarchy in general. I question 

whether, however, the Marxist framework Irigaray pits against Freud indeed undoes the historical erasure of 

Freud’s origin story, if she leaves out the racial dimension of Marxist feminist findings.     
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capitalism.188 It is because Fortunati works so closely with, and at the same time against, 

Marxist terminology, that allows for her brilliant analysis of value; yet at the same time, this 

is what allows her to follow Marx in his omission of slavery. 

Irigaray, in “Women on the Market” takes a more poetic approach than Fortunati, and 

perhaps provides a precursor to Moten in how she describes the individual and (or as) the 

commodity, traversing the material and the symbolic.189 In “Women on the Market,” Irigaray, 

in comparison to her alternative ontogenetic origin in Clytemnestra, in Sexes and 

Genealogies, comes closer to Moten’s notion of an antiorigin, belying the fantasy of the 

origin of the European subject. In “Women on the Market,” the anthropological and 

psychoanalytic concept of the incest taboo is described in Marxist terms as an “exchange” of 

women; while the Marxist concept of the commodity is described in anthropological terms as 

women exchanged by men. Irigaray extends the thesis in Speculum: The male subject goes 

through the mirror stage to form subjectivity, whereas the woman is only a commodity and 

does not see herself but rather the values and properties of men. Irigaray uses the word 

ekstasised to convey how woman as a commodity is divorced from her material body and 

becomes a metaphysical body, in a similar vein to Fortunati’s, and then Moten’s, concept of 

the individual and the commodity.  

Both Moten and Irigaray see resistance as the aliveness and subjectivity of the very 

object who is denied these things. A new sacrificial order can be seen to emerge, where 

objects—in Irigaray, these are “Commodities Among Themselves” who instantiate a new 

sacrificial economy among themselves: “But what if these “commodities” refused to go to 

“market”? What if they maintained “another” kind of commerce, among themselves?”190 

This can be compared to Moten who writes in In the Break: “The history of blackness is 

testament to the fact that objects can and do resist.”191 Moten, performs a similar intervention 

 
188 See Maya Andrea Gonzalez, “The Gendered Circuit: Reading the Arcane of Reproduction,” Viewpoint 

Magazine, September 28, 2013. 

https://www.viewpointmag.com/2013/09/28/the-gendered-circuit-reading-the-arcane-of-reproduction/. 
189 Moten describes Blackness as para-ontological, and “with and against what Luce Irigaray calls the ‘fecundity 

of the caress.’” In contrast to the antiblackness of a phenomenology of the one, or the “discreet singularity” in 

the works of Levinas, Hannah Arendt, and Franz Fanon, Moten locates genealogies that are parallel. Blackness 

studies begins “on the other hands” with Walker, Douglas, Octavia Butler, Wilderson, Hartman, Carter, and on 

the “one hand,” with Spinoza, Hegel, Marx, Cixous, Irigaray, Wittig, Butler, Maninghouse. “The other hands in 

their entangled multiplicity, come first,” says Moten. Whereas Irigaray’s answer to the singular subject in 

philosophy is radical difference between two, Moten answers by reclaiming the phylogenetic group designated 

by blackness, against the ontogenetic European subject. Fred Moten, “Blackness and Nonperformance, 

Afterlives,” streamed live 25 September, 2015, from the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2leiFByIIg. 
190 Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One. 
191 Moten, In the Break, 1. 
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into metaphysics as Irigaray. In “The Case of Blackness,” he refers to her work: “Black(ness) 

is a country (and a sex) (that is not one),”192 In this sentence, Moten acknowledges how his 

theory of Blackness, which is a kind of home, is always also sexed and gendered, using 

Irigaray’s theory of sexual difference as outlined in This Sex Which Is Not One.  The maternal 

becomes an alternative origin to the phylogenetic and ontogenetic axes and the primal scene 

in psychoanalysis: “The presence of the commodity within the individual is an effect of 

reproduction, a trace of maternity.”193 Here, in a reversal of Marx’s theory of value, the 

commodity is an ontological category, which can contain the individual within it, rather than 

the relegation of the commodity to a non-ontological condition. Moten goes on to write:  

 

Of equal importance is the containment of a certain personhood within the commodity that can 

be seen as the commodity’s animation by the material trace of the maternal—a palpable hit or 

touch, a bodily and visible phonographic inscription.194  

 

Black performance and particularly music for Moten in In the Break, is an expression of this 

impossible or lost maternal origin than nonetheless survives in the commodity expressing its 

individual expression: “this book is an attempt to describe the material reproductivity of black 

performance and to claim for this reproductivity the status of an ontological condition.”195 In 

this way the commodity’s origin is the maternal origin which is denied in white, patriarchal, 

capitalistic narratives of origin, and the commodity’s possibility for an ontology lies in this 

alternative origin. 

Taking this into account, I am not suggesting in this chapter that we forget the mother 

as origin in the work of Irigaray or other theorists, but rather, while acknowledging this 

origin, also acknowledging the “impossible comfort of origin,”196 and to introduce different 

dimensions to the conjugal act of the mother and father, and how violence and abjection are 

the conditions which make resistance necessary. Moten thinks of mother as origin at the same 

time as thinking of Blackness; and I bring Irigaray and Moten together in this chapter to show 

that Irigaray’s latent concept of antiorigin is an alternative to critiquing her work in terms of 

racial exclusion.197 Moten, and other Blackness theorists, seem to pick up a strand of thinking 

from the 70s that gets lost in postmodern and intersectional theories, and which Irigaray 

 
192 Moten, “The Case of Blackness,” 187. 
193 Moten, In the Break, 17. 
194 Moten, In the Break, 17-18. 
195 Moten, In the Break, 18. 
196 Moten, In the Break, 22. 
197 The relevant critiques of Irigaray’s work in terms of race were discussed in the introduction, notably in terms 

of Tina Chanter’s Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many.” 
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leaves behind when she abandons her Marx book—which I mention in the introduction. 

Whereas Irigaray purposely glosses over the transition from pre-capitalist to capitalist 

production to emphasise the universal oppression and exclusion of women throughout history, 

Moten makes explicit this tradition, to emphasise the new ontological configuration and 

denial of ontological access that occurs with transatlantic slavery. 

Both Moten and Irigaray provide an oblique response to Freud’s mythic unfolding, 

where origin becomes a story, by creating a mystic unfolding. Both theorists have the 

commodity speaking: Moten via African American music, and Irigaray via the form of her 

writing, whereby she mimes mimesis: the misrecognition of her exclusion from the patriarchal 

identification with the father-god. In Speculum Irigaray asks: “what if the ‘object’ started to 

speak?”198 In “Women on the Market,” this question is developed further, by responding to 

Marx’s provocation: “If the commodity could speak:”  

 
So commodities speak. To be sure, mostly dialects and patois, languages hard for “subjects” to 

understand [emphasis in original]. The important thing is that they be preoccupied with their 

respective values, that their remarks confirm the exchangers’ plans for them.199  

 

Irigaray parodies Marx, infantilising the commodity (as woman) and at the same time 

providing the tools of resistance, the speaking object with her own language.  Moten does not 

only have the commodity speaking, however, but screaming, as with Aunt Hester in Douglass. 

Towards the end of the Introduction of In the Break he describes Abbey Lincoln’s 20th 

century jazz singing as inheriting that original screaming of the slave era: “Where shriek turns 

speech turns song—remote from the impossible comfort of origin—lies the trace of our 

descent.”200 Moten writes notes during a presentation given by Abbey Lincoln at Columbia 

University in 1999:  

 
They had me hollering and screaming like a crazy person; I ain’t hollering and screaming for my 

freedom. The women I come from will take something and knock you …/Monk whispered in my 

ear, ‘Don’t be so perfect.’ He meant make a mistake; reach for something/I didn’t think a scream 

was part of the music … Went all over the world hollering and screaming … I got rid of a taboo 

and screamed in everybody’s face [punctuation in original].201 

 

Iriagaray and Moten’s speaking commodity is central to questioning and complicating 

origin. When Irigaray’s commodity screams instead of speaks it aligns more with Moten’s 

 
198 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 135. 
199 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 179. 
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concept of antiorigin. When Irigaray’s commodity screams it is aligned  in “Body to Body,” a 

lecture given at a conference on mental health entitled “Women and Madness,” in Montreal in 

1980, Irigaray is quick to lay out how women can avoid madness. The solution, Irigaray 

implies is to no longer participate in the sacrificial order founded in matricide, to stop being 

“accomplices in the murder of the mother.”202 This is achieved by asserting a “genealogy of 

women,” and rediscovering the relationship between mother and daughter.  Before we attempt 

this, however, it might be useful lingering or dwelling in women’s madness. We might think 

of Iphigenia screaming to her father before he gags her; or of the Erinnyes, a hoard of angry 

women, which Irigaray describes in “Body to Body,” who haunt Orestes after he kills 

Clytemnestra, and “howl for revenge;”203 or Electra screaming “OIMOI.”  In “And the One 

Doesn't Stir without the Other,” Irigaray writes of the impossible relationship between a 

mother and daughter or son, given our society based on matricide: 

 

And I grow angry, I struggle, I scream—I want out of this prison.  

But what prison? Where am I cloistered? I see nothing confining me. The prison is within 

myself, and it is I who am its captive.  
How to get out? And why am I thus detained?  

 

You take care of me, you keep watch over me. You want me always in your sight in order to 

protect me. You fear that something will happen to me. Do you fear that something will happen? 

But what could happen that would be worse than the fact of my lying supine day and night? 

Already full-grown and still in the cradle. Still dependent upon someone who carries me, who 

nurses me. Who carries me? Who nurses me [emphasis in original]?204 

 

Conclusion 

The screaming commodity is difficult to understand as she disrupts grand historical narratives 

of origin with her own narrative of origin, here and now, in spite of her negation. While 

Irigaray might gloss over the transition from pre-capitalist to capitalist production and other 

historical specificities in her unique mimetic style, she, like Moten, and unlike Marx or 

Fortunati, does not underestimate the commodity—she knows the commodity speaks.  

The search for origin quickly reveals its impossibility. Freud’s origin story can be read 

as with Irigaray—and Grosz—as a projection of Freud’s own ontological beginning. The 

stories of Moten and Irigaray start and end at the experience of the individual themselves, 

however instead of projecting this experience onto a mythological history, it remains a 

 
202 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 19. 
203 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 12. 
204 Luce Irigaray, “And the One Doesn't Stir without the Other,” trans. Helene Vivienne Wenzel, Signs: Journal 
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mystical intuition of history from the “mute outside.” The screams of the commodity provide 

evidence of resistance from an impossible origin, an origin that is negated. Moten’s In the 

Break is a solution to Irigaray’s missing Marx book. The transformative effects of fire and its 

destructive property is perhaps what turned Irigaray away from this final element, as her work 

turned away from Marxism and towards Eastern philosophies. Moten, however, finds life 

where it is negated: “Where shriek turns speech turns song—remote from the impossible 

comfort of origin—lies the trace of our descent.” Phrases such as “dark continent,” become 

metaphoric in designating women as “outside” Freud’s social system or Lacan’s discourse, 

whereas the word “continent” loses its geographical connotations and refers more so to the 

“unknowable” in the feminine and the unconscious; Moten’s designation of Blackness, is 

undeniable in its locatedness, as Abbey Lincoln inverses the history of Western exploitation 

and colonisation by going  “all over the world hollering and screaming.”  Irigaray’s 

commodity-women, speaking in “patois,” are perhaps closer to Carson’s Iphigenia, who’s 

screams are untranslatable, rather than an intelligible Clytemnestra.  

In this chapter I have attempted to interrogate Freud’s categories of ontogenesis and 

phylogenesis via Irigaray’s philosophy of the feminine and Moten’s theoretical category of 

Blackness, to attempt to demonstrate the complicated history of the “geography” of the 

unconscious and geography of the world, after the violence of colonisation and transatlantic 

slavery. Finally, I turned to Moten’s recounting of the memoir of Douglass, Lincoln’s speech 

about her career, and Irigaray’s free-association text, “And the One Doesn’t Stir without the 

Other,” to trace that moment when the commodity screams to demonstrate how the contingent 

abjection of the sacrificial order, as mapped out by the geography of psychoanalysis both as a 

“worlding” and “unworlding” discourse, is passed through as the commodity shows signs of 

life. In the following chapter I will further study Irigaray’s writing in the first person, 

alongside Cixous,’ when writing of exile. The category of “animal” becomes important in the 

Western conception of subjectivity in Judeo-Christian texts, which I will complicate again via 

the object and her understanding of the other side of this subjectivity. 
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2. The body in exile: a comparison of impurity in Irigaray, 

Kristeva, and Cixous 
 

 

In Chapter One I focused on the origin of the object: in this chapter I will discuss the 

embodiment of the object. I compare the denoted impurity of “women” and “animals” in the 

sacrificial order; both are between categories and therefore their bodies are in exile. In the 

previous chapter I turned to the work of Fred Moten, and his theorising of the link between 

Blackness, the impurity of the commodity, and antiorigin, to attempt to theorise an antiorigin 

in Irigaray’s work that is closer to the Marxist concept of the “commodity,” rather than the 

phenomenological “object.” In this chapter, I turn to the work of Kristeva and Cixous to 

further theorise impurity and abjection in relation to the woman-commodity. In this 

comparison, I point towards ways in which Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice begins from 

the commodity’s exile from the sacrificial order.  

In Kristeva’s work, impurity is analysed within a semiotic-psychoanalytic paradigm; 

Irigaray writes autobiographically and philosophically of her shared exile with animals; and 

Cixous develops, through memoir, political conceptions of “unclean” and “exile.” Kristeva, in 

a chapter of Powers of Horror, “The Semiotics of Biblical Abomination,”205 develops 

Douglas’ anthropological study of purity, with a particular emphasis on the abomination of 

the mother and the separation from her as the foundation of subjectivity. Cixous in “Birds, 

Women, and Writing,” describes how the feminine and the animal are both relegated to exile 

in Leviticus. In these two texts Kristeva and Cixous are aligned in their shared argument that 

avant-garde literature of the past century, including the work of Louis-Ferdinand Céline, 

Clarice Lispector, and Jean Genet, is also the site of impurity and abomination. The Bible 

prescribes the laws of humanity, whilst the writing I study in this chapter—that of Irigarary, 

Kristeva, and Cixous, as well as the literature they critique within their work—explore a 

realm outside of the human subject, including the objectivities of those categorised as 

“animal” and “woman.”  

Irigaray’s autobiographical writing, which forgoes the confessional trappings of 

conventional memoirs, provides us with an alternative to philosophical engagement with 

question of the animal. Irigaray counters what Jacques Derrida describes as the “carno-
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phallogocentric logic” 206 of the sacrificial order, with an embrace of vegetarianism. In 

“Animal Compassion” Irigaray writes about impurity in a way that describes the possibility of 

companionship between those exiled by this category, and therefore problematises the notion 

of human privilege. Irigaray writes of her own experience of exile from the psychoanalytic 

and academic communities and likens it to the exile of animals, birds in particular. Cixous, on 

the other hand writes of the animal exile alongside political exile. While Irigaray’s memoir 

writing, as with her philosophical inquiries, is concerned with the possibility of a new 

sacrificial order, Cixous’ memoirs describe the abject contingency of the sacrificial order. 

Irigaray seems to find an outside, a “positive absolute,” which allows her to escape her exile, 

and the “in betweenness” and impurity of exile as it is designated by the sacrificial order. 

Cixous, in Reveries of the Wild Woman, remains in this space of exile-as-impurity; there is no 

“outside” to abjection and the impossibility of home after fascist and colonial violence. 

In this chapter I will begin by outlining Kristeva’s reading of the book of Leviticus 

from her semiotic-psychoanalytic paradigm and compare this with Cixous’ more poetic-

political questioning. Both thinkers acknowledge the shared impurity of women and animals 

yet their chosen registers do little to acknowledge the embodiment of animals. The memoir 

writing of Cixous, however, does achieve this. In the second part of this chapter I consider 

Cixous’ memoir writing in comparison with Irigaray’s to determine the relation between exile 

and impurity. Irigaray’s memoir writing, as with her philosophical writing, always gestures to 

the possibility of an outside to the sacrificial order, whereas Cixous’ writing remains in the 

space of abjection and the unconscious within the sacrificial order. In comparing Irigaray’s 

writing on exile with Kristeva and Cixous’s writings on the link between exile and impurity, I 

am able to demonstrate how Irigaray’s new sacrifice exists in relation to the contingency of 

the sacrificial order. 

 

 
206 See Jacques Derrida, “‘Eating Well,’ or the Calculation of the Subject: an interview with Jacques Derrida,” in 

Who Comes After the Subject?, ed. Eduardo Cadava, Peter Connor, and Jean-Luc Nancy (London: Routledge, 

1991); and Jacques Derrida, “Force of Law: The mystical Foundation of Authority,” in Deconstruction and the 

Possibility of Justice, ed. Drucilla Cornell, Michael Rosenfield and David G. Carlson (New York: Routledge, 
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The Ambiguity of Women and Animals in Leviticus 

The foremost study of impurity is Mary Douglas’ Purity and Danger: An analysis of the 

Concepts of Pollution and Taboo.207 The central thesis of her work is that: “Reflection on dirt 

involves reflection on the relation of order to disorder, being to non-being, form to 

formlessness, life to death.”208 Douglas applies the anthropological terms “taboo” and 

“pollution” to Western monotheism, which correlate to the biblical terms “purity” and 

“impurity,” and “clean” and “unclean.” Impurity replaced a belief in demons in the transition 

from polytheism to monotheism in the writing of the Torah or Pentateuch, and the creation of  

“a totally reformed religion.”209  Since “royal rites were eliminated” and there were “no kings, 

no spirits of the dead, no local fertility spirits, no shape shifting demons, no oracles, no 

magicians or diviners”210 impurity became “a form of lèse majesté; an attack on God’s honour 

as the covenanted lord of the people of Israel.”211 The third book of the Pentateuch, Leviticus, 

is the most explicit exploration of impurity as it decrees what is impure and what is pure in 

terms of fertility and animal sacrifice. Douglas critiques “pious commentaries”212 that 

describe the abominations as moral allegories. She argues instead that the prohibited animals 

in Leviticus are impure because they traverse between three environments, land, water and 

air, and are therefore unfit for eating. Each animal should only inhabit one environment so 

“the prohibitions could be explained as a form of taboo on anomalous creatures.”213  

Kristeva, in Powers of Horror, takes up this idea of impurity as anomaly and 

ambiguity within her larger schema of the three major categories of abomination: “1) food 

taboos; 2) corporeal alteration and death; and 3) the feminine body and incest.”214 She writes:  

 
The example of fish, birds, and insects, normally linked to one of the three elements (sea, 

heaven, earth), is very significant … the impure will be those that do not confine themselves to 

one element but point to admixture and confusion.215  

 

This follows Douglas’ argument that certain creatures are abominable because they traverse 

both sea and earth, and therefore “point to admixture.” Kristeva proceeds to discuss how 

 
207 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (1966; New York: 
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women too “point to admixture” in the brief part of Leviticus that deals with woman during 

childbirth. Women, in their capacity to conceive and give birth, point to admixture between 

mother and infant, before the separation and subjectivisation of the child takes place. Kristeva 

develops an intervention into Douglas’ anthropological project from the perspective of 

poststructuralist paradigm, using psychoanalysis and semiotics. She outlines this explicitly at 

the beginning of “The Semiotics of Biblical Abomination:”  

 

The anthropologist must discover social order while studying societies that observe it 

unconsciously, while the historian of religions stands before that order, which is not only 

exhibited but isolated in itself and celebrated as an agency of the Law by that colossal 

revolution—Hebraic monotheism. 

But the question for the analyst-semiologist is to know how far one can analyse ritual 

impurity.216  

 

By this reading, Douglas as an anthropologist interprets the classifications of “pure” and 

“impure” within the cosmological structure of Hebraic monotheism in terms of how they 

make up the historically located social order of the Israelites. Kristeva, on the other hand, is 

more concerned with the Bible as a text that constitutes subjects. When she seeks to know 

“how far one can analyse ritual impurity,” she is asking how the subject is formed via the 

language and semiotics of Judeo-Christian notions of impurity. 

This kind of work follows the trajectory of deconstructionism and posthumanism, 

which is teased out by several of its proponents in the edited volume Who Comes After the 

Subject? In an interview with Jean-Luc Nancy in the volume, Derrida explains how “after” 

here does not connote a “liquidation” 217 of subjectivity,” but provokes the question “who or 

what ‘answers’ to the question ‘who?’”218 This thesis, as I have outlined above, is not 

following the trajectory of deconstruction or posthumanism, but is asking a similar question 

“what can’t answer to the question who?” following the trajectory of Marxist feminism and 

blackness studies, Irigaray and Moten, with the answer being the object/commodity.  

Kristeva asks this question in terms of sexual difference in Leviticus, specifically in 

terms of what falls outside the Biblical terms of subjectivity, what cannot answer to “who?”: 

women. Rather than focusing on the dietary prohibitions, which Douglas and many others 

before her do, Kristeva claims that impurity in Leviticus is rooted in women, or rather the 

mother and the maternal function. Kristeva ties together abomination in Genesis with impurity 
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in Leviticus. Speaking of the enticements of the serpent and Eve eating the forbidden fruit, 

she states: “One should note that it is the feminine and animal temptation that is concealed 

under the first dietary trespass; for we shall encounter reference to woman only fortuitously in 

the later abominations of the Levites.”219 Kristeva describes woman’s role in Leviticus as 

“fortuitous,” as it is a book that deals primarily with sacrifice and dietary restrictions in terms 

of the killing of animals and, more broadly, of ordaining which animals are pure and which 

are impure.  

It is in chapter twelve of Leviticus that we find the notion of the mother giving birth as 

unclean. If the mother gives birth to a female child, she is considered impure, and is separated 

from the rest of the community for two weeks; whereas if she gives birth to a male child, she 

shall be “unclean seven days … And in the eighth day the flesh of his foreskin shall be 

circumcised”220 Precisely how unclean the mother is, and for how long, is determined by the 

sex of her baby. The female sex is considered more unclean than the male, so we therefore 

encounter a double-denigration of the female sex, of the female infant and the mother. The 

mother is unclean to begin with as her pregnant condition reminds us of the horrifying shared 

identity of mother and child, before the child becomes his or her own subject. For the 

newborn child to become human, to become a subject, it must be firstly branded as female or 

male, impure or less pure respectively. The male newborn baby is symbolically separated 

from the mother in his circumcision:  

 
By repeating the natural scar of the umbilical cord at the location of sex, by duplicating and thus 

displacing through ritual the preeminent separation, which is that from the mother, Judaism 

seems to insist in symbolic fashion—the very opposite of what is “natural”—that the identity of 

the speaking being (with his God) is based on the separation of the son from the mother.221  

 

The female baby following Judaism, however, undergoes no such separation, for as a female 

she is forever bound to the category of impurity in her predisposition to becoming pregnant 

and fulfilling her maternal role.  

Impurity as tied to animals that do not “conform to the taxonomy of Sacred Law” 

earlier in Leviticus are now “attributed to the mother and to women in general.”222 Kristeva’s 

argument could also extend to the discussion of menses in chapter fifteen of Leviticus, where 

anything that the menstruating woman touches, or anyone that touches her whilst she is 
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menstruating, is decreed unclean: “And if a woman has an issue, and her issue in her flesh be 

blood, she shall be put apart seven days: and whosoever toucheth her shall be unclean until 

the even.”223 Menstrual blood here is another signification of the “admixing” or “impurity” of 

woman in her ability to become pregnant. The borders of her body are not fixed, and the 

menstrual cycle is another sign of this, both in itself and also as a reminder of the ultimate 

impurity: pregnancy, or the harbouring of a human being that is not yet a subject in the world. 

This argument is advanced elsewhere in feminist scholarship, particularly in 

phenomenological and corporeal philosophies of the female body. Elizabeth Grosz, for 

instance, claims: “women’s corporeality is inscribed as a mode of seepage;”224 and Margrit 

Shildrick states: “The indeterminacy of body boundaries challenges that most fundamental 

dichotomy between self and other, unsettling ontological certainty.”225 It is the fertility of 

woman, which is expressed in menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth, and its messy lack of 

boundaries, that places it in opposition to purity and which signifies, in opposition, the 

“oneness, purity and completeness of God.”226 The religious notion of oneness correlates to 

the psychoanalytic “I,” or self. Oneness excludes impurity, and the “I” excludes abjection: 

“The abject has only one quality of the object—that of being opposed to I … what is abject … 

is radically excluded and draws me toward the place where meaning collapses.”227  

The Logic of Impurity 

In between the chapters describing childbirth and menses in Leviticus is a discussion of 

leprosy. In line with Kristeva’s discussion of the signification of the foreskin, which blurs the 

boundary between the child and the mother and therefore identity, diseased skin can also 

obscure the separation of self, and that which is outside of the self, or other. She writes: 

 

To be sure, leprosy does objectively cause serious damages in a people with a strong community 

life and, moreover, an often nomadic one. But one may note furthermore that the disease visibly 

affects the skin, the essential if not initial boundary of biological and psychic individuation. 

From that point of view, the abomination of leprosy becomes inscribed within the logical 

conception of impurity to which I have already called attention: intermixture, erasing of 

differences, threat to identity.228  
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Kristeva demonstrates how Leviticus does not decree different laws pertaining to different 

objects, in fact it categorises animals, women, menstrual blood, leprosy as undifferentiated in 

their impurity and “threat to identity.” If leprosy is classed alongside animals and women, 

then we can deduce that it is not the abstract categories and thus identities of “women” and 

“animals” that are impure, but the specific genetic make-up of different species and the 

biological rhythms of the body. Historically, impurity has been instrumentalised to 

disenfranchise those who fit these identity categories. By acknowledging the variable 

elements that share this category, however, we see that in fact they challenge the 

legitimisation of these categories, and those who benefit from their status as “pure.” In this 

respect, the anomaly of impurity can radically challenge the legitimacy of our notion of “the 

human.” 

Cixous in her essay “Birds, Women, Writing,” associates seemingly disparate objects 

of study to illustrate how those that fall outside the category of the “human” are related in 

their impurity and state of exile. Her analysis of Leviticus demonstrates how Judeo-Christian 

categorisation is the foundation of the terms of inclusion and exclusion that still exist today. 

She explains her motivation, writing:  

 
I am interested in a chain of associations and signifiers composed of birds, women, and writing. 

This may sound funny, it may sound gratuitous, but it is not. We only have to read the chapter in 

Leviticus in the Bible to realise that it is deadly serious.229  

 

It sounds “funny” and “gratuitous,” because the nouns “birds,” “women,” and “writing,” 

denote the differences, between nonhuman animals, the female human animal, and the 

immateriality of language, not their shared association with impurity. In their broader 

connotations, however, these three signifiers are linked, according to Cixous, due to their 

status as “unclean” in Leviticus. She expands on the term “unclean’” in Clarice Lispector’s 

The Passion According to G.H: “in French unclean is immonde, which comes from the Latin 

immundus; it is the same word in Brazilian—immundo.”230 Cixous translates these words 

literally as “out of … the world,”231 which she then relates to the state of exile.  

Translators of Lispector have often failed to give justice to these semantic 

complexities, which reveal the connections between impurity and exile within the patriarchal 
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structure of language. In “Birds, Women, Writing,” Cixous critiques a translation of The 

Passion According to G.H. that misses the innovative style of Lispector’s writing:  

 

Actually G. H. does not say: “They proclaim, the Bible does…” … What Lispector actually 

suggests is that the Bible is a masculine “they.” 

One might have translated it like this: “Those He-Bible, those Bible, they say everything.”232  

  

This emphasizes Cixous’ project of deconstructing phallogocentrism, by critiquing a 

translation that falsely purports gender neutrality in that it relies upon the aporias and 

dislocations that serve to conceal patriarchal influences in discourse. Lispector reveals these 

influences, and therefore requires a translator sensitive to her subtle play with gender in 

language. Cixous’ essay is also potentially a deconstruction of carno-phallogocentrism 

and what Matthew Chrulew describes as the “speciest, patriarchal norm.”233 Importantly, the 

prefixes “carno,” “phallus,” and “logos,” and the terms “speciest” and “patriarchal,” do not 

only affect the lived experiences of “women” and “animals,” but formulate the laws to which 

everything is subjected. Cixous achieves this in her discussion of the abomination of birds: “if 

we were childlike enough, we’d worry … why there are birds that are abominable. And we 

would have to accept the law’s answer: Because. It is what the Bible says.” 234 She goes on to 

say: “Because … It is this because that rules our lives. It pervades everything.”235 In this way, 

Cixous goes further than to “offer a meditation on the place of women and animals in a 

context of shared exclusion”236 by including “everything” as liable to being classed as 

“impure,” and, therefore, excluded. In this sense, her argument, and her larger project within 

the paradigm of French feminism, explores that which is beyond a narrow conception of 

identity. To circumscribe her argument, she writes: “But let me leave women aside for today, 

since this is a controversial issue, and keep only birds and writing.”237  

Cixous —and Kristeva, I would argue— as Chrulew says, “explores the potential for 

revalorising these subject positions [of woman and animal],”238 but she also explores how 

impurity challenges the formation of subjectivity. Cixous writes:  
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Let those birds be “abominable:” I associate women and writing with this abomination … Not all 

women however: quite a number of this kind linger inside … Outside we shall find all those 

precious people who have not worried about respecting the law that separates what is and is not 

abominable according to Those Bible.239  

 

 

This passage does not describe a celebration of a subject position. Cixous rejects the validity 

of the subject position of “woman” as a construction of the Judeo-Christian mindset. What she 

is “revalorising” is not the sexual differences or “animal differences” constructed in the Bible, 

but impurity itself. Just as she is not referring to “all women” or “all birds” or “all animals,” 

she is also not referring to “all writing” but a style of literature which reaches this place of 

impurity, of “outside.” It is because “women, animals, and writing” are all impure, that they 

are “situated outside the world of so-called ‘human’ disclosure and discourse.”240  

Cixous seems to drift in and out of political terrain in terms of who benefits from the 

law of the Bible as it forms society. For example, she ends the article: “It is even easier to go 

to that country, Exile, than it sometimes is to cross the border of a country like the United 

States.”241 Kristeva, on the other hand, writes: 

 
On close inspection, all literature is probably a version of the apocalypse that seems to me 

rooted, no matter what its sociohistorical conditions might be, on the fragile border (borderline 

cases) where identities (subject/object, etc.) do not exist or only barely so—double, fuzzy, 

heterogeneous, animal metamorphosed, altered, abject.242  

 

Whereas Kristeva’s Power of Horror focuses on subject and societal formation via 

anthropology and psychoanalysis, Cixous’ article moves toward a writing of impurity itself as 

she “borrows freely from the discourses of satire and polemic, humour and philosophy, 

psychoanalysis and sexuality … using whatever she feels that she needs to put her ideas 

across.”243 Kristeva operates on a more traditional theoretical plane that borrows from 

semiotics, psychoanalysis, and philosophy. Both theorists are strongly aligned, however, in 

that they both argue for a literature that is abject in relation to the laws of the Bible and 

phallogocentric subject formation.  

 
239 Cixous, “Birds, Women, Writing,” 168-69. 
240 Emma R. Jones, “In the Presence of the Living Cockroach: The Moment of Aliveness and the Gendered 

Body in Agamben and Lispector,” PhaenEx: Journal of Existential and Phenomenological Theory and Culture 

2, no. 2 (2007): 360. 
241 Cixous, “Birds, Women, Writing,” 173. 
242 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 207. 
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Writing: From Self-revelation to Mutual Companionship 

Cixous and Kristeva both claim that literature can invert Judeo-Christian morality to find joy 

in impurity. This is sometimes achieved in a direct, dialogic engagement with the Bible; for 

example, Cixous quotes Lispector, who in turn quotes from the Bible:  

 
‘And everything that crawls on the ground and has wings shall be imund,244 and shall not be 

eaten’ 

I opened my mouth in fright to ask for help. Why? Because I did not want to become imund like 

the cockroach. What ideal held me from the sensing of an idea? Why should I not make myself 

imund? Exactly as I was revealing my whole self, what was I afraid of? Being imund? With 

what? Being imund with joy.245  

 

This corresponds to the injunction against insects in Leviticus, which states:  

 
Even these of them ye may eat; the locust after his kind, and the bald locust after his kind, and 

the beetle after his kind, and the grasshopper after his kind. But all other flying creeping things, 

which have four feet, shall be an abomination unto you.246  

 

Lispector’s protagonist questions the designation of the cockroach to impurity, whether it is 

“an abomination unto” her. She has a moment of self-actualisation in a mystical encounter 

with a cockroach. The horror and abjection of the cockroach, which usually results in a 

violent rejection of the “uncleanness” that threatens the sanctity of the soul, is here bravely 

interrogated by G.H., so that her original fear is transmuted into joy. G.H.’s identity, or non-

identity, is therefore formed outside the precepts of the Bible, for as she approaches the 

cockroach she is “revealing [her] whole self.” This is not a revalorisation of her subject 

position as a woman, but more so a rejection of the subject and the human, as she revels in her 

joyful impurity. She is entering the sacrificial order on her own terms, women usually not 

allowed to partake in sacrament perhaps can eat what is impure like themselves. It is a point 

of interest that Cixous fails to include in the exact moment of self-realisation for G.H.: her 

ingesting of the cockroach. She describes her dizziness and hesitation before, and a “vague 

memory of a horror”247 after, tasting some of the white paste that has come from the inside of 

the squished cockroach. However, the exact moment is eluded. G.H., does, have a face-to-

face encounter with a cockroach, which she almost kills by crushing it. With the cockroach 

half-dead and white paste oozing out of its body, G.H. stops to consider her relation to the 

 
244 “Imund” here is Cixous’ purposely “incorrect” translation of Lispector that retains the meaning of both 

impurity and exile. 
245 Cixous, “Birds, Women, Writing,” 171. 
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paste and how the male religious tradition—which G.H. calls “those HeBible”—declares such 

things to be “abominations.” 

If G.H.’s attempt to truly encounter the impurity of the cockroach results in eating it, 

there exist other examples of co-existing with the terror of animals, without ingesting them in 

an act of mystical self-realisation. Luce Irigaray in “Animal Compassion,” which was the only 

commissioned piece within the same book that Cixous’ “Birds, Women, Writing,” reappears 

in, Animal Philosophy, writes of cultivating hospitality in place of her urge to kill animals that 

cause alarm: 

I granted hospitality one night to an animal presumed dangerous: a hornet.… What message was 

that hornet bearing? … Perhaps I had needed that distraction? Or proof that a hornet is not so 

systematically harmful as we have tended to believe?248  

 

Whereas Lispector engages with the terms of Judeo-Christian subjectivity, Irigaray expounds 

the merits of Buddhism and other “Eastern” religions. Prior to this passage, Irigaray writes of 

her vegetarianism, suddenly invoking the Hindu god Vishnu: “in the meantime, it remains for 

me to call on Lord Vishnu, creator and restorer of life, beseeching him to help me not make 

an attempt of existence of some invading animal.”249 In this way Irigaray’s solution to the 

problem of Judeo-Christian impurity is not to revalorise it by finding joy, instead of evil, 

within it, but to turn to religions that emphasise the importance of all life, rather than a 

speciest hierarchy. This kind of utopian alternative is divergent from the work of Cixous and 

Kristeva discussed thus far. As they attempt to rewrite the terms and laws laid out in the 

Bible, they do to some extent accept these terms. Irigaray rejects the laws of impurity towards 

animals and carno-phallogocentrism, as evidenced in her vegetarianism.  

It is perhaps the autobiographical format of Irigaray’s writing that allows for these 

innovations. She does not follow the form of confessional autobiography, the seminal 

exemplar being St Augustine’s Confessions. For example, Augustine writes:  

 
He who enters into you enters into the joy of his Lord … Beware of uncleanness, my soul, under 

my protecting God, the God of our fathers, to be praised and exalted forever, beware of 

uncleanness.250  

 

Neither does she invert this paradigm as we have seen in the work of Lispector, by revelling 

in uncleanness. Irigaray, as with Cixous, describes herself as exiled, yet her writing does not 

 
248 Luce Irigaray, “Animal Compassion,” in Animal Philosophy : Essential Readings in Continental Thought,  
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249 Irigaray, “Animal Compassion,” 198-199.  
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either atone for this state via confession, nor does it celebrate impurity; she seeks to describe 

the companionship between herself and animals in this shared space. In “Animal 

Compassion” she remembers the animals she has met throughout her life, in a trajectory that 

mirrors the Judeo-Christian history of humanity, from the prelapsarian age of innocence in the 

Garden of Eden, to modernity and our increasing separation from nature and the divine. 

Irigaray writes:  

 
I leave the girl in her preferred landscape with her winged and furry friends. Being thus 

immersed in life was her consolation, her happiness. She demanded nothing more. 

But what became of her exiled in “adult life”? In “society”? In the “city”?251  

 

“Society” and “city” here correlate to Cixous’ via Lispector’s notion of “Those Bible.” The 

motif of the child becoming an adult through a move from the country to the city, 

furthermore, is an allegorical extension of Kristeva’s psychoanalytic notion of subject 

formation. Yet, what follows this passage in Irigaray’s short piece of writing differs greatly 

from Cixous and Kristeva’s focus on literature. Irigaray’s rather prosaic autobiographical 

musings offer something different from the mystical and almost sublime moment in 

Lispector’s encounter with an impure animal. When Irigaray does enter her adult life, animals 

continue to offer consolation, and compassion, when human relationships fail her. 

Interestingly, she befriends birds in particular. Perhaps they are in exile as with Irigaray 

herself, but it is not their shared impurity that she focuses on, as we have seen in Cixous’ 

piece; rather, it is the shared companionship that they provide each other.       

“Animal Compassion” seeks to locate the body of the animal, rather than the idea of 

the animal. Irigaray answers Jacques Derrida’s question in “The animal that therefore I am 

(more to follow):” “Has there been, since so long ago, a place and a meaning for 

autobiography before original sin and before the religions of the book?”252 He seeks to replace 

the human who confesses, with the “autobiographical animal.”253 To do this, he imagines a 

time before confessional autobiography, before the first law in Genesis, when Eve takes the 

fruit and when Adam and Eve become ashamed of their nakedness. This is similar to 

Irigaray’s new sacrificial culture and order, which often corresponds to a pre-sacrificial order, 

via recourse to matriarchal cultures, or so-called “prehistory” and the “pre-Socratics.” 

Although Irigaray does not engage specifically with shame, her project is similar to Derrida’s 
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in terms of locating the body of the animal within centuries of philosophical and religious 

texts:  

 
the cat I am talking about is a real cat, truly, believe me, a little cat. It isn’t the figure of a cat. It 

doesn’t silently enter the room as an allegory for all the cats on the earth, the felines that traverse 

myths and religions, literature and fables.254 

  

Following Derrida, Irigaray writes:  

 

The animals I evoked forth were absolutely real, and not imaginary, allegorical or symbolic. 

Like those of Nietzsche, perhaps? They were truly there, physically present. But not only in the 

sense in which we understand it. It is not simple matter, vitally animated, surviving in some 

respect, that came to support me in my difficulties, my abandonment. But rather a living body 

having at its disposition sense capabilities that we, as humans, have lost.255  

 

Irigaray here turns away from Augustinian autobiography, which obsessively constructs an 

identity built on the admonition of impurity, to focus on “a living body.” Irigaray does not 

aspire to a morality that secures her status of purity and therefore humanity; she accepts her 

state of abandonment and seeks an alternative to Judeo-Christian morality, and alternative to 

the sacrificial order. The animal as “a living body having at its disposition sense capabilities 

that we, as humans, have lost,” could speak, again with Derrida, of a yearning for the human 

animal before it acquired shame of its nakedness. The meeting point between human animals 

and animals in this state before the fall would be a state of mutual compassion, which erases 

the hierarchical division between the moral human and the unclean female human animal and 

nonhuman animal. Whereas Derrida seems to question whether this is possible, Irigaray 

describes in a prosaic style the very real memories of her experience of this kind of 

relationship with animals.  

Irigaray’s piece was commissioned for the publication Animal Philosophy, which 

seeks to anthologise the contributions of continental philosophy to the question of the animal. 

In the introduction to the volume, the editors state that in spite of the fact that continental 

philosophy has “lagged behind”256 analytic philosophy in terms of the animal question, it “is 

perhaps better placed than is Anglo-American philosophy to accommodate the animal 

question.”257 This is because of its understanding of the role of history and how this has made 

way for significant developments in feminist and critical race theory, amongst others. The 
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anthology then, serves to inspire work in this area, for theorists to interrogate how these 

thinker’s “(suitably upgraded) critical tools can prove useful from a post-animal rights 

perspective.”258 Cixous and Irigaray’s writing is included for this reason, and elsewhere 

Kristeva’s Powers of Horror is the first work Cary Wolfe lists when describing how the 

question of the animal, broadly speaking, is “the central problematic for contemporary culture 

and theory, particularly if theory … is now in some inescapable sense posthuman, if not quite 

posthumanist [emphasis in original].”259 If Cixous and Kristeva’s work, however, needs to be 

“suitably upgraded,” then Irigaray’s commissioned piece is perhaps closer to a post-animal-

rights perspective in her autobiographical disclosure of her vegetarianism and compassion for 

all living creatures. The words “suitably upgraded,” however, suggest a male genealogical 

methodology. In this thesis I do not wish to grant points to theorists for their moral positions, 

but rather to continue the work of women philosophers discussed here, and to see how their 

embodied positions as women allow them to reach towards other others. “Suitably upgraded” 

also belies a progressivist narrative, as if the accumulation of rights, upgrading with each era, 

who or what gets included in having rights. I am more concerned, in this thesis, with the 

possibility of a new sacrificial order. 

Irigaray’s solution to this via Buddhism, however, does not provide a panacea for 

suffering in exile, as she begins from a Derridean standpoint of truly encountering the animal 

to end in a vague solution of a mystic embrace of “Eastern” thought. Although it is divorced 

somewhat from the problematic of cruelty in Judeo-Christian traditions of meat-eating, which 

Cixous and Kristeva, however imperfectly, problematise, it importantly emphasises a notion 

of compassion that forbids animal cruelty. “Animal Compassion” offers an alternative to the 

aporia in Kristeva and Cixous’ conception of abject literature: the paradoxical assertion that 

animals are, in short, companions that women eat. 

Memoir and Exile 

In “Animal Compassion,” Irigaray dedicates for the first time an entire essay to her 

experience of exclusion from the psychoanalytic and academic communities following her 

publication of Speculum of the Other Woman. She narrates the experience of growing up in 

nature, and then entering society as an adult, which separates her from this childhood world, 

and then returning to the natural world once she is exiled from society.  Irigaray gives an 
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autobiographical account, which, as described above mirrors the trajectory of humanity, from 

the garden of Eden, innocence, to modernity, and separation from nature— “But what became 

of her exiled in ‘adult life’? In ‘society’? in the ‘city’?” Irigaray’s exile is from the natural 

world, the world of animals, as she is accepted into human society, as a student, teacher, and 

psychoanalyst. When Speculum of the Other Woman was published, the academic and 

psychoanalytic community rejected the work and Irigaray herself, as she describes clearly 

later: 

I was dismissed from my teaching post at the University of Paris, Vincennes; I was expelled 

from the Lacanian school of psychoanalysis, to which I belonged, and from the circle of my 

acquaintances and even of my friends.260  

 

For Irigaray, however, this was a second experience of exile; society had already exiled from 

her childhood world of nature.  

Irigaray often describes her exile as fortunate in that it allowed her to return to an 

earlier state of being, earlier in terms of her own life trajectory and also earlier in Western 

history and thought. In her 2016 book with Michael Marder, Through Vegetal Being, Irigaray 

returns to this theme, this time thinking not only about animals but the “vegetal world,” or 

nature, in general:  

 
The vegetal world is, from my infancy, what allowed me to survive, but also to find the roots of 

life again after the expulsion from my social environment that followed the publication of 

Speculum. Taking refuge in the vegetal world also revealed to me some aspects of the beginning 

of Greek culture that we have forgotten.261  

 

Irigaray returns to her childhood world of the natural environment after it was denied to her in 

her adult life. In this new work Irigaray continues her project of articulating a future anterior 

new sacrificial order, describing the animals in her life that have given her compassion she 

also refers back to an earlier time: Irigaray is not only in exile from the communities she was 

once a part of, as a human she is in exile from her natural, animal state. In her writing, she 

proposes that earlier cultures were closer to an animal state, and connected with the vegetal 

world, and that we have become increasingly exiled from this beginning.  

In her philosophical work, Irigaray describes both the abject state of the human exile 

within the sacrificial order and the possibility of a new sacrificial order, as discussed above. In 

her memoir work, Irigaray focuses on the positive, healing qualities of her experience of the 

new sacrificial order in the present, of the “vegetal world” and animals within it. She briefly 
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describes her anguish following her exile from the intellectual communities, and her 

relationship with animals. The animal that supported her through her exile experience was not 

the animal as metaphor, as I have described above using Derrida, but “rather a living body 

having at its disposition sense capabilities that we, as humans, have lost.” Irigaray writes: 

 
I was seized by a disturbing and ambiguous vertigo. I tried not to let any of it show. But the cat 

of the household perceived my difficulty: he came over to walk between the opened bay window 

and the place where I had stopped during the time it took for my malaise, my anguish, to 

dissipate.262  

 

 Irigaray’s focus is on the compassion of the cat, which is the subject of the essay, and 

therefore we do not hear much about her vertigo and anguish, the focus is on her restoration. 

Through Vegetal Being, Irigaray describes for the first time, more about the difficulty of her 

exile, her emotional response, in a similar, conversational tone. She describes how women 

who wrote to her thanking her for writing Speculum helped her endure the exile as well as 

“the fact that I had already been in absolute distress due to a love pain.”263 She ends this 

description by stating that “Nevertheless, it was a terrible hardship to undergo!”264 And later 

describes how it was “all thanks to my faithfulness to a past experience of a positive 

absolute”265 that she still wanted to live. The distress of her experience is apparent, however, 

when she writes: “I think that I wanted to live, but I was no longer able to perceive this desire 

clearly.”266 

Cixous, in her memoir writing also often comes back to this threshold between 

desiring to live or die. Instead of focusing on the utopian reparation, and the healing qualities 

of nature and animals, as with Irigaray, Cixous often remains in the space of difficulty, 

trauma, and abjection, using a style of psychoanalytic free-association in her writing. In 

Reveries of the wild woman, Cixous also does not choose suicide in the end, instead she 

leaves her place of exile, Oran, Algeria, where she is not accepted by the colonized Algerians 

because she is a white colonizer, and she is not accepted by the French because she is German 

and Jewish. I have described above how the categorisations of purity and impurity delineate 

between animal and sexed lines, yet these divisions exist within society structures, as we have 

seen with Irigaray’s memoirs, and between and within state structures. Birds, in the book of 
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Leviticus, are impure because they traverse both land and water. There is not only a border 

between the land and the earth, but also between nation states, that divide these different 

elements. Cixous ends “Birds, Women, Writing,” with the statement “It is even easier to go to 

that country, Exile, than it sometimes is to cross the border of a country like the United 

States,” which I reference above. The border of the United States is another border between 

purity and impurity; Cixous finds it “easier,” to dwell in her impure position of exile, exile 

from masculine subjectivity, and exile from either the French or Algerian communities in 

Algeria. “Exile,” is made a country, as her abject/object status is made a kind of subjectivity.   

In her book from 2000, Reveries of the Wild Woman: Primal Scenes, Cixous also 

writes about birds. Using the bird as a metaphor, Cixous writes of her mother’s resilience in 

contrast to her own emotional vulnerability when facing exile: 

 
But my industrious mother who rebuilt her nest every time in exile, in the very fork of exile, 

could not fathom that we should want at all cost to enter and arrive in a country; that we were 

sick with love.267 

 

Cixous’ mother fits the metaphor of a bird, like a woman exiled by impurity, yet instead of 

being stuck between earth and sea, she is able to nest where she finds herself, here Oran, 

where Cixous does not feel able to nest, to feel at home. The theme of birds returns towards 

the end of the memoir. Cixous relates a story: her father is given two pigeons by a patient, and 

her mother takes them to be killed by a rabbi. However, one flies away and the rabbi says that 

he cannot kill the other pigeon because pigeons are “couples that live and die together.”268 In 

line with the divisions of impure, exiled birds, as I outline regarding the book of Leviticus 

above, the bird is released because: “The sacred and the holy says the old fellow you can’t 

separate them, that’s how it is in Oran, says my mother.”269 Cixous cannot nest, like her 

mother, she escapes Oran, her mother’s “nest” where she did not feel at home, and leaves for 

France. 

 
The second pigeon is gone. The old man who kills turns up his empty hands. I flew away in a 

single stroke, neck plucked, not knowing whether I was following the other one in life or in 

death. There where death is already at work I thought, life begins. I arrived in France, bare-

necked, it was so cold everywhere, inside, outside, up down and all along, I searched for myself 

everywhere and in vain. No I hadn’t come to France … I had only at long last left Algeria 

plucked the feathers that protect the place of life.270 

 
267 Helene Cixous, Reveries of the Wild Woman: Primal Scenes, trans. Beverley Bie Brahic (Evanston, Illinois: 
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Cixous flees her feeling of exile in Algeria to arrive in France, where she feels 

similarly exiled. Cixous, in Reveries of the Wild Woman, remains between countries, as the 

bird remains between elements in its sacred impurity. She writes of this state of vulnerability, 

also between life and death. The decision to leave Algeria, is one made as a decision of life or 

death, as she writes earlier: “At the end of the day I decided to get out of French Algeria for 

lack of Algeria, I made this decision … If I get used to it I will kill myself I threatened.”271 In 

Irigaray’s memoir writing, suicide is also presented as a solution to exile. She writes about 

how some of Lacan’s disciples committed suicide, and how she did not choose suicide as a 

solution to her distress, because she already had experience with being in “ absolute distress 

due to a love pain,” and had already experienced —perhaps during her painful experiences?— 

a “positive absolute.” Irigaray seems to find an outside, a “positive absolute,” which allows 

her to escape her exile, and the “inbetweenness” and impurity of exile as it is designated by 

the sacrificial order. Cixous, in Reveries of the Wild Woman, remains in this space of exile as 

impurity, there is no “outside” to abjection, and the impossibility of home after fascist and 

colonial violence. The birds who are set free as the old man recognises their sacred abjection, 

cannot embody their own abjection, and therefore can be outside the sacrificial order? Irigaray 

is perhaps aspiring to this kind of animality, a world without the human divisions of impurity.  

Cixous’ memoir writing follows her philosophical characterisation of writing as 

impure, as with birds and women. Her writing demonstrates how memoir escapes the trap in 

philosophy of appropriating the animal body using metaphor. The affinities between women 

and animals can be shown through abjection, as women and animals are categorised as such. 

As Derrida argues, the world that the sacrificial order creates is carno-phallogocentric, and 

leads to the suffering and death of animals, Derrida sees this order as brought about by a 

“carnivorous virility”272 which is “attributed to the man … the father, husband or the 

brother.”273 Women like some animals are designated to exile because of their in-

betweenness. How possible is it for women to find an outside to this order, where they escape 

their own exile? Irigaray’s solution seems to be to become more animal, to retreat from this 

human construction. Yet how possible is it to become animal and retreat to nature, if we are 

confined by the borders of nation and race? This is Cixous’ dilemma, which is articulated in 

abject existence which is formed from her experience of trauma, from the political exile of her 
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family, and exclusion from the French, and exclusion by Algerians because of her colonial 

identity. In The Day I Wasn’t There, on finding an abandoned dog in the park with her mother 

and daughter, Cixous wants so badly to help it, but is blocked from doing this, because of 

society, because of her history. This dog has three legs, it is an abject dog, and is crying for 

help. It needs the compassion that as Irigaray notes is lacking in humans because of the sense 

capacities they have lost, but Cixous, a human, cannot provide her animal compassion to fully 

care for this animal. 

 

My mother at my side was thinking: If you go get that dog, I’m going to slam the door, I’m 

going to go away. 

   At her side I thought: Ah! If only you hadn’t been with me! Then anguish. Sadly anguished: 

Would I have adopted it? The question in me asked itself—and I didn’t know how to say loud 

and clear: yes. 

   Because at that moment the cat in me thought: If you bring an animal back to the house the 

way you did to me last year, coming through the door with another creature in your arms that I 

thought belonged to me, I will burst into terrible cat sobs and I will rake every face with my 

claws until I die.  

   My daughter beside me thought: I am going to break into a heart-rending cry I shall burst, I am 

bursting. Let’s go, let’s go, I am bloodied. 

   In conclusion— 
 

   In conclusion I thought: Dear dog cherished on three legs, everything keeps us apart including 

myself.274 

 

Conclusion  

Animals for Irigaray seem to be mostly part of the abundance of nature. Her experience of 

exile is mostly solved by a return to nature and a communion with nature. This return to 

nature can be considered, in line with my thesis, a sacrifice of the sacrificial order, in terms of 

how it eschews society and culture. However, the contingency of the abjection of animal and 

woman remains within modern society, which the subject is dependent on for means of 

survival. How does an abject commodity woman survive within the social order if she cannot 

simply escape to nature? It is useful, in terms of the argument of my thesis to compare this to 

Cixous’ memoir writings on the animal. Irigaray writes “But the cat of the household 

perceived my difficulty” and Cixous writes “Dear dog cherished on three legs, everything 

keeps us apart including myself.”  Irigaray presents us with a simple passage to the new 

sacrificial order and Cixous provides a kind of corrective to this, much as Moten provided, as 

discussed in the previous chapter, by representing the contingency of the sacrificial order. The 

sacrificial order is “everything,” that keeps Cixous and the three-legged dog apart. Cixous 
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experiences both commonality with the dog in their shared status of impurity, in terms of 

Kristeva’s categorisations, and the “forever apartness” with the animal, given her status as a 

human. This demonstrates how the sacrifice of the sacrificial order can occur when animals 

and women are in communion, however, as Cixous demonstrates they are—initially at least— 

in communion in their abjection. To deny this form of abjection is to deny the reality of the 

sacrificial order. 

In the following chapter I develop this idea further in a discussion of Lispector’s The 

Passion According to G.H. In this chapter I have described the exile of woman and her 

affinities with the exile of animals, in terms of their designation of impurity in the bible, 

pointing out the limits of Kristeva, Cixous, and Irigaray’s, feminist critique and turning, 

ultimately, to memoir, so as to ascertain beyond the categorisation of exile what the 

experience of exile feels like. Lispector’s The Passion, blends in a highly complex manner 

philosophical concepts and categories, with the mundane everyday. In this way it bridges a 

gap that was flagged in this chapter between exile in terms of a philosophical critique of 

Judaeo-Christian categorisations and exile in terms of experience. The Passion describes the 

total alienation of woman in the social order, from a mystic origin of humanity—which 

mirrors Irigaray’s future anterior structure—to the capitalist era. In the following chapter I 

discuss how Lispector’s The Passion is not exclusively about the human animal question, as 

some scholars suggest, but rather provides a complex mapping of alienation in terms the 

human/animal binary, but also racial and gendered dualisms, as constructed in the capitalist 

era. 
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PART TWO: Literature 
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3. Being or labour in Clarice Lispector’s The Passion According to 

G.H. 
 

In this chapter I continue the discussion of abjection, in Clarice Lispector’s The Passion 

According to G.H. I am interested in The Passion for how it philosophises while operating 

outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, Eurocentric philosophy. In this way, 

I continue you the discussion of Chapter Two but in the context of literature. Lispector’s 

protagonist comes into being via an encounter with an abject animal, a cockroach. While most 

scholars analyse this text in terms of its ontological dimension, in this chapter I contextualise 

The Passion using the methodology of this thesis, which intervenes in the universality of 

ontology with raced and gendered accounts of political economy. G.H.’s mystical encounter 

with otherness and abjection transforms her and allows her to come into being within a future-

anterior structure of new sacrifice. 

In this chapter I re-examine Cixous’ reading of Clarice Lispector’s The Passion, not 

only considering the sacrificed animal body, the focus of chapter two, but how the abject is 

“ek-stasized”275 from and then returned to G.H.’s human body. Lispector, a Brazilian writer 

born in the Ukraine, wrote The Passion quickly at the end of 1963 and published it with her 

friends Rubem Braga and Fernando Sabino’s publishing house Editora do Auto in 1964. After 

its subversive subject matter—primarily the eating of the cockroach—made it famous, it is 

now recognised as one of the most important works in Brazilian fiction. Most academic 

literature on The Passion focuses on the inside/outside structure of subjectivity via an 

existential or phenomenological reading—Cixous describes G.H.’s consciousness via 

Hegelian dialectic— of the moment where the protagonist G.H. ingests the paste of a 

cockroach.276 These scholars focus on the human/animal division and how it relates to an 

inside/outside phenomenological conception of subjectivity. I argue in this chapter, however, 

that Lispector’s work is closer to Irigaray’s critique of Hegel via Marx, whereby the 

outside/inside does not only describe the phenomenology of the (human, male) subject and his 

 
275 I refer here to Irigaray’s definition of “exstasis:” “a progression of the social work of the symbolic toward 

greater and greater abstraction.” Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 173. 
276 See Hélène Cixous, Reading with Clarice Lispector (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 

1990); Hélène Cixous, Readings: The Poetics of Blanchot, Joyce, Kafka, Kleist, Lispector, and Tsvetayeva, trans. 

Verena Andermatt Conley (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1991); Michael Marder, 

“Existential Phenomenology According to Clarice Lispector,” Philosophy and Literature 37, no. 2 (2013); and 

Jones, “In the Presence of the Living Cockroach: The Moment of Aliveness and the Gendered Body in Agamben 

and Lispector.” 
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intellectual labour, but also the woman object—or commodity— and her feminine labour, 

which is the unvalued ordering of the abject: cooking and cleaning the house.  

The narrative of The Passion is one of becoming no longer human:  

 

I get so scared when I realize I lost my human form for several hours. I don’t know if I’ll have 

another form to replace the one I lost. I know I’ll need to be careful not to use furtively a new 

third leg that from me sprouts swiftly as weeds, and to call this protective leg “a truth.”277  

 

The protagonist G.H. loses her human form in a moment of revelation, when she ingests the 

paste of a cockroach, and instead of regaining her form and returning to the human world, she 

dwells in this space and lets this experience change her world. The truth is not located in a 

denial or rejection of this mystical experience, but rather in acceptance of it. G.H. is 

transformed, and achieves a new state of being, not only through her encounter with the 

cockroach, but through her increasing awareness of her material conditions—including her 

job and her house—and how her relationships with her male lovers and her maid are 

contingent on these two conditions. A Hegelian reading of The Passion, therefore, can not 

only be questioned in terms of woman’s access to Hegel’s conception of consciousness— 

this can be briefly summarised as a “dialectic of negativity,” wherein Hegel “conceives the 

self-creation of man as a process, conceives objectification as loss of the object, [and] as 

alienation and as transcendence of this alienation”278—but also in terms of the privileging of 

consciousness and philosophical labour at the centre of Hegel’s dialectic, instead of material 

labour, following Marx. Irigaray’s work, therefore, is useful in my analysis of The Passion, as 

Irigaray reads Hegel along both these lines—using feminist and Marxist critiques— to arrive 

at alternative dialectic, with a future anterior, non-sacrificial structure. What we find in 

Lispector’s work is a mundane dimension that is missing in Irigaray’s mystical intervention in 

sacrificial subjectivity; as Caetano Veloso writes in the introduction to the 2012 English 

edition, when he first read Lispector he found: “a language that transformed itself in order to 

allow an event to emerge with the power of an epiphany, amidst the humdrum concerns of 

normal life (usually a woman’s life).”279  

 
277 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 6. 
278 Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 (1932; Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2012), 

xxiii. 
279 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., vii. 
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The Hegelian dialectic and abjection 

The Passion According to G.H. begins with the narrator G.H. stating that she had an 

experience outside her “human form” and goes on to describe her social position before this 

occurred, as she tries to make sense of the experience. G.H. comes from poverty but now she 

is a well-off sculptress. She describes herself as a “man” in terms of doing men’s work, 

sculpture, and earning her own money and how that impacts her position as a woman— 

primarily that she does not have to marry a man for financial security. G.H.’s mystical 

experience begins upon entering her maid’s room. She enters her maid’s room expecting it to 

be messy and dirty, as she left it before the maid moved in. However, the maid has tidied up 

and made the space her own and cleaner than the rest of the house. G.H. cannot remember the 

maid’s face, she remembers that her pinafore is black, and her skin and clothes blend into 

each other. The maid has drawn on the wall of her room a woman, a man, and a dog, and G.H. 

recognises the woman as herself. Finally, she finds a cockroach in a cupboard, which sets off 

a chain of revelations and a mystical entry into the world before humans, before men or 

women, the world of the cockroach’s ancestors. G.H. begins to enter what Cixous calls a 

“primal scene”280 via the maid’s space. She then enters it completely, totally, then, by seeing a 

cockroach, squashing it and finally, tasting the paste of its insides.  

Most commentary on The Passion  focuses on the relation between G.H. and the 

cockroach in terms of phenomenology and the process of subject formation described by 

Lispector as: “I, neutral cockroach body, I”281 Cixous describes the process in the story as 

sacrificial and Hegelian: “she advances from what could be called an acute note of 

contradiction to the next acute note to the next contradiction, up to a moment of ecstasy and 

revelation” 282 and: 

 
Clarice had the revelation of a rapport between herself and the mortal, immortal flesh of the 

cockroach. Such a continuity can only exist in a rapid suspension of the self, though the latter 

always comes back right away. It is a sacrificial process.283  

 

The Passion, therefore, illustrates well the proposal presented in the introduction of this 

thesis, that the “possibility of a new sacrificial order resides within the “secret object of 

sacrifice.” However, this object must face or pass through abjection in order to reach the 

possibility of another order, within a future anterior structure. Lispector writers: “Those who 

 
280 Cixous, Reading with Clarice Lispector, 38. 
281 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 60. 
282 Cixous, Readings, 82. 
283 Cixous, Readings, 83. 
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know that the approach to anything is done progressively and painfully—and includes as well 

passing through the opposite of what is being approached.”284 Cixous elaborates on this:  

 

where being comes into consciousness through a first wound, through something that is the 

other … in order to transform it into something positive, and to arrive at a feeling that the other 

is necessary as other and the other as other is always painful and disquieting to the self.285   

 

Cixous interprets The Passion via Hegel, who, via his concept of a “dialectic of negativity,” 

“conceives the self-creation of man as a process, conceives objectification as loss of the 

object, [and] as alienation and as transcendence of this alienation.”286 G.H., the subject “I,” 

comes up against another “neutral cockroach body” which is then negated so the “I” is 

reinstated, though transformed, by the encounter.  

The approach towards the cockroach in the narrative happens very slowly. Each time 

G.H. attempts to get closer, her experience sets off a chain of associations about her position 

in the history of humanity. G.H.’s eating of the cockroach’s paste is anticipated and 

remembered, never explicitly detailed: “I knew that I would have to eat the paste of the 

roach”287  but then she feels nauseous:  

 
after the revolution that is vomiting, I felt physically simple as a girl. It would have to be this 

way, like a girl who was unintentionally happy, that I would eat the paste of the roach.  

     So I stepped forward.288  

 

She is nauseous on proceeding, but then ashamed after tasting it. She knows that 

 

‘something had been done.’ 

      I didn’t want to think but I knew. I was afraid of tasting in my mouth what I was tasting, I 

was afraid of running my hand across my lips and finding traces.289 

 

 Does G.H. “arrive at a feeling that the other is necessary as other” is this passage? It seems 

the Hegelian dialectic is unfinished as “the other,” the “paste” remains inside of, a part of, 

G.H:  

 
I now felt the nastiness in my mouth, and then began to spit, to furiously spit that taste of no 

such thing, taste of a nothing that nonetheless seemed almost sweetened to me like certain flower 

 
284 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 9. 
285 Cixous, Readings, 87. 
286 Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 (1932; Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2012), 

xxiii. 
287 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 172. 
288 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 173. 
289 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 174. 
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petals, taste of myself—I was spitting out myself, without ever reaching the point of feeling that 

I had finally spit out my whole soul.290 

 

The other does not remain other, here, after a dialectical encounter with the “I,” the other 

remains part of “I.” This process can be described via recourse to Kristeva’s theory of 

abjection: “‘I’ am in the process of becoming an other at the expense of my own death, during 

that course in which “I” become, I give birth to myself amid the violence of sobs, of 

vomit.’291  Lispector writes “I was spitting out myself” and Kristeva writes “I spit myself out. 

I abject myself [emphasis in original].”292 Comparing Hegel to Immanuel Kant, Kristeva 

writes, “He agrees with his aim to keep consciousness apart from defilement, which, 

nevertheless, dialectically constitutes it.”293The defilement of eating the cockroach’s white 

paste, dialectically constitutes G.H.’s consciousness, but there is some sense that is not kept 

apart, G.H. cannot spit it out, without spitting out herself, her whole soul.  

Kristeva writes: “defilement as reabsorbed in marriage becomes sadness. In so doing, 

it has not strayed too far from its logic, according to which it is a border of discourse—a 

silence.”294 Kristeva is writing of sexual defilement, here, in terms of “The ethical world” 295 

in “Human and Divine Law: Man and Woman” in Phenomenology of the Spirit, but relates to 

other forms of defilement. Irigaray focuses on the same aspect of the Phenomenology of the 

Spirit as Kristeva, the passage where he speaks of man and woman and marriage. Irigaray, as 

with Kristeva, identifies sadness in Hegel’s process: “At the heart of the dialectic is 

hypochondria, melancholia [emphasis in original].”296  Whereas Kristeva focuses on desire 

and sexual impurity that causes sadness for “the subject” in general, both man and woman in 

marriage, Irigaray describes the particular sadness of woman, who does not have access to 

subjectivity: “The female lacks the operation of affirming its singular and universalizable link 

to one as self.”297  Hegel describes woman in terms of her role as wife and mother, who is 

slave to husband and father, in the dialectic. Woman is, therefore renounced of her 

singularity, therefore, to serve the universal: “In her case ‘I’ never equals ‘I,’ and she is only 

 
290 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 74-175. 
291 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 3. 
292 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 3. 
293 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 30. 
294 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 30. 
295 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A.V. Miller (1807; Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1977), 255. 
296 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 222. 
297 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 224. 
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that individual will that the master takes possession of.” 298 She cannot experience joy, as she 

cannot desire, she serves instead of receives. In this sense, while the husband is sad and 

melancholy because he reabsorbs sexual defilement in marriage, the wife is submerged within 

the category of sexual defilement; she cannot form consciousness, because her materiality is 

what (male) consciousness is formed against, in the Hegelian dialectic.  

G.H.’s experience of defilement is not experienced as sadness but joy. Lispector writes 

at the beginning of the book a note “To Possible Readers,” telling them how “the character 

G.H. gradually gave a difficult joy; but it is called joy.”299  Later, we learn that G.H. also 

experiences this complicated joy: “My joy and my shame came upon waking from the 

faint.”300 How is joy possible for a woman, relegated to the sphere of the other and the abject? 

G.H., in her mystical experience, and after it, resides outside the sacrificial order, under her 

own laws. Lispector’s process is to come up against the law, never escaping it, only 

transgressing it to situate her character G.H., in terms of her historical contingency.  Towards 

the end of the novel she writes:  

 

But life is divided into qualities and kinds, and the law is that the roach shall only be loved and 

eaten by another roach; and that a woman, in the hour of love for a man, that woman is living her 

own kind.301 

 

 This phrase succinctly sets up the traditional binaries of human/animal and man/woman, 

where “woman” only becomes “human”—“her own kind”— via a sexual relation to a man. 

Further along, however, this “law,” of “qualities and kinds,” is transgressed, as Lispector 

situates “woman” alongside “animal,” suggesting an ideal of woman not designated by a 

patriarchal order, but an archetype existing only in relation to, and loving, herself:  “As there 

was the moment in which I saw that the roach is the roach of all roaches, so do I want to find 

in me the woman of all women.”302  G.H.’s experience, therefore, is “not of purification but of 

rebirth with and against abjection.”303 G.H.’s “I” comes up against the cockroach and what 

happens is not a forming of consciousness, but a rejection of this “I” and the laws of reason 

that bind it: “how could I speak without the word lying for me? ... Life is just for me, and I 

don’t understand what I’m saying. And so I adore it.”304  

 
298 Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, 224. 
299 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., xi. 
300 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 173. 
301 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 178. 
302 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 184. 
303 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 31. 
304 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 189. 
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Marx and Gendered and Racialised Labour 

G.H. forms consciousness not only via her encounter with the cockroach, but also from her 

material context: her job and her apartment. To reach the transforming encounter with the 

cockroach, G.H. passes through her capitalist, patriarchal subjectivity, that is, how her means 

of making money shape her relation to the world and relation to others. Lispector frames 

G.H.’s profession in terms of financial independence, which frees her from fulfilling the 

traditional roles assigned to women. G.H.’s profession as a sculptress is described not in terms 

of artistic or creative fulfilment, but primarily in terms of earning her enough money to live 

by herself with a maid and have casual relationships with men.  These relationships are often 

described in terms of their proximity to the materiality of capitalism, before the encounter 

with “true” materiality: the impure, essential matter of the cockroach paste. In the beginning 

of the novel, G.H. states “I had humanized life too much.” 305 She then proceeds to question 

this human identity:  

 

I need to know, I need to know what I was! I was this: I was distractedly forming balls out of 

bread, and my last relaxed romantic entanglement had dissolved amicably with a caress, I 

gaining once again the happy and somewhat insipid taste of freedom.306  

 

G.H.’s answer to her identity is in relation to men, her previous relationship still forming her 

subjectivity.  This is the position of woman, whose value, and objectivity is determined in 

relation to men. She is not financially dependent on a man, however, and her “last romantic 

entanglement” has ended, so she is temporarily free from any male signifier. Her position as a 

sculptress complicates her identity as a woman further: 

 

I act like a so-called successful person. Having done sculpture for an undetermined and 

intermittent period also gave me a past and a present that allowed others to situate me: people 

refer to me as someone who does sculptures that wouldn’t be bad if they were less amateurish. 

For a woman this reputation means a lot socially, and placed me, for others as for myself, in a 

region that is socially between women and men. Which granted me far more freedom to be a 

woman, since I didn’t have to take formal care to be one.307  

 

G.H. makes her own money and therefore her future is not dependent on finding a husband. 

Because she is not married, she does not have to perform the unwaged labour of cooking and 

cleaning designated to the role of woman after becoming property of a husband. This leaves 

 
305 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 6. 
306 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 16. 
307 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 18. 
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her free to explore her desires and identity as a woman.  

This freedom is compounded by the fact that she earns enough money to not only free 

herself from serving a man, but indeed she can pay someone else, a maid, to serve her: she 

becomes a male subject both in terms of the public sphere as an artist, and in the private 

sphere, as a proprietor of reproductive labour. Without the burden of providing reproductive 

labour, cooking and cleaning, she has “far more freedom to be a woman,” that is, far more 

freedom to be explore identities of “woman,” other than the housewife. G.H.’s sculpting 

provides a direct comparison with the mundane feminine task of cleaning, using her hands to 

order and make sense of the world. Lispector, however, questions the value of the former 

against the latter. In regard to ordering and cleaning her house she writes:  

 
By putting things in order, I create and understand at the same time. But since I gradually, 

through reasonably good investments, became fairly well-off, that hampered me in my ability to 

use this vocation of mine: if money and education hadn’t put me in the class I belong to, I’d 

normally have worked as the maid who arranges things in a large home for rich people, where 

there is so much to arrange.308 

 

 Values are reversed here, as G.H. builds a career as an artist she loses her ability to clean and 

order. As she begins to think of the maid, she sees the value of the maid’s work above her 

own.  Initially, as G.H. approaches the maid’s room, she describes the maid not so much as 

person so much as the invisible labour-power that orders the house. She expects to find the 

room as she had left it, not at all altered by the maid because to G.H. she did not really exist in 

terms of having needs or desires. Instead, however, “the maid, without a word to me … 

arranged the room in her own way, stripping it of its storage function as brazenly as if she 

owned it.”309 

It is G.H’s gradual realisation of the maid’s subjectivity, not objectivity on the level of 

the material that she orders, that begins G.H.’s transformation of self—before the encounter 

with the cockroach that culminates in the apex of her mystical revelation. The cleanliness of 

the room forces G.H. to question her knowledge of the maid and therefore her relation with 

her: “it suddenly occurred to me that Janair despised me”310 and “it was a kind of detached 

hatred, the worst kind: indifferent hatred. Not a hatred that individualized me but merely the 

lack of mercy. No, not even hatred.”311  The more she remembers the maid the more she 

 
308 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 25. 
309 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 29. 
310 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 32. 
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realises their separation and difference, their master-slave dialectic becomes apparent: “That 

was when I unexpectedly managed to remember her face, but of course, how could I have 

forgotten? I saw her black and motionless face again, saw her wholly opaque skin.”312  As she 

remembers her face she remembers her subjecthood, one qualitatively “better” than her own: 

“Her features—I discovered without pleasure—were the features of a queen.”313 Lispector 

reverses the power relation, putting the maid in the position of queen who detests G.H. This is 

a process that moves from the maid as void, when G.H. is unable to remember her; to 

“opaque” remembering her from a European optic, which renders skin other than white 

invisible; and finally to her actual features, which are regal. G.H.’s transformation, is, in part, 

the process of revealing her bourgeois alienation.  

A Hegelian reading of The Passion, therefore, should not only be questioned in terms 

of woman’s access to his conception of consciousness, but also in terms of the privileging of 

consciousness, and philosophical labour at the centre of Hegel’s dialectic. The narrative, 

before the experience with the cockroach, describes labour and its relation to alienation, as I 

have described above, more in terms of a Marxist dialectic. Marx writes that Hegel’s greatest 

achievement was acknowledging “self-creation of man as a process” but that “he sees only the 

positive, not the negative side of labour” because: “The only labour which Hegel knows and 

recognises is abstractly mental labour.”314 This is insufficient because abstraction is separate 

from the material, from nature, and paradoxically, by claiming that the absolute idea and 

abstract thought only exists, it comes to be that nature is the only thing that exists, so that in 

the work of Hegel: “the entire logic is the demonstration that abstract thought is nothing in 

itself; that the absolute idea is nothing for itself; that only nature is something.”315 It is this 

realisation that allows Marx to utilise his discovery of consciousness as a process and a 

dialectic, but to transfer that process from the abstract to the material, thus his “material 

dialectic.”  

Irigaray continues Marx’s intervention from a gendered perspective, which 

acknowledges social reproduction, including the labour of housework.  Irigaray follows Marx 

in the acknowledgement that capitalism ushers in a new relation but qualifies his usage of the 

“material” in terms of the feminine. The historical development of exchange is not natural 

development of “humanity,” rather the patriarchal order has developed  in a way that depends 

 
312 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 32. 
313 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 33. 
314 Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, 23. 
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on the material basis of women as first private property and subsequently exchange value for 

men:  

 

what needs/desires of (so-called) masculine sexuality have presided over the evolution of a 

certain social order, from its primitive form, private property, to its developed form, capital 

[emphasis in original]?316  

 

Irigaray questions Marx’s focus, therefore, on the exploitation of the worker, instead of the 

exploitation of women. She acknowledges Marx’s work on women in particular and asks why 

it did not become the basis of his theory: 

 

Marx defined the origin of man’s exploitation of man as man’s exploitation of woman and 

asserted that the most basic human exploitation lies in the division of labour between man and 

woman. Why didn’t he devote his life to solving the problem of this exploitation?317  

 

She locates the answer in Hegel’s writings on the family, which set up a patriarchal notion of 

value, left unquestioned by Marx: “The reason, to some extent, lies in Hegel’s writings, 

especially in those sections where he deals with love, Hegel being the only Western 

philosopher to have approached the question of love as labour.”318 Hegel describes woman in 

terms of her role as wife and mother, which Irigaray describes later in terms of the master-

slave dialectic. Woman is, therefore divested of her singularity, therefore, to serve the (male) 

universal. Irigaray describes this in terms of sacrifice, woman is sacrificed for the male 

universal that holds up a culture of death, through the institutions of family, church, and state. 

Her body only holds value in its exchange between men, not for herself. 

To illustrate this point I will return to Iphigenia as a sacrificial object as discussed in 

Chapter One, whose body is offered to the goddess of fertility, Artemis. Iphigenia’s body is a 

signifier in terms of mythological metaphysics, yet it is still a body. It is significant that 

Iphigenia bleeds, and this blood is valued by the Goddess of fertility, who protects 

reproductive bodies and their connection to ecological systems, albeit co-opted by patriarchal 

mythology. Woman as a sacrificial commodity, however, moves further away from the body 

and the material as such, towards value entirely in the metaphysical realm. Irigaray writes: 

“the commodity is disinvested of its body and reclothed in a form that makes it suitable for 

exchange among men.”319 It is in this form that the desire for an “exchange among men” is 

 
316 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 184. 
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“ek-stasized”  therefore as the relationships between men are suspended, “producer-

consumer-exchanger subjects are alienated.”320 Women-as-commodities “‘bear’ and support 

that alienation.”321 This dispossession, is the alienation of the commodity herself, although, 

being barred from subjectivity she does not experience alienation per se, unless she is 

performing a male subjectivity. In capitalism, therefore, we can see that “man’s” alienation is 

not only intellectual or metaphysical but comes from the erasure of the material in the 

development of value as purely metaphysical; and that woman in this regard is no longer an 

object, but a commodity.  I have detailed at length Irigaray’s intervention on Marx so as to be 

able to argue for a materialist feminist, and specifically Irigarayan, reading of The Passion, in 

contrast to existentialist or phenomenological readings of the novel. G.H.’s experience seems 

to be one of capitalist alienation, an alienation that she experiences as a socialised woman in 

capitalist society.  

There is a strange chapter towards the end of The Passion, before G.H.’s ingestion of 

the white paste, where she mystically travels through time and space. After speculating on the 

origin of humankind and the last caveman five million years ago, she writes:  

 

Three millennia later the secret oil would gush from those sands; the present was opening 

gigantic perspectives onto a new present. Meanwhile, today, I was living in the silence of 

something that three millennia later, after it was eroded and built again, would be stairs again, 

cranes, men and constructions. I was living the pre-history of the future. Like a woman who had 

never had children but would have them three millennia later, I was already living today from 

the oil that would gush in three millennia.322  

 

In this passage the potentiality of the materiality of the earth as resource is present in pre-

Christian history, that later becomes the “cranes, men and constructions” and the gushing oil. 

In the same way, woman’s body stores the potentiality of reproduction, of giving birth. 

Capitalist production is gendered male and compared with female reproduction. The last 

sentence is enigmatic, “today” is positioned as three millennia ago, but seems to present the 

era in which G.H. lives in her apartment and enters her maid’s room, in the way that the future 

seems to create the past. Lispector creates a similar future anterior structure to that of Irigaray.  

For Lispector, origin is also recognised as woman here; however Lispector emphasises that 

capitalism, and the industrial revolution, also provide origins, and both of these origins are 

important when accounting for G.H.’s bourgeois, feminine subjectivity. Marx writes:  

 

 
320 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 181. 
321 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 181. 
322 Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., 109. 
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But life involves before everything else eating and drinking, a habitation, clothing and many 

other things. The first historical act is thus the production of the means to satisfy these needs, the 

production of material life itself.323  

 

Irigaray posits the original production as the reproduction of the mother, the birth. Lispector, 

in this passage, sits between these two positions, not immediately casting aside the male mode 

of production in favour of a new feminine culture, yet acknowledging and inserting the 

reproductive mother into this conception of history. Mysticism, in terms of her play with 

temporality, allows her to think of material conditions of capitalism, “men and constructions” 

and at the same time of a maternal origin.  

The mother provides an alternative origin to capitalism and it is also an alternative 

origin to Christianity in The Passion, where the passion of G.H. replaces the passion of 

Christ. Kristeva extends Freud’s argument in Moses and Monotheism, that Christianity is a 

compromise between paganism, which it revives, and Judaic monotheism, by focusing on a 

particular aspect of paganism, the relation to motherhood and the maternal as a nutritive 

beginning, which is integral to opening up to the symbolic relation with Christ. G.H. accesses 

this nutritive pre-Christian beginning through her mysticism which she arrives at via 

abjection, “a fount of infinite jouissance.”324 Kristeva writes that the  

 
Christian mystic, far from using it [jouissance] to the benefit of a symbolic or institutional 

power, displaces it indefinitely (as happens with dreams, for instance) within a discourse where 

the subject is resorbed (is that grace?) into communication with the Other and with others.325  

 

G.H.’s experience within a future anterior structure allows for an alternative history and 

subjectivity whereby her mystical jouissance allows her to draw from pre-history to 

understand her present and future experience. 

Kristeva theorises the abject in terms of semiotic, psychoanalytic, and philosophical 

readings of anthropological and Judaeo-Christian concepts of impurity. As I argue in this 

thesis, however, capitalism is a vital dimension of abjection. A phenomenology of G.H.’s 

revelation, or coming into being, is insufficient, as this experience is both denied and made 

possible by her labour and particularly the excess of feminine labour, such as ordering the 

house. Recent Marxist theorists have utilised Kristeva’s theory of the abject to describe the 

 
323 Karl Marx and Frederick  Engels, The German Ideology (1846; New York: International Publishers, 1970), 
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excess of populations;326 and Maya Andrea Gonzalez and Jeanne Neton (Endnotes) describe 

how “women’s work,” once naturalised, becomes de-naturalised with women’s rights and so 

becomes excessive and abject, an extra burden. They cite from the beginning of Powers of 

Horror: 

 

A massive and sudden emergence of uncanniness, which, familiar as it might have been in an 

opaque and forgotten life, now harries me as radially separate, loathsome. Not me. Not that. But 

not nothing, either. A ‘something’ that I do not recognise as a thing. A weight of 

meaninglessness, about which there is nothing insignificant, and which curses me.327  

 

Gonzalez follows Irigaray’s work in terms of re-reading and re-writing the first chapter of 

Capital, “commodities” inserting the sexed (which becomes ‘gendered’ for Gonzalez) 

dimension of capitalism.  Whereas Irigaray rewrites the commodity as woman, to explain the 

operation that occurs between use-value and exchange value; Gonzalez focuses on the 

reproduction of labour-power, that is, the labour traditionally assigned to women as having no 

value. Gonzalez is, therefore, able to describe the feeling or process of how labour, always 

gendered, constitutes subjectivity, which for “woman” is an experience of alienation when 

compared with previously “natural labours.” 

In The Passion, G.H. outsources the labour of housekeeping to a maid, so that 

housekeeping, which once was the labour that “ordered” herself and world as a woman, 

becomes denaturalised and abject. The maid cleans her own room which remains a labour to 

order her environment, but for her it seems the rest of the house is abject, other to her, the 

property of the bourgeois subject who she hates: “Not me. Not that. But not nothing, either. A 

‘something’ that I do not recognise as a thing.” The bourgeois white woman experiences 

excess, so does the woman of colour, the worker, in an asymmetrical relation. If, as with 

Lispector and Irigaray, the original oppression is woman as reproductive origin, then this 

feminist temporality must be complicated by the historical markers of capitalism (and 

transatlantic slavery and colonisation). Lispector, from the perspective of a bourgeois white 

woman, describes these dimensions, via the transformation of the protagonist as she becomes 

aware of her body as constituted by history. P. Valentine writes:  

 

The historical reliance of white women on the paid reproductive labour of women of colour has 

produced white women as embodying a feminine cultural ideal decoupled from dirtier and more 

 
326 See Imogen Tyler, Revolting Subjects: Social Abjection and Resistance in Neoliberal Britain (London: Zed 

Books, 2013); and Endnotes collective, “A Rising Tide Lifts All Boats: Crisis Era Struggles in Britain,” 

Endnotes 3 (2011). 
327 Kristeva quoted in: Maya Andrea Gonzalez and Jeanne Neton (Endnotes), “The Logic of Gender: on the 

separation of spheres and the process of abjection,” Endnotes 3 (2013). 
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physically demanding domestic tasks, and this former experience of womanhood is the more 

frequent object of feminist analysis.328 

 

 Lispector unpacks the white “feminine cultural ideal” of “clean” labour by comparing it to 

the labour of art-making and cleaning, tasks traditionally assigned to white men and black 

women, respectively. Indeed the whole purpose, at times of The Passion, seems to be to 

deconstruct the ideals of femininity, whiteness, and humanity, via descriptions of abjection, 

which serves as a motif to reveal the historical conditions of the time in which Lispector is 

writing. 

Dimensions of the mundane 

The themes of The Passion discussed so far are present throughout Lispector’s work. In “The 

Egg and the Chicken” and “The Foreign Legion” the object and subject positions move 

between the reproductive commodities of the chicken and the egg, and the protagonist, a 

mother, with (her) children, respectively. These stories reach closer, perhaps, to alienation as 

the experience of “objectivity:” the alienation of the commodity. “The Egg and the Chicken,” 

“is the passion according to the chicken.”329  In this short story the chicken, like the 

cockroach, is aligned with “woman.” Reversing the terms of the “chicken and the egg” riddle, 

the story similarly to The Passion, questions a patriarchal origin and temporality: “No sooner 

do I see an egg than I have seen an egg for the last three thousand years”330  and “The chicken 

exists so that the egg may traverse the ages. That is what it means to be a mother.”331 The 

timeframe “three millennia” could suggest a pre-history, a pre-Christian era, where Christ-as-

origin is replaced with a maternal origin: “The egg is the cross that the chicken carries 

through life.” The Passion is the story of a single woman, both a “man” in her profession as 

an artist and a woman in her ability to explore being woman outside the designation of the 

reproductive role of woman in capitalism; whereas The Egg and the Chicken is about a 

woman negotiating the maternal and reproductive role reversing the order of the son (the egg), 

as the primary sign, with woman (the chicken) as primary origin. “The passion according to 

the Chicken” as Cixous words it, is the passion according to the mother.   

Importantly, as with G.H., this mother is not only a universal category, but a woman in 

her bourgeois home environment, in a capitalist era:  

 
328 P. Valentine, “The Gender Distinction in Communization Theory,” Lies: a Journal of Materialist Feminism 1 

(2012): 208. 
329 Cixous, Reading with Clarice Lispector, 109. 
330 Clarice Lispector, The Foreign Legion: Stories and Chronicles (Manchester: Carcanet, 1986), 47.  
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The eggs spurt in the frying pan, and lost in a dream, I prepare breakfast. Without any sense of 

reality, I call out to the children who spring from various beds, draw up their chairs and start 

eating, and the work of the day which has just dawned begins, shouting, laughing, eating, the 

white and the yolk, happiness mingled with quarrelling, the day is our salt, and we are the salt of 

the day, living is quite tolerable, living occupies and distracts, living excites laughter.332  

 

In The Egg and the Chicken philosophical universalism is inverted by the reversal of the 

significance of chicken and egg, mother and son, and is interrupted by the everyday mundane 

tasks of the mother, such as this. The sacrificial order of the Chicken and the Egg, the Virgin 

and the Son, even inverted, is not a complete system of meaning; between this order and its 

inscription on the body there is a certain excess of meaning, sacrifice is also the mundane 

activities of “shouting, laughing, eating.” This is the “salt of the day” so the philosophical 

question of “life” is replaced with living, which “occupies and distracts … excites laughter.” 

In “The Egg and the Chicken” the phenomenological subject is replaced by the 

commodity. For Irigaray the commodity is woman, in a re-writing of Marx, and for Lispector 

commodity is woman, via the metaphor of the chicken. The dynamic between subject and 

object therefore is quite different from The Passion, as we get closer to an understanding of 

woman not only as “other” but as “commodity.” Cixous writes:  

 
Instead of the trajectory between self and an insect reaching back thousands of years in history to 

the originary cockroach, the text opens with the egg as always there, on the table, so that the 

position of the egg is such—as with all eternity—that the subject is not even an entering 

subject.333  

 

 Perhaps, the subject never enters in The Chicken and the Egg because it is always already an 

object/commodity. Whilst capitalist production sets the scene in The Passion, and G.H. 

considers her identity in terms of gendered constructions of man and woman, in The Chicken 

and the Egg, the chicken/woman never escapes her condition as a reproductive and 

reproduced commodity: 

 
The chicken is the most modern of tragedies. She is ever uselessly up to date. And she is 

continuously being designed anew. The most appropriate form for a chicken has still to be 

discovered. While my neighbour answers the telephone, he absent-mindedly designs the chicken 

anew with his pencil.334  
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“The subject is not even an entering subject” because it is a commodity. Cixous writes:  “The 

egg engenders the totality of stories and even before the stories: ‘Only machines see the 

egg,’”335 which describes well Lispector’s future anterior restructuring of origin, whereby the 

future capitalist designs of woman/chicken/commodity redefine her origin. Lispector’s 

temporality here, however, is not non-sacrificial as with Irigaray’s, but rather describes the 

tragedy of the maternal commodity; Lispector, as with Kristeva and Moten, lingers longer in 

abjection.  

Irigaray posits the limit as between commodities themselves or—in most of her 

writings— between (sexual) difference: whereas Lispector’s project is, as Cixous writes, “of 

assigning a limit to what is without limit.”336 Lispector always refers back to “woman” but 

perhaps in terms of an aesthetics of woman and sexual difference, instead of an “ethics:” 

“This new limit will not be repressive but aesthetic.”337 Cixous writes of Lispector's (non) 

engagement with feminist ethics: “She simply says, ‘And the chicken?’ But she does not say: 

‘And the woman?’ Is this a historical problem? At the time Clarice was writing, the question 

of woman was not asked.”338 Although this story was published before Speculum, or the most 

famous works of Cixous herself and Kristeva, it was published many years after De 

Beauvoir’s The Second Sex, so it is confusing as to which articulation of the “question of 

woman” Cixous is referring. Furthermore, it seems that the absence of the “woman” as 

articulated as one question, is vital to Lispector’s aesthetic project. If Lispector were to name 

“woman” in terms of an origin and a limit specifically, this would be an ethical project closer 

to Irigaray’s philosophy. The metaphor of the chicken allows Lispector to explore the 

commodity-status of woman, without abandoning the commodity as such, in contrast to 

Irigaray, where Marx’s commodity, is simply replaced by “woman” to expose the sexual bias 

of his theory. Both, however, create a limit that occurs in the very moment of transformation 

or revelation, the forming of consciousness, that is paradoxically, because it is the 

consciousness of woman, is the forming of materiality, the commodity, and the object, in 

itself. 

Writing in the feminine, in a way that shares affinities with the concept of écriture 

feminine, yet which differs in terms of formal style, Lispector positions herself against the 

philosophical canon. Cixous writes:  

 
335 Cixous, Reading with Clarice Lispector, 115. 
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She says that one cannot speak without making the institution tremble. What is poignant is that it 

is an illegal, dangerous power of the poetic word. Philosophy does not have the advantage of the 

poet. Philosophy is legal. It carries on a discourse of justification, demonstration, knowing that it 

aims at illegality.339 

 

 Lispector's work is poetic, but it is also philosophical, or a poetic replacement of philosophy.  

“Here, the text can be taken as exemplifying another mirror stage. It could be put in place of 

Lacan’s text.”340 And again: 

 
The text subverts philosophy, but also the world of legends. Subversion here is of the order of a 

kind of freedom that literature allows itself in relation to the philosophical referent, which lingers 

like something more theoretical, but never as a vast enterprise, like the freedom of the egg.341  

 

Cixous, here, is referring to the egg in The Chicken and the Egg as a symbol and 

philosophical referent freed from its philosophical moorings, exemplified by the following 

passage. 

 
Out of devotion to the egg, I forgot about it. My necessary forgetfulness. My calculating 

forgetfulness. For the egg is an evasion. Confronted by my possessive adoration, the egg can 

withdraw never to return. But suppose the egg were to be forgotten. Suppose I were to make the 

sacrifice of only living my life and forgetting about the egg. Suppose the egg were to be 

impossible. Then—free, delicate, without a message for me—perhaps once more the egg might 

move through space right up to this window which I have always kept open. And, as day breaks, 

it might descend into our apartment. Serenely move into the kitchen. Illuminating it with my 

pallor.342 

 

This particular subversion, the egg descending into the apartment, is a mystical subversion, or 

magic realist, subversion of philosophy. It is only when the ideal, the idea, the philosophical 

labouring stops, that anything is able to appear. It is almost as if philosophy sets up the egg 

floating through the window, without acknowledging this mystery, Lispector reveals this 

dynamic and therefore at the same time affirms her own mystical system of understanding.  

 

Conclusion 

The above claims by Cixous would seem to come against her other reading of The Passion as 

“Hegelian,” as it appears more so that it is a mystical intervention on Hegel’s conception of 

alienation. The forming of consciousness is not universal, it is formed in relation to material 
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conditions of physical labour following Marx. Irigaray turns the focus away from the 

commodity of labour-power to the commodity of woman. In The Passion, Lispector uses a 

materialist framework to describe the consciousness of the protagonist: G.H. inhabits a white 

masculine subject position in that she performs a traditionally masculine profession as an 

artist, who pays for a black maid, and she inhabits a feminine subject position because she has 

the potential to be a mother in the future; as a man she is the proprietor of reproductive labour 

and as a woman she is a commodity. These capitalist relations are forms of alienation from 

the material, and her return to materiality is metaphorised in the apex of the novel, the 

ingestion of the cockroach paste. Her new abject subjectivity is formed in relation to two 

“invisible objects:” the maid and the cockroach, made visible. As she ascends to the status of 

a civil subject in the public sphere as a well-to-do sculptress, she comes into contact with 

these abject objects and thus begins to remember her commodity status as a woman, not 

separate from these objects, but the same. Lispector’s writing in The Passion is not simply 

philosophical, it cannot therefore simply be Hegelian. Lispector’s style of writing is 

idiosyncratic, and her philosophical insights emerge from a literary narrativization of a 

woman’s both everyday and transcendent existence, therefore providing a fitting example of a 

new sacrificial order emerging from the contingency of abjection. 

In this chapter I have described Lispector’s narrativization of the process of a woman 

becoming conscious of her own abjection, and finding joy in this process. In the next chapter, 

I will continue the discussion of how ingesting, and eating, is constitutive of subjectivity, this 

time in terms of the refusal of food and the social order, via accounts of anorexia. In a similar 

way to Lispector’s work, Chris Kraus also elevates the “mundane” experience of women’s 

encounter with abjection which is then elevated to the status of a philosophical proposition. 

The refusal to eat is similar to the ingesting or binging on abject food, as both signal a fraught 

awareness of the sacrificial order and how the feminine subject is constituted within in it. 
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4. Anorexia, women’s writing, and the universal in Chris Kraus’ 

Aliens and Anorexia 
 

 
My heart and stomach flip while waiting in the endless gourmet take-out line at Say Cheese on 

Hyperion. This is the third full day not eating... I stare though thick plate glass at tureens of baby 

peas in mayonnaise. Ten bucks a quarter pound, they’re canned. Little bits of foreign cheese 

displayed on the top shelf like so many sad specimens. English Stilton, Camembert. From the 

bodies of imprisoned animals to the air-conditioned case, it’s obvious this food was never 

touched with love or understanding….  

Why do I hate everything? The food here is so vastly overpriced, it no longer smells like bills 

and coins and plastic. 

If I’m not touched it becomes impossible to eat. It’s only after sex, sometimes, that I can eat a 

little. When I’m not touched my skin feels like the flip side of a magnet. 

— Chris Kraus 

 

In this chapter I continue to study women’s writing that moves between the philosophical 

register and memoir writing, in Chris Kraus’ auto-fiction. Kraus, as with Lispector, renders an 

association between her own experience as a woman and other types of othering within late 

capitalism. Kraus’ work can be considered abject in the same way that the trace of the 

autobiographical makes women’s writing abject, as demonstrated so far in the work of 

Irigaray, Cixous, and Lispector. While all Kraus’ auto-fiction could be described as abject in 

style, Aliens and Anorexia is a particularly abject text because it describes the abject illness of 

anorexia. My discussion of anorexia in this chapter is the apex of the thesis, as it demonstrates 

the how the sacrificial order is embodied, and how in Aliens and Anorexia descriptions of 

anorexia break through the traditional ontological register and finds enunciation in mystical 

auto-fiction. In this way, this chapter provides further evidence of how new sacrifice occurs 

from the abject contingency of the existing sacrificial order.  

Chris Kraus’ Aliens and Anorexia, although ostensibly a chronicle of the time spent 

making her feature length film Gravity and Grace343—it is also a philosophical inquiry into 

both “aliens,” for Kraus this signifies the extra-terrestrial, the divine, and political and 

economic alienation—and “anorexia.” For the purpose of this chapter, Aliens and Anorexia 

can be read as a study of the subject of anorexia as a starting point to think of the relation 

between the individual and society—and the material, the mystical, and the supernatural. 

Kraus retrieves the signification of Simone Weil’s—an early 20th century philosopher, mystic, 

and activist—starvation from re-humanizing discourses, and shows how anorexia is a 

response to the cynicism of our culture, and a need for transcendence. Importantly, she 
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achieves this by bypassing the confessional autobiographical style, and refraining from 

appealing to the audience as a woman, or even a human, with a stable identity. 

Kraus’ writing is an antidote to plethora of writings on anorexia. In the 1980s and 

1990s anorexia nervosa was a popular topic within various fields such as medicine, 

psychology, sociology, theology, literature and feminist theory,344 which carried a little into 

the 2000s.345  In 1993 Maud Ellmann writes: “While there is some debate as to whether the 

disease of anorexia is on the rise, there can be no doubt that the research is epidemic even if 

the malady is not.” 346  Kraus, in Aliens and Anorexia, presents a critical overview of the 

literature on anorexia and finds it largely insufficient. She argues that: “All these readings 

deny the possibility of a psychic, intellectual equation between a culture’s food and the entire 

social order.” 347 

The epidemic of both the disease and theorisation of it was matched by a rise in 

autobiographical writing on the topic and Kraus’ critique can also be levelled at the 

conventional memoirs of anorexia from contemporary literature. Evidence of the sacrificial 

logic of anorexia can be found in some of the more famous memoirs of anorexia, such as 

Cheryl Boone O’Neill’s Starving for Attention,348 and Mayra Hornbacher’s Wasted,349 which I 

detail below. Key to these narratives are frameworks of pathology and patriarchy which see 

the author conforming to the acceptable role of womanhood within the social order to survive; 

or even if the author is critical of patriarchy and capitalism, there is no acknowledgement of 

the sacrificial or social order of these structures. 

In Aliens and Anorexia Kraus uses a philosophical framework that draws on Simone 

Weil’s notion of decreation, and the work of Gilles Deleuze. After positioning Kraus in regard 

to the theoretical and autobiographical literature. I then read Kraus’s writing on anorexia 

together with Megan Warin’s anthropological study of anorexia and relation, which thinks of 

 
344 See Kim Chernin, Womansize: The Tyranny of Slenderness (London: Women's Press, 1983); Susan Bordo, 
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Objectivity: Essays on Cartesianism and Culture (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987); Susie  

Orbach, Hunger Strike: The Anorectic's Struggle as a Metaphor for Our Age (London: Faber, 1986); Rudolph 

M. Bell, Holy Anorexia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985).   
345 See Abigail Bray and Claire Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of 
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University Press, 1993). 
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anorexia in terms of the sacrificial order. It is relation that belies the concept that the anorexic 

is a singular subject afflicted with illness—which is common concept of both Deleuzian and 

Foucauldian theorists, including Clare Colebrook and Abigail Bray, and Susan Bordo, who I 

discuss below and the correlate memoirists, such as Mayra Hornbacher. As Kraus writes, 

“without love it is impossible to eat.”350 There is a tension in Aliens and Anorexia, therefore, 

which illustrates a tension in thinking anorexia more generally, between a conception of the 

anorexic as a singular subject in relation to god, or as a singular subject in relation to others. 

In this chapter, I will firstly provide an exegesis of Aliens and Anorexia; secondly, I 

will further investigate the failings of the academic studies of anorexia; thirdly I will 

investigate how sensationalist memoirs mirror these failings, with occasional moments of 

subversion. Lastly, I will return to Kraus’ style of mixing memoir and theorisation to draw out 

the tension between Deleuzian, Irigarayan, and Kristevian, theories of the anorexic subject. 

Ultimately, I critique Kraus’ Deleuzian theorisation of anorexia in the novel using the work of 

Irigaray. I conclude that Kraus describes the abjection of a Deleuzian order of “the one and 

many” via her own experience yet gestures towards an Irigarayan new sacrificial order in her 

description of the relationship between eating, relation and love. 

Aliens and Anorexia 

Kraus published her first book I Love Dick in 1997 and ushered in a new style of writing. 

Although a book about her life, and an affair she had with “Dick,” it transcends the forms of 

autobiography and memoir.  As Kraus herself writes, 

 
Everything that happens in it happened first in life, but that doesn’t mean that it’s a memoir. I 

didn’t set out to write a book, but when I realised that the hundreds of single-spaced pages 

addressed to Dick during those months might actually be research material, I conceived the 

novel as a conte, a narrative, a cautionary tale or fable.351  

 

Eileen Myles writes in the foreword to I Love Dick, that Kraus’s “ultimate achievement is 

philosophical … when I Love Dick came into existence, a new kind of female life did too.”352 

Aliens and Anorexia, 353 which, like all her work, is transparent in its engagement with the 

 
350 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 173. 
351 Chris Kraus, “I Love Dick Happened in Real Life, but It's Not a Memoir,” The Guardian, May 16, 2016, 
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things that “happened first in life,” and continues this anti-memoir philosophical mode.  

Aliens & Anorexia, Chris Kraus’ second novel, is ostensibly a memoir about making 

her feature film Gravity and Grace, named after Simone Weil’s book of the same name. The 

narrative moves between her current life in rented houses in California and Pennsylvania, and 

her time spent in New Zealand shooting the film while living in New York. What emerges 

from this narrative is the figure of the decreationist, who Kraus recovers from the moralistic 

suffocations of cultural critics. The decreationist is the unrecognised artist, unintelligible to 

the cultural codes of their context, namely Kraus herself, Simone Weil, and American artist 

Paul Thek. It is also the anorexic. The novel is never just about Kraus, or just about any of 

these figures or topics.  For the purpose of this chapter, I will retrieve anorexia, however, as a 

thematic within the book to explore how Kraus critiques limited psychoanalytic or cultural 

theories of anorexia in order to demonstrate how the social is constructed through food. In this 

framework anorexia is less a pathology and more an astute perception of the absence of love. 

Just as Kafka’s hunger artist performs his rejection of society via starvation: “I haven’t found 

anything I like to eat;”354 Kraus writes:  

 
Anorexia is not evasion of a social-gender role; it’s not regression. It is an active stance: the 

rejection of the cynicism that this culture hands us through its food, the creation of an involuted 

body.355  

 

Kraus writes that since she was twenty-one, she has been suffering from Crohn’s 

disease, an inflammation of the intestine, which makes it difficult to process food. This is not 

a confessional about herself, however, her body is the body: “The body is so fraught with 

information, it becomes impossible to process food.”356 Her inquiry into herself is always at 

the same time a philosophical question. The “I” is always in tandem with an inquiry into a 

broader topic, such as “the body,” or “food:” “I need food but am rejecting it and everything 

at the most cellular level. I feel it in my cells: I’m starving. Daily life turns into a terror as 

soon as you start doubting food”357 and “since food’s a disembodied signifier, there’s almost 

always something missing, something wrong with the picture. (When I can’t eat it’s because I 

feel totally alone).”358 Kraus, by pairing memoir with philosophical observations, rejects a 

moral framework that constructs illness as a moral failing. Although Crohn’s disease is 

 
354 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 182. 
355 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 162. 
356 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 158. 
357 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 159. 
358 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 165. 
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mentioned once,359 Kraus rejects the trappings that come with these signifiers, preferring 

Weil’s mystical framework to understand (her) existence. Kraus critiques Weil’s interpreters 

who reduce her life experiences as one of an “anorexic:” “why do Weil’s interpreters look for 

hidden clues ... If she finds it difficult to eat, it must be that she’s refusing food, as anorexics 

do, as an oblique manipulation.”360  Kraus, instead of criticising Weil, identifies and 

empathises with her:  

 
Re-reading Gravity and Grace by Simone Weil, I identified with the dead philosopher 

completely. Like her, I had a chronic illness that often made it difficult to eat. Both of us had 

long necks and shoulders that hunched forward when we walked, a clumsy eagerness that tried 

against all odds to break outside the limits of our awkward bodies.361 

 

  Kraus searches for the meaning behind her and Weil’s relationship to food, and 

discovers it is a problem not with the individual but the society in which they are living. The 

link between society and food is not only described in terms of the impossibility of eating, but 

also the joy of eating; in a society that creates the social conditions for alienation and 

anorexia, relation and eating are still possible.  In one passage in Aliens and Anorexia, Kraus 

recalls a time when she and Sylvère—her ex-husband is theorist Sylvère Lotringer— find a 

cheese shop in a shed in the south of France: “And this was food.”362 This is in stark contrast 

to their later search for lobsters in a Californian hotel, while on hallucinogens: “Tasteless 

cultured frozen shrimp ... Everything is cynically contrived to promote the rapid flow of 

capital and waste.”363 The anorexic is a symptom of this cynicism, more than just a symptom, 

she is perceiving the reality of the flows of capital, and the “food” that exists within it. 

Anorexia, for Kraus, demonstrates how the individual embodies the society she lives 

in, and therefore how she is not isolated with her pathology, but also made up of her 

relationships with others. Kraus addresses the philosopher Walter Benjamin, often 

interchanged with Sylvère, who are both her companions in her theoretical investigations: 

“Cynicism travels through the food chain. To stop eating is to temporarily withdraw from it. 

Dear Walter Benjamin, without love it is impossible to eat.”364 Love here does not necessarily 

 
359 Kraus writes “Since the age of 21, I’ve been living with a chronic inflammation of the small intestine known 

as Crohn’s Disease. It is despair that triggers chronic illness, a state quite different to depression … Porousness 

equals malabsorption. The body is so fraught with information, it becomes impossible to process food.” Kraus, 

Aliens and Anorexia, 158. 
360 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 131. 
361 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 131.  
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refer to the emotional stability of the marriage contract: each husband, within the text—

Sylvère Lotringer, Gilles Deleuze, Walter Benjamin—has a wife and a girlfriend. And Kraus 

includes throughout the book text she writes to Gavin Brice, her phone and email sex partner: 

  
Well, now I’m lying on cellar door, blanketed, hands tied, but feeling very blissful, open, 

because I’ve just come two or three times while you were completely dominating me. Your 

voice was so specific, grounded and precise, it gave me something to hold onto as I moved 

outside my body.365  

 

Kraus’s description of sadomasochism here, as with anorexia, rejects its connotations as 

“fucked-up” pathology, instead presenting it as a means of reaching transcendence, and a 

foundation of philosophical questioning. Kraus’ insistent turning away from morality and the 

human is aided in Aliens and Anorexia, by non-human figures, in particular aliens. The titular 

phrase “Aliens and Anorexia,” serves immediately to disrupt the instrumental effect of the 

word “anorexia,” and all its moral, medical, and humanist connotations, suggesting new 

associations to the reader: what do aliens have to do with anorexia? Throughout the book 

Kraus returns again and again to the motif of the alien. In one part she makes love to an alien, 

anorexic like herself.366 The alien motif serves to illustrate Kraus’ semiotic and mythic 

reading of the body. Anorexia is never an isolated pathology, but a problematic from which 

we can question notions of society, relation, materiality and transcendence.  

Scholarly studies of anorexia 

While the above description of Aliens could easily lead into a feminist analysis, Kraus is 

adamant to not use a feminist framework:  

 
Sylvère-the-pragmatist kept telling me I’d have better luck if I’d call myself a ‘feminist’ but I 

just couldn’t do it … Why should women settle to think and talk about just femaleness when 

men were constantly transcending gender?367  

 

She argues in chapter five that it is exactly this focus on “femaleness” by feminists and in 

general, that stops women from being taken seriously; any action by a girl or woman, when 

read from a feminist viewpoint can only be ascribed a meaning relating to gender. Kraus turns 

 
365 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 117. 
366“The alien penetrated me slowly as we sat together on the bed … Like me, the Alien is anorexic. Sometimes 

we talk about malabsorption problems. Everything turns to shit. Food’s uncontrollable. If only it were possible to 

circumvent the throat, the stomach and the small intestine and digest food just by seeing. After several weeks the 

Alien decides that he will no longer make love to me because I’m ‘not the One.’ Aliens spend their lifetimes on 

this planet testing, searching. They get dewy-eyed, nostalgic about hometown virgins.” Kraus, Aliens and 

Anorexia, 167.  
367 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 103. 
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to the literature on anorexia including the works of Susie Orbach, Kim Chernin, Hilde Bruch, 

Cherry O’Neill and Rudolph Bell, amongst others to demonstrate this. Kraus shuns the 

psychoanalytic readings of some of these theorists—that the anorexic is starving to attain 

separation from her mother or rejecting her social role. Kraus writes: “all these readings deny 

the possibility of a psychic, intellectual equation between a culture’s food and the entire 

social order [emphasis in original].”368   

In what is the most well-known feminist scholarly text on anorexia, “Anorexia 

Nervosa: Psychopathology as the Crystallization of Culture,”369 Susan Bordo critiques the 

pathological description of anorexia as an abnormal health condition within the context of a 

normative healthy population. Bordo’s theory relies on testimony from her students and the 

published memoirs of anorexics. These sources reveal truths that remain absent, or 

overlooked, in the paradigm of philosophy. Linda Alcoff describes how feminists “focus on 

experience, testimony, or memory”370 in contrast to philosophers who investigate “perception, 

a priori knowledge, or induction.”371 Bordo describes her work on anorexia as a “feminist 

appropriation”372 of Foucault, not a theory but the “the analysis of one particular arena.”373 

She began thinking about anorexia when her students revealed an overwhelming concern with 

body image. These students were studying feminism and poststructuralism and these 

disciplines were silent on perhaps what was the most constraining aspect of their lived 

experience. In contrast to the work of Kraus, where theory and experience merge, in Bordo’s 

work, the origin of the research, in experience, gets lost in the theorisation of anorexia.  

Anorexia as psychopathology, Bordo argues, it is in fact the crystallization of culture, 

meaning “a variety of cultural currents or streams converge in anorexia, find their perfect, 

precise expression in it.”374 These “currents,” which she terms “axes of continuity” are both 

historical and synchronous. One of the historical currents is the Western dualism of body and 

mind beginning with Plato, wherein the “woman” is associated with the primitive, animal 

body, and “man” with the rational mind; and one of the synchronous currents is dieting. 

 
368 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 166. 
369 Susan Bordo, “Anorexia Nervosa: Psychopathology as the Crystallization of Culture,” in Unbearable 

Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body  (1985; Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003). 
370 Linda Martin Alcoff, “Philosophy Matters: A Review of Recent Work in Feminist Philosophy,” Signs: 

journal of women in culture and society 25, no. 3 (2000): 842. 
371 Alcoff, “Philosophy Matters: A Review of Recent Work in Feminist Philosophy,” 842. 
372 Alison M. Jaggar and Susan Bordo, eds., Gender/Body/Knowledge: Feminist Reconstructions of Being and 

Knowing (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1989), 15. 
373 Bordo, Gender/Body/Knowledge, 15. 
374 Bordo, “Anorexia Nervosa: Psychopathology as the Crystallization of Culture,” 142. 
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Usually, the anorexic syndrome emerges, not as a conscious decision to get as thin as 

possible, but as the result of her having begun a diet fairly casually, often at the suggestion of 

a parent. Having succeeded in losing weight, she then gets hooked on the “intoxicating feeling 

of accomplishment and control.”375  

Bordo argues that dieting is normalised in our culture, where thin is associated with 

being both fashionable and healthy, something one does casually. The restriction of food and 

the self-imposed will to suffer are the enactment of practices that have a long history in our 

culture, and the current manifestation of these in the “thin woman” can be partly attributed to 

the development of women’s rights in the twentieth century. When an image of woman as 

powerful arises in culture, a correlate image of an unattainable feminine ideal body arises, 

Bordo explains: “For every historical image of the dangerous, aggressive woman there is a 

corresponding fantasy—an ideal femininity, from which all threatening elements have been 

purged.”376 We can see, therefore, a causal connection between dieting that is condoned and 

lauded, as women are encouraged to reach an “ideal femininity” and the suffering of the 

anorexic before the medical apparatus intervenes in her drive towards death. On the one hand 

anorexia is considered pathological yet on the other hand it is normalised in the propagation 

of the thin woman as the ideal woman. 

This kind of paradoxical logic is exemplary of Michel Foucault’s notion of biopower. 

Foucault charts the development from pre-modern sovereign power to modern biopower as 

“the ancient right to take life or let live was replaced by a power to foster life or disallow it to 

the point of death.”377 In Foucault's The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1 it is the life of woman that 

becomes “disallowed,” resulting in the widespread diagnoses of hysteria. Bordo, following 

Foucault, compares the anorexic as constituted by gender discourse today with Foucault’s 

hysteric who was constituted by the gender discourse of the Victorian era. Power, here, is not 

dealt to one group from another; it is “not repressive, but constitutive [emphasis in 

original];”378 the anorexic is not forced to aspire to male rationality but she is audience to 

advertisements that propagate the thin woman as the ideal woman and willingly constitutes 

herself by them. This Foucauldian theory of power allows us to account for the seemingly 

contradictory aims of the anorexic who “associates her relentless pursuit of thinness with 

 
375 Bordo, “Anorexia Nervosa: Psychopathology as the Crystallization of Culture,” 149. 
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power and control, but who in fact destroys her health and imprisons her imagination.”379 

Death, paradoxically, in this way becomes the highest achievement within our discourse of 

fostering life. 

Bordo includes the work of St Augustine in her analysis—she traces the alien body 

from Plato, to Augustine, to Descartes, and connects his work to the genealogy of Western 

dualism yet emits the spiritual dimension to his life and work. The spiritual dimension of 

anorexia gives insight into the desires of the anorexic, which cannot be solely explained via 

patriarchal dualism in a philosophical paradigm. Rudolph Bell’s Holy Anorexia,380 compares 

anorexia nervosa as it has been defined since the 19th century with the self-starvation of 

mediaeval female saints. Bell’s analysis is interesting in terms of how medieval women’s 

relationship with food and religion correlates with modern day anorexia. Yet he does little in 

regard to illustrating how anorexics today may have inherited the Judaeo-Christian discourse 

of purity and holiness via food refusal. Indeed he makes a strong demarcation between past 

and present; the religious and the secular:  

 
whether anorexia is holy or nervous depends on the culture in which a young woman strives to 

gain control of her life. In both instances anorexia begins as the girl fastens onto a highly valued 

societal goal (bodily health, thinness, self-control in the twentieth century versus spiritual health, 

fasting, and self-denial in medieval Christendom).381  

 

Bynum, in Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval 

Women,382 too makes this division:  

 
My commitment, vision, and method are historical; I intend to reveal the past in its strangeness 

as well as its familiarity. My point is to argue that women’s behaviour and women’s writing 

must be understood in the context of social, economic, and ecclesiastical structures, theological 

and devotional traditions, very different from our own. If readers leave this book condemning 

the past as peculiar, I shall have failed. But I shall have failed just as profoundly if readers draw 

direct answers to modern problems from the lives I chronicle.383 

 

Carolyn Giles Banks, however, critiques the idea that “by the 20th century the related 

processes of secularization and medicalization of food refusal were complete and that religion 
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no longer played a part in contemporary food refusal.”384 She investigates one case study of 

Margarate C, a fundamentalist Christian, to see how anorexia can still often have a religious 

foundation. Margarate C is long time sufferer of anorexia who associates “control over the 

body and food with goodness and the spiritual realm,”385 based on “fundamentalist notions 

about the rapture.”386 Although an interesting case study, Banks could have gone further in 

her discussion of the continuity between medieval and modern anorexia, by looking not only 

at one fundamentalist Christian anorexic, but supposedly secular individuals or texts and 

identifying the underpinnings of a religious ascetic logic. The move from Sovereign power to 

Biopower does not represent a clean break but a translation of our concepts of the human 

from a religious to secular paradigm. Maud Ellman quotes Max Horkheimer and Theodore 

Adorno’s The Dialectic of Enlightenment:  

 
‘the history of civilisation is the history of the introversion of the sacrifice,’ slimmers are even 

more civilized than saints, because they internalize the rites of expiation that used to be regulated 

by the Church. Fasting and purging, they immolate their fat, blind to the social economics of 

their sacrifice.387  

 

The Limits of Biography 

Bestselling memoirs of anorexia often mirror this obscuration of the sacrificial order in 

contemporary society, yet often the memoir writers allude to this order in passages about 

animals, their fellow objects of sacrifice. For the medieval saints, starvation was associated 

with holiness and the good, whereas gluttony was associated with evil. Similarly today, 

anorexics harbour the same fear of the act of bingeing, which they often describe as an evil, 

uncontrollable force. Both then and today, this force is described as an animalistic impulse, 

divorced from human rationality, which sometimes results in a direct mimicking of animal 

behaviour. Cheryl Boone O’Neill describes the culmination of a long bingeing session: eating 

from the dog’s bowl late at night, when her boyfriend catches her.  “I had been caught red-

handed ... in an animalistic orgy on the floor, in the dark, alone ... I felt so evil, tainted, 

pagan.”388 If to be human in Judeo-Christian discourse is to control one’s desires and to 

follow dietary prohibitions; then to be non-human in terms of eating is to perform an 

“animalistic orgy,” in a pre-Christian pagan ritual. Although not a direct parallel, we can 

 
384 Caroline Giles Banks, “‘There Is No Fat in Heaven:’ Religious Asceticism and the Meaning of Anorexia 
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relate this association of evil and animality, with the hallucinations of the holy anorexics that 

often contained “Snakes, toads, and ferocious beasts.”389 That these “evil” rebellions often 

have an animalistic element, suggests that the more the anorexic denies her animality, 

following the ordinations of her culture or religion, the more it reinstates itself as a survival 

technique.  

To make sense of this episode O’Neill uses the terms “evil, tainted, pagan,” which are 

words heavily inflected with religious moralistic meaning, when her boyfriend Dan catches 

her “red-handed.” Dan comments in “A Husband’s Point of View” at the end of the book: 

“Like an insanely jealous husband I confronted my wife, at first with questions and later with 

degrading, intimidating insults. ‘Are you an animal or a human being?’ I demanded.”390 Dan’s 

comment is a moral judgement, which has informed his Catholic evangelism, as we learn 

from O’Neill in the book, yet it belies the abjection of O’Neill’s existence. His paternal 

questioning reveals outrage at her act, which transgresses his beliefs. Boone’s description of 

bingeing is a product of the text’s Christian imperatives and is therefore unlikely to subvert 

the Judeo-Christian construction of the human; and Dan’s horror at glimpsing his wife’s 

animality, at the end of the book, reinforces a Christian moral barometer of “humanness.”  

This sits within a larger teleological narrative of the confessional autobiography, of the 

triumph of good over evil, and the strength of will in the face of adversity. For example, the 

cover of Starving for Attention reads: “The true story of a desperate struggle for survival in 

the heart of Hollywood—Pat Boone’s daughter triumphs over anorexia nervosa, the 

frightening disease sweeping the world.” Interestingly, it is not Cheryl Boone O’Neill that 

“triumphs’ but “Pat Boone’s daughter,” more evidence of the patriarchal, paternal logic that 

holds up Judeo-Christian discourse. This is not, however, the only interpretation of the text, 

and women’s reading practices are more complicated than simply consuming propaganda, as 

Janice Radway argues in “Reading is not Eating: Mass-Produced Literature and the 

Theoretical, Methodological, and Political Consequences of Metaphor.”391 The titular 

“Reading is not Eating,” refers to consumption, which “was originally employed to refer to 

fire or to other destructive natural forces which annihilated the elements upon which they 

acted.”392 Radway compares the consumption of romance literature to folklore tradition, an 
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alternative practice of exchange. Cultural theorists, like those in the Frankfurt school make a 

distinction between feudal, folklore traditions, and consumerist capitalist practices, one as 

passive, one as active, yet Radway argues that actually they actually have a lot in common. 

Folklore is a way of addressing the anxieties of the lower socioeconomic group in ritual, the 

same way that women can address the anxieties of their status as housewives, both turn their 

lack into a positive symbol. Therefore, although the book may be filled with Christian 

moralism, the reader’s practices may intervene on this paternal imperative with their own 

social models of reading together.393  

Mayra Hornbacher’s memoir Wasted,394 further demonstrates this theory, that anorexic 

women writers are neither victims of their condition or autonomous and all knowing. In this 

memoir there is a similar allusion to becoming animal only to be covered up again in the 

fantasy of humanness. Interestingly she also mentions dog food in her memoir, although she 

refrains from eating it:  

 
By midnight or so, I’d eaten everything in the house except the lime marmalade that had been 
sitting at the back of the refrigerator for as long as I could remember. I didn’t eat the dog food, 

either. But I thought about it.395 

  

Hornbacher utilises the motif of the animal to describe the dehumanising effect of her medical 

treatment, she writes:  

 
I have been hospitalized six times, institutionalized once, had endless hours of therapy, been 

tested and observed and diagnosed and pigeonholed and poked and prodded and fed and 

weighed for so long that I have begun to feel like a laboratory rat.396  

 

 
393Abigail Bray and Clare Colebrook take up this argument. They critique the idea that women are the victims of 

representation with a more thorough account of “representation” via Deleuze. They argue against that the notion 

of woman as victim of representation (in the work of Bordo etc) sustains “the Cartesian mind/body dualism that 

it ostensibly criticizes,” which I will discuss further below. Abigail Bray and Claire Colebrook, “The Haunted 

Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of (Dis)Embodiment,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and 

Society 1998 24, no. 1 (1998): 35. 
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Hornbacher, here, calls forth the laboratory rat as a simile to describe the medical treatment of 

her anorexia; by her account the anorexic and the laboratory rat indeed share a similar 

subjugation in our culture.397  

As well as referring to medical explanations of anorexia, Hornbacher manically 

acknowledges the multiple meanings of anorexia:  

 

Eating disorders are “about”: yes, control, and history, philosophy, society, personal strangeness, 

family fuck-ups, autoerotics, myth, mirrors, love and death and S&M, magazines and religion, 

the individual’s blindfolded stumble-walk through an ever-stranger world. The question is not if 

eating disorders are ‘neurotic’ and indicate glitch in the mind… but rather why?398  

 

Her novel was first published in 1998 and interestingly is informed by the writings of 

Foucault, Kim Chernin, Susan Bordo, and Rudolf Bell, which explains this gloss of 

theoretical responses to the “problem” of anorexia. In the first chapter of the book 

Hornbacher’s describes how eating and reading are both sources of safety and comfort, in her 

childhood. Often, she would stay home from school to lay in bed reading, with her father 

bringing her snacks.399 If she ever felt her anxiety creeping back in, there was always another 

book to read and another snack from the fridge. Hornbacher describes these relationships with 

food and reading as attempts at survival within her familial dynamic in the beginning of the 

book, however, she chooses not to continue using this psychotherapeutic framework to 

investigate her anorexia. 

Hornbacher, however, does not simply advocate a path to recovery, as with O’Neill. 

Whereas O’Neill’s Christian moralism is life affirming, Hornbacher is concerned with how 

death orders life. There are a lot of references to death in Hornbacher’s account, she seems to 

choose death over life. She says this explicitly, and also throughout the novel always 

returning to the site of the dying body, or the body that is being killed. Many times she 

describes the blood that comes out of her mouth or her anus, reminding the reader of the 

mortal act she is committing. Hornbacher’s anorexia is a drive towards death that culminates 

when she moves to Washington as a political journalist. She describes the frenzied pace of 

 
397 The passage serves to critique the medical system, for why is she a human being treated like an animal? 

Beyond this moralist humanism, this comparison reaches the crux of how female human bodies and non-human 

bodies figure within medical discourse, as Lynda Birke explains: “medicine as a set of specific 

knowledges/practices is enacted through the human body; but it is equally enacted on the nonhuman body— 

which in turn is produced to mimic human pathologies.” The anorexic enacts—and the rat is produced to 

mimic—a “set of specific knowledges/practices,” not only related to medicine, but also other paradigms, 

including philosophy, and religion. Lynda Birke, “Animal Bodies in the Production of Scientific Knowledge: 

Modelling Medicine,” Body & Society 18, no. 3/4 (2012): 156. 
398 Hornbacher, Wasted, 4. 
399 See Hornbacher, Wasted, 28-29. 
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Washington as matching her own. We might compare this to O’Neill’s memoir where she 

describes the thrill at meeting President Nixon. Hornbacher on the other hand intuitively 

recognises the link between her illness and the society she is a part of the society in which she 

is often perceived as normal. This implicitly draws a link between a death drive and striving 

for success in a capitalist system, an American dream that ends in death, but interestingly one 

you cannot see until you get to the very end, before it is too late.  Hornbacher writes:  

 

Washington was very exciting. I remember it vaguely, for the most part, because I was dying. 

Dying is also very exciting. It’s a pity I didn’t notice it sooner. I imagine it would’ve been good 

food for thought, as it were, to consider the process of one’s own dying at the age of eighteen. 

But I was very busy. Very busy indeed, very important, no time at all, my days measured neatly 

by the clock on my wall, the ticking of the watch I wore on my wrist, translucent skin-cloaked 

bone.400  

 

Hornbacher makes the connection between a sick culture and her sick body. The cause of this 

sickness, in the social order, however, goes unexamined. The insight into her life, however, 

give insight into the mindset of anorexia and how it intertwines with American culture, and 

the eating of, or wanting to eat, dog food, for both O’Neill and Hornbacher provide a hint to 

the position of woman alongside animal, within the sacrificial order. Traditionally animals 

were fattened up before the sacrificial feast; today they are bloated with growth hormones 

such as oestrogens.  The body of one withers away while the other is inflated.  

I have shown how in the memoirs of anorexia above the authors leave clues to the 

residue of the sacrificial order, as with the anecdotes about dog food. However, in biography 

allusions to the connection between anorexia and the social order are less likely. Kraus 

critiques biographers of Weil:  

 
Until recently, nearly all the secondary texts on Simone Weil treat her philosophical writings as 

a kind of biographic key … Weil’s advocacy of decreation is read as evidence of her 

dysfunction, her hatred-of-her-body, etc.401  

 

Francine Du Plessix Gray’s biography of Simone Weil is an exemplar of this. Gray often 

mentions anorexia, in terms of Weil expressing the symptoms of the modern-day anorexic. 

Then finally on almost the last page she asks, “Might Weil have been all the more attracted to 

Christianity because of its obsessive emphasis on food, because of the cannibalistic 

associations of Holy Communion?”402 In other parts she relates Weil’s anorexia to the “holy 
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anorexia” of the medieval saints. She doesn’t however allow for the notion that Weil’s 

anorexia is holy; that the refusal of food and her martyrdom and religiosity are all intimately 

connected. Even if Weil does display strange behaviour towards food from an early age, this 

behaviour is always already inscribed with Judeo-Christian rituals of purity, and impurity. 

Furthermore, anorexics today have not escaped this religious paradigm of purity, they are not 

simply girls with pathologies caused by familial discord. Gray ends the biography with a 

piece of writing called “Prologue,” which Weil wrote in Marseilles shortly before arriving in 

the United States: “This bread really had the taste of bread. I have never found that taste 

again,”403 and wine “which tasted of the sun and of the soil upon which this city was built.”404 

Weil writes: 

 
I know well that he does not love me. How could he love me? And yet deep down within me 

something, a particle of myself cannot help thinking, with fear and trembling, that perhaps in 

spite of all, he loves me.405  

 

The purity of the bread and the wine that Weil writes of is an ethical purity. She is given this 

food by God, or Jesus, and it is therefore condoned. Her insecurity concerning God’s love is 

also her insecurity of eating.  

Kraus explores Weil's’ problematic between eating and love; starvation and 

transcendence in her own “memoir” that surpasses a narrow definition of “anorexia.” Kraus 

seems to suggest “aliens” and “anorexia” are contemporary notions through which Kraus can 

reinterpret Simone Weil’s explorations of “looking” and “eating” and how the material relates 

to the symbolic, our sacrificial consumption founds the symbolic, and social order. For Kraus, 

Weil’s writing on affliction is the spiritual forebear to science fiction. Following a quotation 

from Weil— “Our greatest affliction is that looking and eating are two different operations. 

Eternal beatitude is a state where to look is to eat”406—Kraus quotes a 1988 interview with an 

Alien Abductee, wherein David Jacobs, says “The Alien is in my eyes … He’s everywhere. 

My body’s changing.”407 Translating Weil for the contemporary moment salvages her from 

both the philosophical and historical misunderstanding of her work, that disavows most of all, 

 
403 Weil in Du Plessix Gray, Simone Weil, 230. 
404 Du Plessix Gray, Simone Weil, 230. 
405 Du Plessix Gray, Simone Weil, 231. This is reminiscent of Maria Magdalena de Pazzi, an Italian Carmelite 

mystic and saint of the Roman Catholic Church Bell describes in Holy Anorexia. As she eats the bread of Jesus, 

his robes fall away to erotically reveal his athletic chest. 
406 Weil in Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 175. 
407 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 142. 
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Kraus seems to suggest, Weil’s emotional life, which is not only her emotional life but the 

source and entirety of her philosophical insights.  

Kraus describes Weil’s desire for food which takes focus away from the pathologizing 

framework of anorexia.  Kraus, describes Weil’s stay with Gustave Thibon: 

 
For a whole month, she was happy. She and Thibon discussed philosophy and read aloud in 

Greek. All that month she found it possible to eat, and wrote ecstatic letters to her parents in 

Marseilles about potatoes, eggs and garlic mayonnaise, fresh red beets.408  

 

This desire for the right kind of food, not the cynical, indiscriminate offerings of modernity, is 

what Kraus chooses to focus on, when writing of Weil’s death. Weil’s refusal to eat food was 

often tied to an altruistic, radical political framework, which compelled her to deny herself 

many bourgeois comforts to experience the suffering of those worse off than her, at one stage 

leading her to work in a factory. Arriving in London in WWII, Weil “refused rich foods 

because, she said, in France, they were not a part of children’s rations.”409 After contracting 

tuberculosis, Weil could not eat the high calorie diet, the treatment at the time, and shortly 

after this, died. 

 
On the last page of her London diary, Weil writes wistfully about symbolic food, foods that are 

sacraments of tenderness and roots. There were Easter eggs and Christmas turkey, Strawberry 

jam, plum pudding. The panic of altruism, the panic of starvation. ‘The sustenance that a 

collectivity provides has no equivalent in the world.’ She must’ve felt her cells contracting. 

Hungry yet repelled by food, she asked the Ashford nurses for some potatoes, not mashed, but 

gratinée: cuisine bonne femme, she mumbled, prepared by a French woman, the French way. On 

August 22 she fell into a coma. The muscles round her heart were weakened by pulmonary TB 

and starvation and then her heart stopped beating.410  

 

Kraus ends this chapter with the phrase “Strawberry shortcake, mashed potatoes,”411 her own 

acknowledgement of food as “sacraments of tenderness and roots.” These foods, strawberry 

shortcake and mashed potatoes are comfort foods, foods for children and women. Even 

though Kraus is adamantly not a feminist, she still performs what could be called a radical 

feminist critique, in that she is speaking from the position of alterity, from the position of 

alien, outsider, other, which is also woman. It is because she moves between these figures that 

the experience of alterity in different environments is not solely written as the experience of 

woman or the “anorexic.”  

 
408 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 179. 
409 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 178.  
410 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 179. 
411 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 167. 
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While O’Neill and Hornbacher horrifyingly confess their identification with being 

either a laboratory rat, or the pet dog, Kraus empathises with animals, she connects her lack of 

love and inability to eat, with the lack of love humans have towards animals: “From the 

bodies of imprisoned animals to the air-conditioned case, it’s obvious this food was never 

touched with love or understanding.” Kraus writes of the shift that has occurred in the 

sacrificial order after industrialisation and mass production, where food often fails in its social 

role as an expression of love.  Kraus’ questioning, therefore, goes further than traditional 

memoirs: while Mayra Hornbacher writes: “The question is not if eating disorders are 

‘neurotic’ and indicate a glitch in the mind… but rather why?”412 never providing any 

answers; Kraus from the outset writes: “To question food is to question everything/ To 

question food is to recognize the impossibility of ‘home.’”413 Kraus presents an alternative to 

O’Neill’s happy return to her husband and the social contract of the family meal—the very 

patriarchal social order that made her sick in the first place⎯an acknowledgement that 

“home,” may not be so simple. 

Can a positive feminist ethics acknowledge sacrifice? 

As well as being heavily influenced by Weil in thinking about alternative conceptions of 

anorexia, Kraus draws a lot from the anti-psychoanalysis of Gilles Deleuze: 

 
The philosopher Gilles Deleuze got anorexia right (his wife was one) by noting that it isn’t 

anything to do with ‘lack.’ ‘Anorexia,’ he told his girlfriend and collaborator Claire Parnet ‘is a 

matter of food fluxes. The question is: how to escape the pre-determination, the mechanical sign 

of the meal.’414  

 

The authors and theorists I discuss above often sensationalized the “anorexic,” almost as a 

fixed identity category that exists in negative relation to health and oneness. Kraus, on the 

other hand, follows Deleuze’s focus instead on the process of the anorexic—after ironically 

referring to his theorizing about his wife’s illness with his girlfriend, which is perhaps where 

Kraus’ philosophical critique lies—and what she later describes as an “active stance.”415 

Deleuze picks up on the “epidemic” of interest and theories of anorexia: “Anorexia is perhaps 

the thing about which most wrong has been spoken—particularly under the influence of 

 
412 Hornbacher, Wasted, 4. 
413 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 165. 
414 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 182. 
415 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 182. 
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psychoanalysis;”418  “The void which is specific to the anorexic body without organs has 

nothing to do with lack, and is part of the constitution of the field of desire criss-crossed by 

particles and fluxes.”420  

Clare Colebrook and Abigail Bray take up Deleuze’s notion of “becoming-woman” to 

provide, as with Kraus, an alternative theory of anorexia.425 Colebrook and Bray describe 

Deleuze’s theory instead as a “positive feminist ethics.”426 Deleuze’ univocity is for them an 

alternative to the concepts of the social construction of gender and sexual difference. For the 

purpose of this thesis I will not detail their argument in relation to gender, however, they 

argue that interventions or mimetic re-readings made by sexual difference theorists still repeat 

the notion of an “outside”—which is the feminine or maternal, as I have described in previous 

chapters.  In line with Kraus, Bray and Colebrook argue that the inheritance of Freud by 

sexual difference theorists is particularly unhelpful:  

 
The notion of the maternal as a representational outside depends on an assumption of the 

Oedipal genesis of the subject. It is this Freudianism that, in various ways, sustains the theory of 

sexual difference in Irigaray, Braidotti, Brennan, and Diprose.427  

 

A positive feminist ethics, in contrast “does not appeal to a repressed, silent, innocent, or 

negated feminine but approaches sexual difference as a site of practices, comportments, and 

contested articulations.”428 But what then becomes of the “repressed, silent, innocent, or 

negated feminine?” 

 
418 Gilles Deleuze and Claire Parnet, Dialogues II, ed. Claire Parnet, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara 

Habberjam (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007), 90. Freud argues that it is the surface of the mother's 

breast, and by extension the figure, that has been projected in the anorexic's body image. The fear of being fat 

reflects the terror of the oral sadistic incorporation of the breast of mother and later of other objects.  See Freud, 

SE vol. 17, 58. 
420 Deleuze and Parnet, Dialogues II, 90. 
425 Bray and Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of (Dis)Embodiment.” 
426 Bray and Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of (Dis)Embodiment,” 37.  
427 Bray and Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of (Dis)Embodiment,” 50. 
428 Bray and Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics of (Dis)Embodiment,” 37; 
Bray and Colebrook argue that Irigaray and the scholars that follow Irigaray’s ideas are similar to thinkers such 

as Bordo. Whereas American scholars focus on a Foucauldian critique of culture, Irigarayans focus on the phallic 

economy in general. However, Bray and Colebrook argue that they are similar in that they do not allow for a 

feminist ethics of active becoming.  Deleuze’s work, on the other hand, does more than “react against dominant 

representational forces; it takes hold of those forces and makes the images of machine, intensity, system, and 

connection operate differently.” Bray and Colebrook, “The Haunted Flesh: Corporeal Feminism and the Politics 

of (Dis)Embodiment,” 63. For Butler a material outside is an effect of discourse, yet, as she is influenced by 

Irigaray, there is still some kind of outside. Bray and Colebrook prefer Foucault’s original definition, that 

discourse produces materiality, which Deleuze builds on to develop a positive feminist ethics. 
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One can critique Bray and Colebrook’s Deleuzian argument in a similar way as to how 

I critique Irigaray in this thesis by asking, how does a positive feminist ethics, how does a 

new sacrificial order arise, given the contingency of abjection, the contingency of the 

sacrificial order? That is, following Irigaray, how do we “practice,” and “articulate” sexual 

difference given that the patriarchal, sacrificial order does not provide a language or any 

social possibility for the feminine? Kraus’ intention is to demonstrate the value of a woman’s 

process of decreation, largely by writing in a style that provides a new way of appreciating the 

work of Weil, and therefore influencing the contemporary reception of her work. Whereas 

devaluing the experience of anorexia as pathology, perhaps valuing it too highly is also a 

problem. In terms of the central concern of this thesis, the possibility of a new sacrificial order 

is neither in a feminist utopia, nor a nihilist vision of the present, but in the process of, in 

Deleuzian terms, “becoming,” or, in Irigarayan terms, within a future anterior new sacrifice, 

in dialectical relation to abjection. 

There is a tension in Kraus’ discussion of anorexia between her critique of the 

psychoanalytic position—“At best, the anorexic is blocked in an infantile struggle to attain a 

separation from her mother. At worst, she is passive aggressively shunning the ‘female’ state 

and role.”431—and her own theorization of anorexia, which posits “the possibility of a 

psychic, intellectual equation between a culture’s food and the entire social order,”432 as this 

later statement is resonant with the findings of theorists within the discipline of 

psychoanalysis, or its forebear, anthropology. While these disciplines of course can be 

problematic, and psychoanalysis, as Kraus correctly points out, can contribute to the 

catholicization of women’s illness, rather than its understanding, the work of Irigaray, 

Kristeva, and Cixous, as I have discussed throughout the thesis so far, intervenes and salvages 

some important findings from psychoanalysis and anthropology (as well as linguistics, 

theology, and other disciplines).  In terms of teasing out the relationship between “a culture’s 

 
431 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 161. 
432 Kraus, Aliens and Anorexia, 161. 
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food and the entire social order,” anthropology can be particularly useful, particularly given 

the dearth of theories which seem to miss this crucial component.433  

Megan Warin, an anthropologist, provides the most convincing theory of anorexia in 

her academic monograph Abject Relations: Everyday Worlds of Anorexia.434 Warin focuses 

on relation instead of the individual anorexic, and therefore mirrors Irigaray’s focus on 

relation between two. Warin writes: “Rather than positioning anorexia and other eating 

disorders within a framework of individual pathology, I argue that relatedness, in all its forms, 

is central to people’s practices and experiences of anorexia.”435 Warin conducts a sociological 

study of anorexics, and finds the stories they tell all focus on an inability to form relations 

with others, relatedness becomes abject:  

 
Practices that are taken for granted as creating and sustaining relatedness—from the everyday 

practices of commensality to the capacity to have children—were consistently viewed negatively 

by participants with a diagnosis of anorexia. These practices were regarded as dirty and 

disgusting and feared for their threatening, yet desired, potentialities.436 

 

Warin’s use of the term “abjection” “moves beyond Kristeva’s location of it in the imaginary, 

psyche, and language to the everyday practices and terms of sociality.”437 Kristeva suggests 

that in order for a child to attain identity and a place within the symbolic order, it must 

separate from the “nourishing and murderous”438 maternal body and recognize its own bodily 

boundaries and limits. Abjection is important in this process, “while the word ‘abject’ literally 

 
433 Anthropologist Rene Girard in Anorexia and Mimetic Desire describes, as with Kraus, Deleuze, and Bray 

and Colebrook, “The bankruptcy of modern theories,” referring to the academic studies of anorexia of the 1980s 

and 1990s. It is not “capitalism” or any such “structure” that causes anorexia, Girard argues, rather it is mimesis. 

Mimesis is the “hidden motivation” of anorexia, after he acknowledges that “no human phenomenon is really 

what it seems to be.” Girard argues against feminist and Marxist critiques, and focuses instead on peer pressure, 

which is the primary form of mimesis…. “All our convoluted systems of explanation, based on sexuality, social 

class, power, the tyranny of male over female, and tutti quanti are floundering on this ridiculous but irrefutable 

fact. The capitalist system is no more responsible for this situation than fathers are, or the male gender as a 

whole.” René Girard, Anorexia and Mimetic Desire, trans. Mark R. Anspach (East Lansing: Michigan State 

University Press, 2013), 3. While I disagree with his refutation of the patriarchy, it is true that theorists of 

anorexia are completely blindsided by structures such as capitalism, when our relationship to food and 

consumption obviously is at the root of every culture. Irigaray argues, however, that capitalism begun with the 

exchange of women, therefore we can argue against Girard that “the capitalist system” or “the tyranny of male 

over female,” is not the cause of anorexia, but rather an understanding of the sacrificial order—which is 

capitalist and patriarchal—is necessary to understanding anorexia, albeit if the situational cause, according to 

Girard, is peer pressure. 
434 Megan Warin, Abject Relations: Everyday Worlds of Anorexia (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University 

Press, 2010). 
435 Warin, Abject Relations, 3. 
436 Warin, Abject Relations, 3. 
437 Warin, Abject Relations, 5. 
438 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 54. 
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means to cast off, away, or out, abjection is defined in relationship to desire.”439 The case of 

little Hans, which I describe in the introduction, is relevant here. Hans “abjects,” casts away, 

only to return to himself, the reel, which stands in for “nourishing and murderous” maternal 

body, his mother. Kristeva the “analyst-semiologist,” questions “ how far one can analyse 

ritual impurity,” and therefore remains within the familial structure of psychoanalysis, 

religion, and anthropology, as does Irigaray in her analysis of the sacrificial order. Warin, as a 

contemporary sociologist looks beyond the familial structure and argues that: 

 

concepts and practices of relatedness are composed not just of ties created by procreation and 

familial/social obligation but of multiple elements: the everyday exchanging and sharing of food 

and substances, living together, domestic arrangements, places, memories, emotions, and 

relationships (including sexual).440  

 

These “multiple elements,” are necessary to analyse the experiences of anorexics in her study, 

as these experiences exceed the psychoanalytic framework of Kristeva. Kraus’ writing of her 

own experience and her endeavour to understand Weil’s experience beyond biographical 

caricatures, is what also leads her to abandon the familial structure of psychoanalysis, and 

instead focus on these multiple elements of the everyday. Kraus likewise acknowledges that 

relation is mediated by food and food is mediated by relation, so that: “If I’m not touched it 

becomes impossible to eat. It’s only after sex, sometimes, that I can eat a little. When I’m not 

touched my skin feels like the flip side of a magnet.” 

In Aliens and Anorexia, Kraus distances herself from a feminist identity, and from the 

notion that anorexia is a woman’s problem. This is because, for Kraus, anorexia is not a 

woman’s pathology, but rather a valid response to the sacrificial order as developed in 

capitalism, where it’s hard to find good food. Kraus writes, “Without love it is impossible to 

eat,” but she does not suggest that love does not exist. There are moments of love within 

Aliens and Anorexia, and therefore, moments of eating good food, like “strawberry shortcake” 

and “mashed potatoes.” The anorexic is more sensitive to the cynicism of our age but she is 

also, more sensitive, as with the mystic, to another possibility for our social order. Weil’s self-

starvation was never about a fault in herself but faults in the world: violence, hunger and 

poverty.  Passages of time spent eating well were made possible by her relationship with God 

and others who could join her in her relationship with god. Visiting catholic philosopher 

Gustave Thibon on his farm, Weil wrote “ecstatic letters to her parents in Marseilles about 

 
439 Warin, Abject Relations, 4.  
440 Warin, Abject Relations, 3. 
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potatoes, eggs and garlic mayonnaise, fresh red beets.” Kraus, in Aliens and Anorexia, 

updates Weil’s biographical narrative of starving and transcendence in Catholicism, by 

turning to “aliens,” as the transcendent figures that women aspire to become. 

Conclusion 

Anorexia is about relation in the sacrificial order. Kraus in Aliens and Anorexia describes 

living within cynical, sacrificial capitalism, and the need for love and relation, to eat. This is 

in line with Warin who describes anorexia in terms of abjection and relation. In the context of 

this thesis, therefore, the possibility of a new sacrificial order is in the ability to eat with 

others. In O’Neill’s memoir, descriptions of anorexia are dominated by appeals to Christian 

morality. Her path towards recovery is not to reject the patriarchal denial of animality and 

abjection in our culture, but to embrace the patriarchal familial structure—and its denials and 

hidden sacrifices. The literary genre of sensationalist confession illuminates how important a 

religious barometer of morality is to anorexic logic. In the confession of bingeing by 

anorexics, we can investigate the denial of the body’s urges and its resurgence in the face of 

strict repression. Both are part of the sacrificial order of the social that survives the advent of 

secularisation. The relation between advertising and the appeal to thinness that Bordo and 

others write about is of course a major factor in anorexia. Using a Foucauldian framework, we 

can see the social construction of gender as specific to each era and how the anorexic is 

portrayed as the new hysteric. Yet this only scratches the surface of what is at play here. To 

repeat Kraus: “To question food is to question everything” and “Eating and food constitute 

the entire social order.” When Kraus complains that she does not want to be a feminist— “the 

only feminists we knew were mostly Good Girl Academics”—she is, in part, talking about the 

feminist theorists of anorexia who miss the point. By focusing on the representation of women 

in Western culture as oppressive, they miss the larger fundamental relation between food and 

identity, food and the social, and the origin of the social in sacrifice—as I have detailed in 

chapter one—reconfigured following industrialisation and secularisation. The entrenchment 

of humanist biography in sensationalist memoirs, and similarly the reliance on the political 

category of woman in liberal feminism in feminist theses of the same era, deny the question of 

the human, and therefore fail to recognize the signification of anorexia in the context of how 

food relates to the entire social order. The anorexic’s denial of food is an emotional rebellion 

against the social, and her position as a woman within it. To frame her embrace of an alien, 

animal, other in terms of pathology and oppression, denies her deconstructive and 
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decreationary power and the possibility of conceiving her actions within a paradigm of new 

sacrifice.  

In this chapter I have described how anorexia can be a pathway to decreation and 

transcendence, a way to reject the patriarchal designation of what constitutes a human, to 

“become alien.” In the following chapter I will discuss further how “alien,” is a category that 

woman is assigned within the sacrificial patriarchal order in her otherness, and, at the same 

time a category which serves as alternative option to the different categories of “woman.” 

Kraus, in Aliens and Anorexia, alluded to the connection between transcendence in Judaeo-

Christian tradition and the science fiction genre, via a narrativization of the filming of Gravity 

and Grace. In the following chapter I turn to a film which almost fits into the genre of science 

fiction, Under the Skin, to further explore the category of “alien,” in regard to “woman,” in 

regard to sacrifice and new sacrifice.  
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PART THREE: Film 
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5. Sacrificial teleology in Johnathon Glazer’s Under the Skin 
 

In this part of the thesis I turn to representations of the sacrificial order in films, in order to 

further explore how new sacrifice emerges from the contingency of abjection, in sight and 

sound. In the previous chapters I developed the argument that certain women’s memoir, 

literature, and autofiction operate outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, 

Eurocentric philosophy; in the following chapters I turn to films that also operate outside 

these traditional limits to further develop my central arugment. Under the Skin, like Kraus’ 

Aliens and Anorexia is, overall, a representation of alienation and abjection within the 

sacrificial order and new sacrifice as transcendence or escape of this order via death.  

In this chapter, I also discuss further the themes of alienation in late capitalism in 

terms of its Anthropocenic dimension: the teleological endpoint of the sacrificial order. The 

sacrificial order in late capitalism is cut off from the natural world and progresses towards its 

own demise— as Irigaray writes “all the living beings who inhabit [the earth] are in 

danger.”441 The solution to this predicament in the film is for woman to return to nature, 

however this protagonist does not have access to a utopian, Irigarayan positive absolute; her 

only way to return to nature and the materiality of the universe is through death. In this 

chapter, therefore, I extend Irigaray’s concept of new sacrifice to its utmost limit in regards to 

the contingency of abjection, which illustrates further the complexities and paradoxes of the 

concept. 

In Jonathan Glazer’s Under the Skin, based loosely on Michael Farber’s eponymous 

novel, Scarlett Johansson’s performance divides woman into three (not just two): sex symbol, 

girl next door, and alien. When we first encounter the protagonist, she is picking up men in 

her van and luring them to what appears to be an abandoned warehouse where they perish in a 

pool of black liquid. We are never told why she is doing this—in the novel, we learn their 

bodies are being harvested for consumption by her fellow aliens. She seems to slowly become 

more aware of herself and the human world she finds herself in, and morphs from a femme 

fatale, to an innocent, virginal woman, discovering human activities such as eating and having 

sex for the first time. Finally, at the end of the film, her true identity as an alien is revealed as 

her human skin peels back to show a shiny black figure with no face. The film’s ending 

depicts her gruesome death—she is burnt alive by a woodsman—as a sacrificial scene but its 

significance is left open for the spectator to interpret.  

 
441 Young, review of Through Vegeta Being: Two Philosophical Perspectives.  
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In this chapter I will first discuss the categories of “femme fatale,” “girl next door” 

and “alien,” as they are revealed in the film. I will then discuss the alien figure in particular in 

regard to the dystopian endpoint of a sacrificial teleology. I argue that the film Under the Skin 

provides a representation of the end of the sacrificial order, the ekstasis of woman has reached 

its completion, she is allowed no interiority and no body, so she is alien. As she dies, 

however, it seems that she becomes one again with the earth, giving new meaning to 

Irigaray’s statement: “Under the sacrifice of animal or human is hidden the sacrifice of the 

plant and the disappearance of the goddesses of natural fertility.”443 The protagonist in her 

self-sacrifice rejects the human culture of death and returns to an order of abundance, 

paradoxically through death. In the novel her sacrifice is given a spiritual dimension, and 

represents a conscious choice by the protagonist, Isserley, who thinks, before she blows 

herself up: 

 
Instead of ending up buried in the ground, she would become part of the sky: that was the way to 

look at it. Her invisible remains would combine, over time, with all the wonders under the sun.444  

 

Feminine consciousness is not possible within the sacrificial, patriarchal order; the protagonist 

of Under the Skin tries to embody different categories of womanhood, only to eventually set 

herself alight. Unlike Lispector’s character G.H. Whereas G.H is transformed by her 

encounter with abjection and one imagines she continues to live her life; the protagonist in 

Under the Skin, is ultimately destroyed by her encounter with abjection and the violence she 

herself has wrought on others, and therefore dies in the forest, consumed by flames.  

I argue in this chapter that the protagonist’s journey in Under the Skin—the film, using 

the novel to help elucidate the themes of spirituality and capitalist society— conveys to the 

audience the final apocalyptic moment that we live in and the sacrifice of our habitat, not only 

through symbolism, but a terror which we experience phenomenologically through the film 

text. Using affect film theory, particularly the work of Laura U. Marks, I describe how the 

film truly gets under the skin and translates the symbolic representation of the categorisations 

of woman—femme fatale, girl-next-door, and alien—to an embodied understanding of the 

impossibility of embodiment for woman. This impossible embodiment is related to the 

general problem of late capitalism, which feels a lot like the end of a death culture. Under the 

Skin does not present the current era of climate change in a Hollywood style apocalypse, 

 
443 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, 81.  
444 Michel Faber, Under the Skin (London: Canongate, 2000), 296. 
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where we see the literal destruction of the earth by natural or manmade disasters, but rather in 

the representation of the ordinary life in late capitalist society, and the self-sacrifice of the 

protagonist, who fails to exist in this society, and so returns to nature.  

 

Femme Fatale, Girl Next Door, or Alien? 
 

Femme Fatale 

The protagonist of Under the Skin, is presented as a femme fatale from the beginning of the 

film. She is first seen naked and undressing a woman in a brightly lit van prior to putting these 

clothes on herself. The clothes are cheap: a denim mini-skirt and a matching jacket, fishnet 

tights and black high heel boots. She then goes to a shopping centre and adds to her new outfit 

a fake fur jacket and red lipstick: two classic items of seduction. The woman begins to drive 

around the streets of Glasgow at night and eventually pulls up beside a man, see Figure 5.1. 

He is hesitant and seems to sense a threat behind her seductive invitation to join her in the 

van. Other men seem interested but when they reveal that they have people who care about 

them in their lives, who might alert the police to their disappearance, she does not pursue 

them further. She finally finds a man who is unthreatened and seemingly has no connections. 

He is excited for what awaits, looking from her face to her body and grinning to himself. 

After leading him inside an abandoned building, she begins to undress and walk away from 

him into a black space with no hint of light. He seems to be led by his erection to follow her; 

as he slowly undresses, he walks forward towards her, sinking lower and lower into a viscous 

liquid. This process represents a kind of castration as attention is focused on his erect penis as 

he disappears into the dark nothingness. As she walks away and he walks, almost gliding 

towards her, he sinks deeper and deeper into the abyss. His fate is revealed subsequently when 

we see what happens to her second victim. As if in a womb, this second victim hangs 

suspended beneath the surface; suddenly his body collapses as his insides appear to be sucked 

out. His skin billows in the liquid as he gradually disappears. The camera cuts to a scene of 

what appears to be a stream of blood and flesh moving along a chute as if is to be processed 

and sold. He eventually disappears completely as the camera focuses on a swirling mass of 

blood and flesh. The fetishisation of the woman, the focus on her fur coat and her red lips, 

distracts the man from the reality that awaits him: his own destruction.  

In watching these early scenes, the viewer cannot ignore Scarlett Johansson’s celebrity 
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and her status as a sex symbol. Peter Bradshaw writes:  

 
You can never forget it is Johansson on the screen, and that is surely the point. A Hollywood A-

lister is as much of an alien here [in the streets of Glasgow] as any extra-terrestrial from a flying 

saucer.445  

 

Johansson displays “an excess of femininity,”446 which is a key feature of the femme fatale. 

Johansson has long been considered a sex symbol, with men’s magazine Esquire, naming her 

“sexiest woman alive,” in 2006 and then again in 2013.447  The sex symbol archetype is most 

obvious in her roles in Woody Allen’s films Match Point448 and Vicky Christina Barcelona,449 

where she plays a blonde, irresistible, seductive woman. Her femininity in these films, 

although often overflowing, is “acceptable,” confined to the conventions of the traditional  

 
Figure 5.1 

 

representation of women in film; in Under the Skin, this acceptable sex symbol femininity 

becomes excessive, as the protagonist is not only seductive, she is a murderous femme fatal. 

This excessive femininity is regarded by men as evil incarnate—although the noir hero 

succumbs to her deadly charms: 

 

It is this evil which scandalises whenever woman plays out her sex in order to evade the word 

and the law. Each time she subverts a law or a word which relies on the predominantly 

masculine structure of the look.450  

 
445 Peter Bradshaw, “Under the Skin Review—‘Very Erotic, Very Scary,’” review of Under the Skin, dir. 

Johnathon Glazer, The Guardian, March 14, 2014, https://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/mar/13/under-the-

skin-scarlett-johansson-peter-bradshaw. 
446 Kaplan, “Femme Fatale,” 139. 
447 Tom Chiarella, “Scarlett Johansson Is 2013's Sexiest Woman Alive,” November 1, 2013, 

https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/a25017/scarlett-johansson-interview-1113/. 
448 Match Point, dir. Woody Allen (Newtown, N.S.W.: Icon Film Distribution, 2010, c2006), DVD. 
449 Vicky Cristina Barcelona, dir. Woody Allen (St. Kilda, Victoria: Hopscotch Entertainment, c2008). 
450 Michèle Montrelay in Mary Anne Doane, “Film and the Masquerade: Theorising the Female Spectator,” in 

Feminist Film Theory: A Reader,  ed. Susan Thornham (New York: NYU Press, 1999), 139. 
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When women’s sexual power is not made for men’s pleasure but rather his destruction it is 

considered “evil incarnate” by men because it subverts the organisational system of the 

patriarchy. 

The fetishisation of women in film is a way of controlling representations of excessive 

femininity, or “evil incarnate,” which we see in Johansson’s former roles. The fetishisation of 

women in Freud comes from the fear that woman is destructive, or castrating, as Laura 

Mulvey explains: “women in representation can signify castration, and activate voyeuristic or 

fetishistic mechanisms to circumvent this threat.”451 In Freud’s “On the Sexual Theories of 

Children,” the fetish is the substitute for the castrated penis of woman, the first object seen 

before viewing the vagina. The (male) subject needs to quickly replace this lack—the 

vagina—with something else, otherwise he must come to terms with his possible castration; 

“it is as though the last impression before the uncanny and traumatic one is retained as a 

fetish.”452 Johansson’s red lips and fake fur coat in Under the Skin are often used as fetish 

objects, lips and fur resembling a vagina and pubic hair. In Johansson’s previous films these 

signifiers might have catered to the pleasure of the audience, so that “man can live out his 

fantasies … by imposing them on the silent image of woman still tied to her place as bearer, 

not maker, of meaning;”453 in Under the Skin, however, the protagonist is dressing for herself, 

and uses fetish objects to lure men to their destruction. The protagonist “plays out her sex in 

order to evade the word and the law;” she uses her femininity to lead men to their death, as a 

femme fatale, or “femme castratrice”454 in the scenes where the men’s erect penises lead them 

into a liquid abyss which makes first their penises and then their entire bodies flaccid prior to 

their brutal destruction. 

 

Girl Next Door 

The protagonist continues the process of enticing and destroying men, until a little after 

halfway through the film. She meets a man with elephantiasis and after her usual seduction, 

has a change of heart and lets him go free. Her biker guardian enacts a cover-up by disposing 

of the man in the trunk of a stolen car. The protagonist drives towards the countryside until 

 
451 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” in Feminist Film Theory: A Reader,  ed. Susan 

Thornham (1975; New York: NYU Press, 1999), 68. 
452 Freud in Barbara Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine: Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis (New York: Routledge, 

1993), 116. 
453 Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 59. 
454 See Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine, 7.  
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she encounters white mist that completely obscures the view of the road. With an alien 

nonchalance she gets out of the van and starts walking. She finds a humble café among the 

hills and orders cake (see Figure 5.2.). When it comes to the table, she spoons some of the 

cake into her mouth as she has seen others do. It reaches her lips in close up, referencing a 

thousand classic Hollywood scenes and new ice-cream ads. For a moment Johansson leaves 

her dishevelled Glasgow look and enters the persona of the sex symbol that she plays so well. 

But she regurgitates what she has tried to swallow, and the celebrity gloss is shattered. 

Johansson’s character is not a new Marilyn Monroe but an everyday woman: an alien who 

cannot eat.  

She passes a man who tells her the bus will be coming soon. In the bus he asks if she 

needs help, she says yes. He takes her back to his modest bachelor flat and cooks for her 

baked beans and eggs on toast. This man is a “good” man. After trying cake, the protagonist’s 

education in being a woman continues. As they watch TV together, she does not understand 

the jokes, but later as the radio plays in the kitchen she begins to tap her fingernails on the 

counter—is this another sign she is becoming human/woman? Or is she just simulating being 

woman/human? Later, in front of the mirror she undresses and explores her body.  

Figure 5.2 

 

The protagonist seems to be shifting from her state as an “evil,” unfeeling, femme fatale, to a 

more sentient, emotional being. Ara Osterweil writes of the film: “If you are sexed female, 

beware of becoming human.”455 This is a process of becoming conscious, much like G.H.’s 

 
455 Ara Osterweil, “Under the Skin: The Perils of Becoming Female,” Film Quarterly 67, no. 4 (2014). 
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experience in the previous chapter, which becomes fraught when in dialectical relation to 

object identity categories of the feminine. The protagonist’s coming-into-consciousness is the 

transition from sex symbol to girl next door—before she finally is revealed as alien. After the 

kind man takes her for a walk to see some ruins, he tries to have sex with her. She presents 

her lips to be kissed in the way a young girl would, if she was experiencing her first kiss. 

After they begin to have sex it seems that the man cannot find her vagina in order to penetrate 

her. The protagonist, realising that she might not have a vagina, pulls him off and in a later 

scene looks between her legs with a lamp. Her curious innocence in the experience is virginal. 

She seems to have slowly developed human feelings, or at least the understanding of human 

feelings upon meeting the man with elephantiasis, and then meeting the kind man, who 

allowed her to explore her curiosity in his comforting home.   

The Hollywood stereotypes of sex symbol and girl-next-door correspond to the 

broader categories of whore and virgin, and excess and absence, as Jackie Stacey explains:  

 
Criticism of stereotypes of female sexuality in film began with the work of film critics like 
Molly Haskell and Marjorie Rosen, who argue that roles for women in Hollywood films define 

female characters in relation to their sexuality—either by its excessiveness (the vamp, the femme 

fatale, the sex goddess) or by its absence (the spinster, the mother, the virgin).456  

 

Whereas the protagonist in the first half of the film wears different fetish objects and speaks 

to men in a way to present excessive, seductive sexuality, in the second half of the film this 

excessiveness becomes a lack of sexuality—her vagina is absent. Woman is described in 

psychoanalysis as a lack; this protagonist lacks lack. The protagonist transitions from whore 

to virgin or their variations of femme fatale and girl-next-door; whereas the excessive 

sexuality of the first half of the film is inseparable from Johansson’s star power, in the second 

half of the film, her lack and ordinariness makes her relatable to the audience. This 

transformation offers a comment on the paradox of stardom: “The phenomenon of stardom is 

the extreme ambiguity/contradiction … concerning stars-as-ordinary and the star-as-special. 

Are they just like you or me, or do consumption and success transform them into something 

else?”457 The ordinariness of Glasgow enhances Johansson’s aura of excess necessary to 

convey a femme fatale in the first part of the film. In the second part of the film Johansson’s 

star power amongst the Scottish Highlands adds to the character’s growing innocence and 

lack. 

 
456 Jackie Stacey, The Women's Companion to International Film, 362. 

 457 Richard Dyer in Deborah Jermyn, “‘Death of the Girl Next Door:’ Celebrity, Femininity, and Tragedy in the 

Murder of Jill Dando,” Feminist Media Studies 1, no. 3 (2001): 348. 
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Alien 

Ultimately, the constructs of virgin and whore are revealed for what they are, merely 

constructs, as the protagonist is finally revealed as an alien. Ana Osterweil writes that “Under 

the Skin asks the big questions about what it means to be human, but it’s true inquiry is into 

femininity.” The woman’s curious exploration of her newfound humanness and femininity, of 

course, like most explorations of femininity in the patriarchy, does not end well. She goes for 

a walk in the forest and a forestry employee tries to rape her; she escapes but he finds her 

again and pins her against the ground. As he tries to undress her, he tears away her human 

skin, revealing the black shiny alien underneath (see Figure 5.3), who resembles Johansson 

without fat or skin. She kneels down and peels back her face and shoulders, cradling her 

human face while looking at her human self from her alien point of view. The man, horrified 

by what he sees, douses her with petrol and sets her alight. She stumbles, a ball of flames, out 

of the forest into a clearing covered in snow. The camera pans to the black smoke swirling 

into the white sky, and then moves to a shot looking directly up into the sky, as snow and 

falling ash become indistinguishable. She is now one with the world, and the universe, free 

from the confines of both her alien/woman self.  

 
Figure 5.3 

 

There are hints throughout the film that Johansson is an alien, most obviously at the 

start of the film in the van, and half way through in a deserted warehouse, when we first 

glimpse her black interior body, yet it is not until the end of the film that her “alienness” is 

truly revealed. The protagonist traverses first through her femme fatale identity, secondly 
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through her nascent womanhood, and lastly through her alien identity to become one with 

nature and the universe, as her ashes mingle with the snow. The femme fatale is powerful yet 

she cannot truly feel her emotions, whereas the innocent young woman can feel, but she is not 

safe. When the man attempts to rape her, the protagonist, after trying to fight him in her 

human, woman form, seems to give up. As her skin is torn, she relinquishes her human form 

by peeling back the head and shoulders from her alien form. She contemplates the human face 

clasped in her hands, tears in its eyes, in distress from the violence. As her body enters the air 

in smoke and ashes, she finally seems at peace. Neither alien nor woman, she simply is.  

If Under the Skin is an inquiry into femininity, as I think Osterweil rightly suggests, 

then it provides some answers about the patriarchal, sacrificial order which is built on the 

denial and erasure of the feminine. The protagonist escapes from two stereotypes or versions 

of femininity, to return to her alien being, from which she subsequently escapes via 

annihilation. Another way of interpreting the protagonist’s being as a complete ontology, is to 

think of her as an alien because she is always alien to two designations of the feminine: virgin 

or whore.  It is impossible to inhabit any category of womanhood, such as virgin or whore, as 

both are abstract values assigned to women by the patriarchy. Irigaray defines woman’s value 

in relation to capitalism and patriarchy:  “the virginal woman … is pure exchange value 

[emphasis in original]”458 and “the prostitute … usage that is exchanged [emphasis in 

original].”459 Her interiority does not consist of the usual physical elements of blood, flesh, 

and organs, nor of a spiritual dimension, such as a soul, it reflects her façade, a shiny black 

nothingness. “Pure exchange value” or “usage that is exchange,”460 are abstractions, the true 

 
458 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 186. 
459 Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One, 186. 
460 Irigaray, here, posits first that if woman is the primary commodity—as I have described in earlier chapters— 

then a “virgin” who has not been used by other men is “pure exchange value” whereas the “prostitute” is usage 

that is exchanged, that is she is used by many men, who exchange that value between them in the roles of pimp 

and client.   
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absence or void of femininity, represented by the black shiny figure who bursts into flames.461 

For Irigaray, the figure of the lesbian is the only figure that escapes this system of 

value—as I write elsewhere in this thesis—as her sexuality is not of value for men. Yet, what 

value does the alien hold? Barbara Creed includes the figure of the alien as a type of “female 

monster” in her book The Monstrous-feminine: film, feminism, psychoanalysis.462 Regardless of 

how the alien is configured in terms of value and sexuality, it is clear that in Under the Skin, it is 

“An encounter with the monstrous-feminine of the horror film takes us on an aesthetic and 

ideological journey, a ‘descent into the foundations of the symbolic construct.’”463 In Under the 

Skin, the foundations of the symbolic construct, or what I refer to in this thesis as the symbolic, 

sacrificial order, appear where they dissolve. Watching the film I could not help but read it via 

feminist deconstructions of the symbolic order, and what I describe as the patriarchal, sacrificial 

order, which I discuss above and elsewhere in the thesis. The film offers an illustration of 

Irigaray’s conception of the feminine within the symbolic order. As Lucy Bolton writes in Film 

and Female Consciousness: Irigaray, Cinema and Thinking Women:  

 
The writings of Luce Irigaray provide a range of images, strategies, devices, and notions that 

suggest and explain expressions of female interiority on-screen. Seeing a camera as Irigaray’s 

speculum … enables a new visual language of the female whole (no longer a ‘hole’) to speak for 

the singularity of each woman in her multiplicity.464 

 

While Bolton analyses in her book films such as In the Cut, Lost in Translation, and Morven 

Callar, which present positive images of “whole” women, Under The Skin presents the other 

side of the symbolic construct: the failure of the “female whole” within patriarchy—as the 

protagonist swings between excessiveness and lack, ultimately to die.        

 
461 The shiny black alien as absence or lack is not only read in terms of gender, but also of course in terms of 

race. Fred Moten writes of blackness in art: “Glossy black disturbs in its reflective quality … But this is also to 

say that glossy black’s reflection of the irreducibly social is problematic precisely because it disrupts the 

solipsism of genuine intellectual reflection that painting is supposed to provide. Glossy black denies the 

individual viewer’s absorption into a painting that will have then begun to function also as a mirror, but a mirror 

that serves to detach the view from the social and that characterizes that detachment as the very essence of 

intellectual and aesthetic experience. Reinhardt wants what he refers to as ‘less distractions and less intrusions 

tha[n] colour or light or other things might make.’ Taylor, having spoken of and from blackness as aesthetic 

sociality, of and from the eternal, internal, and subterranean alien/nation of black things in their unregulatable 

chromaticism, must have been fuming.”  Moten, “The Case of Blackness,” 194. 
462 Creed rephrases “female monster” as “monstrous-feminine,” however, because: “As with all other 

stereotypes of the feminine, from virgin to whore, she is defined in terms of her sexuality. The phrase 

‘monstrous-feminine’ emphasizes the importance of gender in the construction of her monstrosity.” Creed, The 

Monstrous-Feminine, 3.  
463 Kristeva in Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine, 3. 
464Lucy Bolton, Film and Female Consciousness: Irigaray, Cinema and Thinking Women (Houndmills, 

Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2011), 205. 
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Particles in the air 

The protagonist’s death seems to undo the categorisation I have described, and in its undoing 

further reveals these categories as such, which cannot be embodied. Following the above 

discussion regarding the alien protagonist as either virgin or whore, I will now discuss the 

final scene of Under the Skin, where the protagonist is set alight. She appears to become one 

with the ash and snow and therefore one with the world and universe. This larger 

philosophical resonance is implied more in the book Under the Skin by Michael Faber, which 

describes the protagonist Isserley’s death as her own choice, an act of free will.  

 

And she, where would she go? 

The atoms that had been herself would mingle with the oxygen and nitrogen in the air. Instead of 

ending up buried in the ground, she would become part of the sky: that was the way to look at it. 

Her invisible remains would combine, over time, with all the wonders under the sun. When it 

snowed, she would be part of it, falling softly to earth, rising up again with the snow’s 

evaporation. When it rained, she would be there in the spectral arch that spanned from firth to 

ground. She would help to wreathe the fields in mists, and yet would always be transparent to the 

stars. She would live forever. All it took was the courage to press one button, and the faith that 

the connection had not been broken. 

She reached forward a trembling hand. 

“Here I come,” she said.465 

 

The description of the snow here seems to be an inspiration for Glazer’s final scene of snow 

and ashes falling, filmed from below. Earlier in the book Isserley appreciates the beauty of 

earth in comparison with the difficulty and ugliness of where she comes from. Both in the 

novel and the film, the death of the protagonist seems to suggest an escape from becoming 

woman, which is represented as increasingly unbearable, and instead she chooses the 

alternative of becoming nature. The implication of this act being, here, a desire to stay on 

Earth, but not as a human and especially not a woman.  

In Faber’s novel, the social and political valences of protagonist’s choice are more 

explicit and help illuminate Glazer’s more symbolic and philosophical interpretation. In the 

novel, the protagonist, Isserley, is an alien from another planet, who has come to earth to farm 

human meat for alien consumption. The aliens are quadruped, so her body has been altered to 

look like a human woman so that she can use her sexuality to lure men. Towards the end of 

the novel she is raped, but in contrast to the film she does not die, and the narrative continues. 

She picks up a hitchhiker whose wife is having a baby. Jimmy is talkative and speaks with a 

thick Scottish accent, making it difficult for Isserley to understand.  He equates having a baby 

with immortality, as his bloodline will be continued.  Jimmy believes in reincarnation, too, 

 
465 Faber, Under the Skin, 296. 
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and wonders whether he might come back as a woman or a child in his next life. Soon after 

this conversation the car plunges into a tree; Jimmy and Isserley are both still alive but badly 

hurt. A woman comes and then leaves to get help and Isserley uses the “aviir”—a device 

installed in the car to blow it up and thus destroy any evidence of alien presence on earth—to 

kill herself. 

Isserley’s death, and the death of the protagonist of the film, do not seem to be the 

result of a drive towards death, but rather a spiritual alternative to the sacrificial order of 

death.  Indeed, as Bolton argues: “Woman is used in the male imaginary to deflect or mediate 

the death drives of men, but there are no social or symbolic forms that mediate a woman’s 

death.”466 If woman is denied this mediation, then she still has access to a more spiritual 

death, connected not to humanity, but nature, “For Irigaray, the divine and maternal 

genealogies are conditions for ending women’s status as sacrificial objects”467 The “ending” 

Bolton is referring to here, could be death, and the themes of reincarnation and immortality 

discussed in the passage from the novel above, associated with “divine and maternal 

genealogies.” However, the protagonist ultimately commits suicide, and thus does not enter an 

Irigarayan new sacrificial order. Indeed, Irigaray would not agree that death is a way to evade 

patriarchal sacrifice, she writes of how she escaped suicide precisely because of her 

relationship to nature, as discussed in chapter two. 

The interiority of nothingness assigned to woman by her categorisation of virgin or 

whore, in Irigaray’s earlier Marxist writings, can be compared with the alternative of a divine 

and maternal genealogy, developed in her later works in terms of animality and the natural 

and vegetal world. Margaret Whitford describes this transition in terms of the death drive, 

arguing that Irigaray, in her earlier work, critiques the death drive of the patriarchal order and 

in her later work comes “close to suggesting that there might be a culture without 

sacrifice.”468 As she writes in “Irigaray, Utopia, and the Death Drive:” 

 
One of the things I want to suggest here is that Irigaray has dealt with the problem of the 

symbolic (and sometimes real) violence by moving from a politics of desire to a politics of love; 

her most recent book, J’aime a toi, exemplifies this move. By this I mean that she has moved 

from the stress of unbinding, or undoing (e.g. constructing new forms of sociality). What has 

been described as the ‘philosophical terrorism’ of Speculum has given way to an apparently 

more law-abiding concern with citizenship and rights, in which the central political concept is 

love between the sexes. This essay is an attempt to offer a possible rationale for the transition. I 

want to approach it via the tension between Irigaray’s psychoanalytic premises, in particular the 

 
466 Bolton, Film and Female Consciousness, 44.  . 
467 Bolton, Film and Female Consciousness, 44. 
468 Esther Sánchez-Pardo, Cultures of the Death Drive: Melanie Klein and Modernist Melancholia (Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 155. 
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notion of the death drive, which is one of the more controversial aspects of Freud’s theories, and 

on the other hand her appeal to utopian topoi; for among the critiques of utopia psychoanalytic 

critiques have been the most prominent.”469 

 

Isserley’s suicide as a way to reach oneness with nature provides a paradox which reaches the 

nexus of the two underlying strains in Irigaray’s work. In a way Isserley is escaping the 

patriarchal culture and its death drive, and entering a mystical relation of oneness, and at the 

same time she is victim to the very logic of that culture, succumbing to suicide and the logic 

of thanatos instead of the eros, and the possibility of regeneration. 

Irigaray writes in “Starting from Ourselves as Living Beings:” 

 
The question which must be asked is thus: How and why does the culture that we have 

constructed, especially in the West, not correspond to a cultivation of life itself, but is a culture 

which serves values that more often than not do not preserve life?470  

 

A year later in Through Vegetal Being, published in 2016, the question becomes more urgent, 

as Irigaray writes:  

 
More and more, our manner of behaving, and even of thinking, is based on appearance(s) to the 

detriment of living. This exhausts our vital reserves and those of the earth without supplying us 

with new resources. The future of the whole living world is henceforth endangered [emphasis 

added].471 

 

Faber compares Isserley’s extra-terrestrial birth-place, where most of the population is forced 

to labour underground, while the elites live in luxury, to the beauty of the Earth. The dystopic 

 
469 Margaret Whitford, “Irigaray, Utopia, and the Death Drive,” in Engaging with Irigaray: Feminist Philosophy 

and Modern European Thought,  ed. Carolyn Burke, Naomi Schor, and Margaret Whitford (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 1994), 281.  
470 Luce Irigaray, “Starting from Ourselves as Living Beings,” Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology 

46, no. 2 (2015): 101. Penelope Deutscher writes that Irigaray’s “constructive philosophy attempts to redress the 

subject’s governance to the death drive. Nevertheless, as a result,  and because of the visualization of her utopia 

for human relations, Irigaray downplays the tendency to appropriate the other in one’s own self-interest. 

Nowhere are the limitations of this approach more apparent than in the Irigarayan writings on cultural difference, 

where she draws upon the east as the figures that serves as ground to depict the limitations of the west, and the 

utopian aspect of the depiction of the east precludes an engagement with the inevitable appropriative stance 

underlying that depiction.” Penelope Deutscher, A Politics of Impossible Difference: The Later Work of Luce 

Irigaray (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2002), 171. Deutscher articulates the problem we also 

encounter with Irigaray’s “feminine aboriginal cultures,” wherein the violence of “Western,” culture needs a 

peaceful othered culture with which to compare. This erases the complex gender constructions and relations in 

other cultures. The violence Irigaray must be referring to is the particular violence of the Anthropocene, the 

Western colonial violence of the industrial revolution. However, I would question the use of “appropriation” 

when Irigaray is writing of her lived experience of healing through yoga. Appropriation means borrowing, 

whereas Irigaray writes about the fundamental and irrevocable changes that yoga brings to her life. I would 

argue that in Irigaray’s later work  “Animal Compassion,” “Starting from ourselves as Living Beings,” and 

Through Vegetal Being, the autobiographical register bypasses the problems of universal claims in her earlier 

work. Regardless of depictions of the West and other cultures, Irigaray’s relationship with animals and the 

vegetal world provides refuge that she could not find in human society governed by the death drive. 
471 Irigaray and Marder, Through Vegetal Being, 92. 
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description of her planet, however, is a metaphor for the Earth and the workings of capitalism, 

where a few elites enjoy a life that is never made available to the rest of the population. It is a 

culture which does not preserve life; like Western culture on earth, it is a sacrificial culture, 

that depends on farming of meat to sustain its population—and having depleted its resources 

it comes to Earth to farm animals/humans. It is a culture that “exhausts our vital reserves and 

those of the earth [or alien planet in this case] without supplying us with new resources.” 

Through the use of an Extraterritorial dystopian metaphor, Isserley can see the beauty of Earth 

compared to where she’s come from, beyond its capitalist depletion. Isserley’s appreciation of 

nature on Earth becomes increasingly spiritual—at one point when she is looking at shells on 

the beach Isserley ponders:  “The indiscriminate, eternal devotion of nature to its numberless 

particles had an emotional importance for Isserley; it put the unfairness of human life into 

perspective”472—until her moment of self-annihilation where she seems to become part of the 

rain and snow. Before the car crash, when questioned by Jimmy she says, “Where I come 

from… religion is… dead.”473 There is of course no religion at all, as she does not come from 

anywhere on Earth, yet she is trying to not to reveal her alien identity to Jimmy.  

The novel parallels the film, here, in that before she dies, the protagonist meets a man 

who is not like all the other man interested in her as only a sexual object, but is loving and 

caring, concerned with the welfare of others. Before this, the internal monologues of the men 

she meets belie their objectifying and dehumanising view of women; they are only interested 

in whether she is attractive. Jimmy’s evident love and spiritual beliefs seem to influence 

Isserley’s final decision to become one with the elements in her afterlife. The pessimism of 

the death drive in the sacrificial meat-eating cultures; and the men who treat women and 

animals as objects are renounced by Isserley, in her final suicidal act.  

Getting under the skin 

The feeling at the end of the film is one of calm and peace, yet the rest of the film haptically 

manipulates the viewer through horror techniques—stripped-back science fiction visuals and 

coupled with a score of eerie, alien string music. While the book explores the more political 

and philosophical dimensions of the protagonist’s identity, the film adaptation has a sensorial 

affect, making full use of music and almost hypnotising visuals. I have discussed above a 

symbolic reading of Under the Skin, via the philosophy of Irigaray, to draw out woman’s 

status in the patriarchal order. Following this I discussed how the novel draws comparisons 

 
472 Faber, Under the Skin, 61. 
473 Faber, Under the Skin, 291. 
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between the (impossible) materiality of woman and the materiality of the world she inhabits, 

both exploited by men. One option available to woman is to die and therefore become one 

with the Earth. The film, however, is not only a visual, symbolic text, but sensorial and haptic. 

Whereas the book describes the larger economic systems of exploitation, the film conveys the 

horror of 21st century global capitalism via image and sound, in a way that can be felt by the 

viewer. This aspect of the text is important for this thesis in that it demonstrates how it 

operates outside the traditional limits of universalist, masculinist, Eurocentric philosophy, 

using image and sound. The film is first and foremost a science fiction horror text, in that it 

manipulates the audience via suspenseful music and grotesque images. Glazer expertly 

constructs a haptic cinema, that conveys the symbolic, economic, and spiritual 

impoverishment of late capitalism on an energetic, bodily level, so that the audience feels the 

terror of the status quo of disembodiment that they might otherwise remain unaware of. 

      In Under The Skin, the camera can be seen as a speculum, and the protagonist of the film 

as a lens, as I quote from Bolton and Glazer above. The film is not only optical, however, as 

Bolton writes more recently: “If Laura Marks identified The Skin of the Film, then Glazer uses 

film’s abilities to entice, repulse, horrify and engage at a corporeal level to well and truly get 

under it.”474 To think of Under the Skin as affective, as getting under the skin, complicates the 

notion of a division between image and text, between the novel and its film adaptation, or 

between philosophy and film in general. This history of remediation has traditionally been 

analysed in terms of representation, yet recent scholarship has rewritten this narrative in terms 

of embodiment so that we recognise that: “Even in the most sophisticated representational 

systems, such as writing or cinema ... representation is inextricable from embodiment.”475 

Laura U. Marks, along with other theorists such as Steven Shaviro476 and Vivian Sobchack, 

are committed to the “study of film as sensual experience”477 whereby language, including the 

“language of cinema” is always haptic and embodied. Vivian Sobchack is concerned 

primarily with describing the phenomenological experience of cinema following the work of 
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Maurice Merleau-Ponty;478 and Marks’ “haptic criticism” describes the translation between 

embodied film and philosophy in specific cultural contexts. Within this translation of 

embodiment there is paradoxically something untouchable, as Marks suggests in her aim “to 

actualise a common event that lay dormant, immanent, somewhere between us.”479 This 

actualisation “restores a flow between the haptic and the optical that our culture is currently 

lacking”480 which locates an “ancient and intercultural undercurrent of haptic visuality”481 that 

“continues to inform an understanding of vision as embodied and material.”482  

The notion of haptic cinema is pertinent to horror, in particular, as it gets under the 

skin, more than other genres. Creed writes, to return to The Monstrous-Feminine:  

 
One wonders if the experience of horror—of viewing the horror film—causes similar alterations 

[to Freud’s description of men being “stiff with terror”] in the body of the modern male 

spectator. And what of other phrases that are used by both male and female viewers— phrases 

such as: “It scared the shit out of me;” “It made me feel sick;” “It gave me the creeps”? What is 

the relationship between physical states, bodily wastes (even if metaphoric ones) and the 

horrific—in particular, the monstrous-feminine?483  

 

Angela Ndalianis recently theorises this phenomenon of new horror of the 21st century, 

following the work of Sobchack and Marks: For Ndalianis there has been both an increase in 

the extremity of violence and gore represented in horror films, which increases the capacity to 

“plunge the spectator into spaces of extreme violence that translates itself across the body of 

the spectator through the senses.”484 Although film achieves this sensorial affect via visuals 

and sound, Ndalianis, following on from theorists of the haptic argues that “sight and sound 

often migrate their sensory effect onto other sense modalities, therefore making the horror 

experience all the more potent.”485 This increase in violence and gore in film and its ability to 

affect the sensorium is closely related to the development of a heightened criticism of the 

social and political dimensions explored within horror:  
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In many of the horror films since 2000, the new focus has been on assaulting the spectator with 

extreme violence, gore and a merciless social critique that understands the social fabric as 

coming apart at the seams.486  

 

Under the Skin is dissimilar in many ways to the horror films Ndalianis discusses, 

including the wave of new horror Ndalianis is theorising about, including Hollywood 

blockbusters The Hills Have Eyes,487 Halloween,488 and 28 Weeks Later.489 Under the Skin 

borrows more from experimental, documentary, and realist cinema. Its depiction of death and 

the abyss are terrifying but restrained. It does, however, enter the audience’s sensorium, 

through experimental music and abstractions of gore and violence, and performs social 

critique through these incursions. It is the tension between the realist scenes and science-

fictional scenes, however, that gets under the skin, as it situates the horror alongside the 

everyday. Osterweil writes: “The tension between these startling science-fiction interludes 

and the gritty realism of the rest of the film serves as a constant reminder of its political 

stakes.”490 The “science fiction interludes” include the first scene of the film and the 

castration scenes, in the black pool, I describe above. These scenes are some of the most 

affective in the film. They are affective, quite aside from the ominous music: screeching 

strings reaching higher and higher pitches, and a simple drumming which charts the process 

of the scenes of male sacrifice. The music and the visuals create suspense and affect the 

audience across their sensorium. Drowning in a viscous liquid represents the primal fear of 

being stuck or paralysed, the feeling in dreams of wanting to move but not being able to. 

Before and after these scenes we see the streets of Glasgow, captured with “lots of 

hidden-camera shots of real passers-by in real Glasgow streets and real Glasgow shopping 

centres.”491 Glazer captures the ordinariness of poor, post-industrial Glasgow and regular 

Glasgow people, smoking, window-shopping, cooking and eating fast food. It looks cold and 

everyone looks under-dressed; whilst particular to Glasgow, it seems representative of any 

late-capitalist city. All of these images superimpose on each other to create a shimmering gold 
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montage. Paired with the alien-sounding string music,492 it is clear this is the alien’s view of 

this world.  Bradshaw describes how “The quicksilver shapes of futurist body horror fantasy 

are scuffed with social-realist grit”493 which he relates to Glazer’s intention “to make a film 

representing, as purely as possible, an alien view of our world. Everything clicked. We took 

years to get there, and suddenly it was obvious.”494 Along with Marks I would argue that this 

representation of the alien’s view in the film is inextricable to embodiment, and as Ndalianis 

states, provides a “merciless social critique that understands the social fabric as coming apart 

at the seams.” Creating an embodied representation of this social fabric coming apart at the 

scenes from the perspective of the aliens’ point of view has the effect of demonstrating to the 

audience that the sacrificial order is not natural, it is contingent and abject. Humans, both in 

the film and watching the film, seem alien, in their participation in Western culture and its 

drive towards death.  

Conclusion 

The impossible categories of virgin and whore that disallow woman her own embodiment 

reveal woman as alien, alien to herself within the sacrificial order, and potentially alien to the 

sacrificial order if she sacrifices herself and leaves the realm of “humanity.” Scarlett 

Johansson, playing the protagonist shifting between these three categories illuminates how the 

state of “woman” fragmented across these categories, is an American Hollywood image, in 

which the white woman is represented as alienated from her own body. This construction of 

woman is intimately tied to apocalyptic themes of our era, wherein the death drive reaches its 

teleological endpoint in the potential ending of human life. Under the Skin narrativizes a 

response to this era, woman’s choice to sacrifice herself, not to continue the project of 

humanity, as constructed in man’s image, but rather to enter via abjection into communion 

with nature and the divine, via the disintegration of her body. Death, therefore, is described in 

cyclical, rather than final terms, the protagonist does not die, inasmuch she becomes part of 
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the forest, snow and the mist. What seems like a narrative of coming into consciousness, is in 

fact a narrative of the failure in adopting patriarchal categorisations of woman and an ending 

that finds the protagonist returning to where she came from: an impossible origin. In this way 

the film illustrates Irigaray’s future anterior new sacrifice. 

In the chapters above, I have drawn out the argument of this thesis, that a new 

sacrificial order is made possible by a mystical relation to the existing order of alienation and 

abjection. Whereas this chapter has focused on the embodied—or more accurately 

disembodied—experience of the teleological endpoint of the sacrificial order via horror, the 

following chapter turns to the idiosyncratic filmmaking of Apichatpong Weerasethakul and 

moments of new sacrifice and healing within the sacrificial order of late capitalism. The 

following chapter focuses again on the concept of the fetish, rounding out Freud’s definition 

with Marx, and the original connotation of “fetish,” as he defines it, as a “magical object.” 

Whereas the fetish object of Under the Skin, the protagonist, found death as the only solution 

to the sacrificial human order, in the following chapter I explore the recuperation of the fetish 

in cinema and media which provides, via the visual and haptic registers, a new kind of 

sacrificial, distribution of energy. 
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6. The recuperation of the commodity fetish in the films of 

Apichatpong Weerasethakul 
 

In the final chapter of this thesis I focus on new sacrificial moments of the everyday in the 

work of Thai film-maker Apichatpong Weerasethakul. Whereas the protagonist of Under the 

Skin reaches the new sacrificial order in death, in Apichatpong’s films, the monstrous femme 

fatale, object/commodity achieves a new sacrificial subjectivity. I analyse this process via 

Marks’ “recuperative notion of fetishism,”495 which helps me extend Irigaray’s concept of 

new sacrifice further, focussing particularly on the Marxian commodity in relation to film. 

Apichatpong’s films resist a white western teleology of death and create a recuperation of the 

commodity objects and bodies-as-commodity-objects, not through Judaeo-Christian 

mysticism, but a mysticism from Thai folklore. Women in Apichatpong’s films provide an 

alternative to the disembodied white woman alien discussed in the previous chapters, with 

sometimes terrifying, sometimes peaceful woman figures, who have the capacity to heal 

themselves and others. 

Chapter One of this thesis described a new sacrificial process of becoming informed 

by Irigaray and Moten’s theories of the speaking or screaming commodity, and each 

subsequent chapter has attempted to elucidate another iteration of this process of becoming as 

represented in literary and filmic texts.  In this chapter I return specifically to the notion of 

objecthood via Marks’ theory of the fetish. The speaking commodity describes the process of 

new sacrifice as a supposedly lifeless object comes alive and achieves some kind of 

subjectivity; similarly in Marks’ concept of the recuperative fetish commodity, a commodity’s 

value returns to the materiality that it was originally divorced from to make it a commodity.  

This process is a kind of mysticism, which Marks describes as:  

 
an attempt to account for an enchantment of the world different from the opiate aura of the 

commodity. It is an attempt to understand how meaning is conveyed through physical presence 

as well as through intellectual signification.496  

 

Apichatpong’s films contain many recuperative fetish objects, including man-made items and 

women on the screen, which illustrate new sacrificial processes of becoming, via mystic 

practices from or contingent on the sacrificial order as manifested in Thai nationalism and late 

capitalist globalisation. 
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In this chapter I will focus on a homemade healing skin cream, a recuperative fetish 

commodity, and the mythical, folklore princesses who escape their objecthood as idols, which 

appear across Apichatpong’s films. Apichatpong’s films help extend Marks’ thesis of the 

transnational fetish object. His objects are transnational fetish objects as they acquire new 

meanings as they are produced, purchased and finally discarded. Apichatpong creates a 

complex dynamic wherein the objects in the film such, as the cream and the characters are all 

recuperative fetish objects in a dialectical relationship. In this chapter I situate Apichatpong’s 

work within media and artmaking practice which both provide representation of the 

recuperative commodity fetish and also provides an affective recuperation to the audience by 

returning the viewers to their bodies.  

Firstly, I will describe the etymology of the fetish, via Freud, Marx, Irigaray and 

Marks. Secondly, I will apply this theorisation of the fetish to Apichatpong’s filmmaking, to 

describe recuperative fetish commodities as both the healing cream and the women 

protagonists of his films. Finally, I will contextualise his kind of film-making within media 

and art practices which aim to provide an affective, recuperative experience for their 

audiences, to demonstrate how the recuperation of the fetish occurs both within the content 

and form of Apichatpong’s film-making. This brings my argument to culmination by 

providing a filmic example—Marks’ recuperative commodity fetish—of new sacrifice as it 

occurs within the contingency of abjection as a contemporary socio-political context. The 

concept of the commodity fetish  

Etymology of the Fetish 

Karl Marx describes the commodity fetish as having an impoverished kind of magic because 

it is divorced from sensuality, as he writes in Capital:  

 
The form of wood, for instance, is altered if a table is made out of it. Nevertheless the table 

continues to be wood, an ordinary, sensuous thing. But as soon as it emerges as a commodity, it 

changes into a thing which transcends sensuousness.497   

 

The timber table transcends sensuousness the moment it is divorced from its use-value—a 

thing on which to eat—and is valued in relation to other commodities: its exchange-value. 

Marx, therefore, is describing how the commodity’s relation to other commodities obscures 

the social relation. Capitalism is similar to religion in this way for Marx, because “the 

products of the human brain appear as autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, 
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which enter into relations both with each other and with the human race.”498 Sigmund Freud’s 

understanding of the fetish is similar: it constitutes a false social relation, a false knowledge 

system, or what Freud terms a “refusal to know:”499 “the young male retains his belief in the 

idea that everyone has a penis while also giving it up by believing that some people (females) 

lose their penises whereas others do not.”500 This fake knowledge protects the boy from his 

personal traumas and from reality. Even if this narrative is deconstructed and “the boy” 

realises the traumas that are the source of his neuroses, even this is not enough; “We can 

increase our knowledge about something yet alter ‘nothing else.’”501 This is accounted for by 

Freud’s most significant discovery, the unconscious. If the boy’s traumas are unconscious 

then a rational understanding of his “fetish” and related trauma may not actually change his 

relation to it, similarly to how raising consciousness does not necessarily change the labour 

relation. However, in spite of these theories, do Marx and Freud ultimately provide a 

comprehensive account of fetishism, or do these knowledge systems create yet another fetish, 

which once again, obfuscates trauma, and the reality it creates through our bodies?  

Irigaray in “Women in the Market” does not engage with Marx’s subtle argumentation 

regarding the nature of the commodity and its fetish, but rather, pits Marx and Freud against 

one another, as I have detailed elsewhere in this thesis. The nature of the “fetish” is not 

described by Irigaray in detail, but rather connected to her larger project of describing “the 

One” of Western patriarchal culture, and her call for a recognition of difference between two. 

In her early work Irigaray focuses on Western philosophy and psychoanalysis, and later 

focuses on an alternative in other—particularly “Eastern”—cultures, and the redirection of 

energy. Her use of the word energy is important in this chapter as it captures the embodied 

experience of fetishisation. In “Beyond Totem and Idol,”502 Irigaray skirts around the notion 

of the fetish with a focus on idolatry.  When the subject invests in an idol and its potential 

becoming, Irigaray argues, her energy stalls. The “original,”503 idol was the totem and the 

dual taboo on blood line and culture lines allowed for more fertilization between cultures and 
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tribes. In eastern religions, sexual, sexuate energy drives the mind; in monotheism, sexuate 

energy is divided between bodily satisfaction and stalling within one’s idols. Irigaray writes:  

 
The cultivation of desire and of the attraction between us thanks to the internalization of 

breathing probably would be that which would allow us to become capable of uniting while 

safeguarding our singularity, and this regardless of totem, fetish, or idol.504  

 

Energy, for Irigaray, is primarily desire between the sexes that can flow without being 

diverted. Irigaray uses the word “regardless” here, to argue that desire can exist without a 

totem, fetish, or idol, the mainstays of the sacrificial order. 

This returns to the central question of this thesis, which is: how is a new sacrificial 

order possible from the contingency of the abject, sacrificial order? Can we desire simply 

without a totem, fetish, or idol?  Margaret Whitford writes that Irigaray’s “work is marked by 

a tension between critique and the vision of a new order.”505  As I have detailed in Chapter 

One, this tension can be charted between Irigaray’s earlier works “Women on the Market,” 

“Commodities Among Themselves,” and her later work which proposes a solution to this 

separation by describing a spirituality which is embodied, namely through yoga, the breath, 

sexual difference and desire. The fetish—as with the idol and taboo described above—within 

Irigaray’s body of work, is where sexuate energy stalls; the fetish can be a woman-as-

commodity, and eluded to in her use of the word “ecstatic” and “ek-stasis,” when she writes 

that commodities are “exchanged by means of the general equivalent-as Christians love each 

other in God … That ek-static reference separates them radically from each other.”506 As I 

detail in the Introduction, the mystic within the sacrificial order escapes her fetishization via a 

mystical, future anterior process of becoming. The subject of Freud and Marx, who stalls his 

desire and energy in a totem, fetish, or idol, is reversed by Irigaray who describes the 

emergent subjectivity of the fetish object-becoming-woman. This subjectivity becomes 

possible at the moment the fetish encounters her “natural body.”  

Marks makes a similar argument to Irigaray, that the fetish is appropriated to vanquish 

spirituality, yet she looks more closely at the etymology of “fetish” in the context of 

colonisation and globalisation. Her critique is founded in the racial, rather than gendered 

dimension of the fetish. For Irigaray it is unclear whether the fetishistic separation occurred in 

the so-called primitive religions and cultures and their so-called progression into Judeo-
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Christian traditions that Freud and Marx speak of, or rather in the work of Freud and Marx 

themselves. Marks, on the other hand, avoids what Seshadri terms this “diachronic axis”—as I 

explicate in Chapter One—and follows a synchronic axis by tracing the etymology of 

“fetish,” beginning in West Africa in the 19th century. Marks follows the work of 

anthropologist William Pietz and his description of how the notion of the fetish came about 

during imperial expansion and played a significant role on the development of the human 

sciences of the 19th century.507  “Fetish” is described in the Oxford Dictionary of English as 

“an excessive and irrational devotion or commitment to a particular thing.”508 “Fetish” was 

first used by anthropologists to describe West African peoples’ relation to magical objects. 

 
The fetish is a product specific to intercultural encounters, as William Pietz (1987) argues in his 

impressive archaeology of the term. The etymology of the word fetish describes a long and 

complex history of colonization, appropriation, and translation. Briefly, Pietz traces the 

transformation of the Portuguese word feitiço from its use in Christian witchcraft law to the word 

Fetisso (also Portuguese, from the pidginization of feitiço) used by explorers in the part of West 

Africa that they called Guinea. Rather than transliterate an African term, Portuguese traders 

applied a Portuguese word to African cultural practices. In the later construction, “fetishism” 

was the sort of practice that invested lifelike powers in objects themselves, powers attained 

through physical contact. It came to be distinguished from idolatry because the objects 

concerned did not represent deities but in their very materiality held godlike powers. For 

example, the feather of a sacrificial chicken is a sacred fetish because the chicken is sacred; the 

relics of saints, preserved fingers or scraps of cloth, gain their value as a fetish through contact 

with the saint. The fetishistic relationship is between two sacred objects, not a deity and an 

object. Thus fetishes, to European intellectuals’ way of thinking, were stubbornly 

nontranscendental.509  

 

The term “fetish” was then appropriated by Marx to describe the contempt white people have 

for their commodities.510 Marks writes:  

 
Marx’s choice to compare the abstracting process of capitalism with what was seen as the 

irrational practice of fetishism was a brilliantly perverse way to align materialism with 

rationality. However, this tactic elided the intercultural roots of the “primitive” practice Marx 

appropriated to bolster his critique of capitalism.511  

 

Rather than a continuation from the so-called primitive to the capitalist separation between the 

body and the fetish, which Irigaray seems to allude to, Marks identifies Marx’s appropriation 
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which was the origin of the separation, rather than some mysterious origin of the patriarchal 

order in so-called primitive times.  

Marks argues that a true fetish does not cause a separation and disavowal of the body, 

but rather repositions the body as central:  

 

Fetishism is a form of belief based in and dependent upon the body. As such it is denounced in 

the majority of world philosophies and religions. But thinking fetishistically allows us to take 

embodied knowledge seriously. In addition, to be dependent upon an object affirms not only the 

materiality of one’s body but also the incompleteness of one’s self: it suggests that meaning 

inheres in the communication between self, objects, and others, rather than in communication 

mediated by the mind alone.512 

 

It is unclear what Marks means by the phrase “majority of world philosophies and religions” 

however, in line with her overall argument it seems she might be referring to the philosophies 

and religions of colonial powers. Marks would like to retrieve a belief, which is dependent on 

the body, as an alternative to European transcendence: “The nontranscendence of African 

fetishism, as construed by Enlightenment-era Europeans, represents a strategic way of 

reconceiving material relations among people.”513 Marks follows Walter Benjamin’s 

unpopular critique of Marxism via mysticism, and ultimately formulates her own theory as 

regards to embodiment and cinema—which I will explore later in regard to the films of 

Apichatpong. Marks writes regarding mysticism: 

 
it is an attempt to account for an enchantment of the world different from the opiate aura of the 

commodity. It is an attempt to understand how meaning is conveyed through physical presence 

as well as through intellectual signification.514  

 

For Marx and Irigaray, the commodity fetish is separated from materiality, whereas Marks, in 

etymologically reclaiming the word “fetish,” argues that it “cannot be separated from their 

materiality.” 

Marks’ strategy differs from Irigaray’s, as for her the fetish does not intervene in 

theories of subjectivity, she is primarily concerned with objects qua objects, and how they are 

depicted in film cross culturally, not in the context of women-as-objects. However, Marks’ 

work is similar to Irigaray’s in that there is recuperative potential within fetishism—for Marks 

“postcolonial relations,” and for Irigaray, the sacrificial order. Marks’ work is useful to 

account for the particularities that are left out of Irigaray’s work, both in terms of etymology 
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and film texts that provide examples of the fetish in contemporary society. However, 

Irigaray’s work provides a useful framework from which to think further about subjectivity 

and the commodity fetish. Apichatpong’s films lend themselves to readings via Marks’ theory 

of fetish objects qua objects, and Irigaray’s theory of woman as fetish object. In the following 

sections of this chapter, I will explore how both fetish objects and women who transcend their 

fetish status both contribute to sensorial cinema, that interrupts the fetishistic hegemony of the 

sacrificial order.  

Fetish objects and their recuperation in the films of Apichatpong 

Weerasethakul 

 

Marks in “The Memory of Things,” chapter two of The Skin of the Film, elaborates on the 

etymological reclamation of the word “fetish” as a recuperation of the fetish.  

 

I would like to build a recuperative notion of fetishism for a discussion of intercultural cinema. 

Certainly an oppressive kind of fetishism is at work in postcolonial relations. Fetishism aptly 

describes the violent colonialist impulse to freeze living cultures and suspend them outside of 

time. Critics such as Edward Said (1979), Johannes Favian (1983), Trinh T. Minh-ha (1989, 

1993), and Homi Bhabha (1994b) have skewered this fetishistic quality of colonialism 

decisively. Without forgetting these critiques, I want to claim other meanings of fetishism in 

order to describe the transformations that occur in postcolonial and transnational movement.515 

 

Marks discusses “transformations that occur in…transnational movement,” via different 

“transnational objects” in experimental films. These include carnations that are flown from 

Columbia to European stores, potatoes which also travel from Latin America to Europe, a 

“Paris Match” magazine that travels from Paris to a neighbourhood in Cameroon, and sesame 

oil that is exported from a Chinese village to Japan.516 Marks is interested in how the 

transnational objects gain new meaning as they travel from culture to culture. For example, 

she discusses Marta Rodriguez and Jorge Silva’s film Love, Women, and Flowers, which: 

 
takes a flower so highly cultivated that it seems to grow right in the florist shop refrigerator—the 

stiff, long-lasting carnation—and endows it with haunting histories of women's labor. The 

flowers’ low cost in Amsterdam or New York reflects successful union-busting in Bogota; their 

conventional length, we learn, is ensured by women workers who mechanically lop off extra 

buds; their unblemished uniformity results from the same clouds of toxic fungicides that cause 

the workers to sicken and die.517  

 

 
515 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 85. 

516 The films Marks refers to here are Jorge Silva's Love, Women and Flowers (1988), Alex Rivera's tape 

Papapapd (1996), Jean-Pierre Bekolo's Quartier Mozart (1992), and Woman from the Lake of Scented Souls 

(1994) by Xie Fei, respectively.  

517 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 97. 
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In the case of the Paris Match this process is reversed, whereby a mass-produced commodity 

object travels not to the centre, but away from the centre of colonial power to the margin and 

becomes magical in its uniqueness.  Marks describes how in Jean-Pierre Bekolo’s Quartier 

Mozart (1992), 

 
Paris Match— commodity for a day, then trash, in France—becomes a rare and unique object in 

a neighbourhood in Cameroon, making the shopkeeper of the quartier a local authority on 

Denzel Washington and Princess Di.518  

 

In these examples there is an exploration of the relationship between violence and beauty. 

Although the Paris Match in Cameroon is a signifier of globalisation and colonisation, yet 

new, social, meanings are made between the shopkeeper and those he keeps up to date with 

celebrity news. 

The meanings that become attributed to these transnational objects exceed both their 

commodity auras and the political critiques that can be made of their production; or, 

acknowledgement of their commodity aura does not lead to a blindness of political critique, 

and vice versa. To describe this excess Marks—as with Kraus in Chapter Four, turns to 

Walter Benjamin. Marks describes how the value in Benjamin’s work is found in his 

“provocative effort to both de- and re-mystify the object, to incorporate its inexpressible and 

intangible properties at the same time that he read it politically.”519 Marks laments the early 

criticism by scholars such as Theodor Adorno of Benjamin’s fusing of mysticism with 

Marxism. She writes:  

 
Perhaps now it is possible to contemplate how objects mean in themselves—to contemplate their 

aura—without being accused of obfuscation. If this is mysticism, it is an attempt to account for 

an enchantment of the world differently from the opiate aura of the commodity. It is an attempt 

to understand how meaning is conveyed through physical presence as well as through 

intellectual signification.520  

 

Film, and “the skin of the film”, as her book is titled, is also an object that has the potential to 

hold this mystical aura also. The films she describes translate the aura of the object, such as 

the carnation, which is made up of the bodies of the women workers who cultivate them, and 

the skin of the film. When Marks writes “meaning is conveyed through physical presence,” 

she is referring specifically to the relation of the object to the body, before alienation of the 

subject in relation to the commodity fetish.  

 
518 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 99. 
519 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 121. 
520 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 121. 
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Apichatpong’s films lend themselves well to Marks’ theorisation of mysticism, 

fetishism and transnational objects. There are many transnational fetish objects throughout 

Apichatpong’s films. An object that appears in Blissfully Yours521and again in Cemetery of 

Splendour522 is a cream made of standard store-bought Sorbolene and cleansers and chopped 

up vegetables from the local market. In Blissfully Yours, we encounter the making of this 

cream by Jenjira Pongpas, an actress who Apichatpong has been working with for more than 

ten years, incorporating aspects of her life into the films he makes. Min, an illegal Burmese 

migrant, has a rash. His girlfriend Roong and an older lady, Orn, played by Pongpas, take him 

to a doctor. The doctor prescribes a cream for the rash but will not give Orn the medical 

certificate needed for Min to gain work. In the following scene, Orn takes Min to her 

husband’s work, and instead of using the cream the doctor recommended, she begins to make 

a cream from an assortment of store-bought creams and chopped vegetables. The camera pans 

across the store-bought creams in close-up and then focuses on Orn chopping cucumber and 

tomato and mixing it in with the creams in a Tupperware container. She wears a gold wedding 

ring and a gold watch and mixes the creams expertly with a teaspoon as Thai pop music plays 

in the background. Later, she applies the cream to Min in the car. In Cemetery of Splendour 

Pongpas returns with her cream, this time playing herself or a character named “Jen.” She 

befriends a man, Itt, who along with other soldiers is struck down with a sleeping sickness 

and is recovering in a makeshift hospital in Jen’s old school. She comes most days with her 

homemade cream and applies it to Itt while he is asleep. This home remedy is contrasted with 

modern technology: tubes beside each bed with light that changes colour along with the 

changes of light from day to night, the only treatment that the hospital is providing for the 

mysterious sleeping affliction.523  

The cream in both films, made up of a store-bought skin cream and vegetables from 

the local market, serves as a transnational fetish object. Whereas Marks’ objects—such as the 

carnations or Paris Match, take on different meanings progressively as they change location, 

Apichatpong’s objects negotiate the tension between local traditions and global capitalism, 

and the subject and the state, within Thailand. Jen applies her homemade cream on both Itt 

 
521 Blissfully Yours, dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul (Culver City, Calif.: Strand Releasing Home Video, 2007), 

DVD. 

522 Cemetery of Splendour, dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul (Culver City, Calif.: Strand Releasing Home 

Entertainment, 2015), DVD.   

523 Violet Lucca describes how the “concept for the devices came from an MIT neurological study that 

successfully created artificial memories in mice by exposing their neurons to flashes of light.” 

Apichatpong Weerasethakul, “Dream State,” interview by Violet Lucca, Film Comment March/April 2016, 

https://www.filmcomment.com/article/apichatpong-weerasethakul-cemetery-of-splendor/. 
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and Min, in an attempt to heal their bodies made vulnerable under state violence—Min as an 

illegal migrant from Burma, and Itt as a recovering soldier. In Blissfully Yours Min’s skin is  

 
Figure 6.1 

 

made evident by his rash; we constantly focus on his skin, as the women try to heal it, but also 

because his skin is darker than the other characters, and his ethnic background does not go 

unnoticed.524 In Blissfully Yours, Orn and Roong negotiate the interstices of their society, by 

helping Min in making his skin cream and attempting to secure his right to work. Roong 

works at a factory painting ceramic Disney figurines, and perhaps these are key transnational 

objects of Blissfully Yours, figurines made in Thailand supposedly for customers in Western 

countries. Roong misses work in the morning to take Min to the doctor, and then misses work 

in the afternoon to go swimming with him; these two moments of missing work provide the 

narrative structure for Blissfully Yours. These examples in Apichatpong’s films are illustrative 

of Marks’ recuperative notion of cinema, and show how Apichatpong, does not forget the 

“violent colonialist impulse,”525 but explores this violence side-by-side with recuperation; the 

possibility of peace and healing in the staying power of local traditions next to Thai 

Nationalism and U.S. Imperialism. Although the figurines Roong paints are closest to Marks’ 

 
524 Often in Apichatpong’s films there is a character from Burma, such a Min, or Isan, just below Burma in 

Thailand’s northeast, where Apichatpong grew up. See James Quandt, “Living Memory: James Quandt on 

Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” ARTFORUM 49, no. 7 (2011): 59-60. 

525 Marks, The Skin of the Film, 85. 
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notion of a transnational recuperative fetish commodity, it is the handmade cream that has a 

truly mystical, recuperative quality. Roong and Orn’s making of the cream, demonstrates “an 

attempt to account for the world different from the opiate aura of the commodity. It is an 

attempt to understand how meaning is conveyed through physical presence as well as through 

intellectual signification.”  

Woman as Fetish Object 

Apichatpong’s films also illustrate the gendered dimension of the fetish. The recuperative 

objects in Apichatpong’s films, such as the cream, and other healing objects, such as tea, 

herbal medicine, or plants and flowers, are complimented by a recuperation, I argue in this 

chapter, of the fetishisation of women. The alienation, in both senses of the word, of woman, 

as I discuss in the preceding chapter, her perfection that results in the death of herself and of 

others, is undone in Apichatpong’s films. The fetishization of woman is recuperated via an 

exploration of conventional feminine beauty and the commodity aura it creates. Women are 

complex, positioned somewhere between real and mythological in Apichatpong’s magic 

realist style.  Apichatpong explores beauty in a way that remains faithful to the feelings and 

faith it engenders in its beholders.  The ideological hold of female beauty is considered in a 

similar way to the hold of state ideology, and Apichatpong’s characters often have complex 

relations to the fetishistic hold of capitalism, religion, and the state, neither relinquishing their 

power, nor resisting their power, but rather, negotiating each of these powers with their own 

mystical, singular, understanding of the world. 

Jen in Cemetery of Splendour visits a shrine and prays to two large princess statues, 

placing plastic figurine offerings at their feet, (see Figure 6.1.). Princesses often appear in 

Thai shrines, being a recurrent figure in Thai folklore, which is a blend of different influences, 

including a belief in the “power of particular people and places, a respect for Buddhist 

teachings, and a model of kingly power based on older Hindu traditions in the region.”526 In 

her prayers to the Princesses, Jen asks for her beauty to be preserved, to not get wrinkles, and 

also for Itt, her “new son,” to regain health. Later these princesses visit Jen as she is sitting by 

herself in a rotunda surrounded by large dinosaur statues, eating longkongs, a type of fruit 

gifted to her by a male friend at the library. A woman approaches her and is joined shortly by 

her younger sister, “We came to thank you for the plastic figurines. We liked them a lot, 

above all the monkey,” she says. Jen is somewhat shocked to see the princesses in the flesh, 

 
526 Andrew Alan Johnson, “Inside the Sacred Danger of Thailand’s Caves,”  The Conversation, July 10, 2018, 

https://theconversation.com/inside-the-sacred-danger-of-thailands-caves-99638. 
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“You are crazy,” she says. Recounting what happened to the nurses at the hospital, Jen says, 

“Even without makeup, their skin was perfect, they seemed younger than me. It must be 

magic, they are hundreds of years old.” A nurse jokes, “That’s it, because they are dead, that 

is their secret,” and they all laugh. Beauty, when it is used as a fetish or idol, is a kind of 

deadness, however by making the statutes come alive, Apichatpong recuperates their 

fetishistic quality. 

Later, Jen attends a demonstration by a cosmetics company for a beauty cream for  

women, where her friend, Keng is working. The woman who presents the demonstration says  

of the cream, “It is a miracle product, made of rubber, cultivated in Thailand,” She picks 

someone from the audience to test the product, who says she is from Isan. “But you are too 

beautiful to be from Isan,” the woman selling the cream, exclaims, and the audience laughs. 

Jen and Keng joke about the cream and its supposed power. The mystical aura of beauty here 

is framed by beliefs in Thai folklore and how these mystical auras become commodity auras 

in capitalism. Jen prays to the princesses to retain her beauty and stop wrinkles from 

developing and when she meets these princesses it is their youthful beauty that she is in awe 

of. There is a seriousness to Jen’s faith and her relationship with the princess spirits, which is 

absent in her approach to the beauty cream. Jen giggles “it smells like cum,” to Keng later, 

when they are sitting with Itt. It the Jen’s belief and faith, which can cause miracles such as 

the Princesses appearing and Jen’s own skin cream that has the possibility of performing 

miracles; the cream given to her by the doctor and the beauty cream from the demonstration 

are both considered with suspicion by Jen in Cemetery of Splendour and in Blissfully Yours; 

the commodity aura of the many skin cream packages is transformed and made truly 
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Figure 6.2 

healing by Jen, as she mixes them up with vegetables in a Tupperware container. In this way, 

the commodity aura is recuperated in the sense that it is returned to its original mystical aura, 

by Jen’s beliefs, women’s beauty as a commodity in capitalism becomes a joke and instead 

becomes associated with the real, mystical power of the princesses. This is not to say, 

however, that Jen presents some anti-capitalist or anti-state position, more so that she 

negotiates within the interstices of power; Jen does not desire “regardless of totem, fetish, or 

idol,” in Irigaray’s words, she recuperates the princess idols by bringing them to life through 

her offerings at the shrine and her belief. The princesses are recuperated as the transition from 

statues to living, breathing women, wearing casual clothes and no makeup, who come and 

chat to Jen. 

A princess appears also in Uncle Boomnee who can recall his past lives.527 At the 

fifty-minute mark the narrative of Uncle Boomnee is interrupted with a folktale about a 

princess. When we first see her, the princess is being transported by palanquin, her face is 

covered by transparent cloth in aqua, and pink. She touches the head of one of the servants 

who is carrying the palanquin. Her face, apart from her eyes, is covered. They arrive at a 

waterfall,  she takes of her veil and she looks into the pool at the bottom of the waterfall. This 

is the first time we see her face, which is covered with an acne-like skin condition from below 

the eyes—the only reference to her skin in criticism of the film is made by James Quandt, 

 
527 Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives, dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul (Culver City, Calif.: Strand 

Releasing Home Video, 2010), DVD. 
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who describes her as “pebble-faced.”528 As she looks at her reflection, her face transforms 

into the clear-skinned pretty face of someone else. She and the servant kiss before she 

banishes him saying: “You weren’t looking at me… you imagined kissing the woman in the 

reflection, right? Leave me alone” A fish starts talking to her and she asks if he can make her 

white and pretty, like the reflection, before performing cunnilingus on her.  The princess, a 

religious icon, is fetishized through her pleasure with the fish. Her desire for beauty, the 

immaterial image of the pretty girl in the reflection is replaced with an animal, bodily desire. 

The offerings of gold jewellery she gives the fish deity, are also necessarily defetishised, 

losing their commodity status as they return to their material beginnings, on the earth, and all 

the princess receives are brief moments of sexual pleasure, although, these moments seem to 

be healing and restorative: life-changing. Her identity as fetish or icon is recuperated. 

We can place this scene in a tradition in cinema of subverting and drawing out a latent 

sexual element in fairy tales, for example The Red Shoes,529 Company of Wolves,530 and more 

recently Black Swan,531 as Apichatpong suggests in a 2009 interview.532 Whilst most 

“Western” monstrous-feminine figures are killed off, however, Apichatpong’s subversion 

allows for healing, by placing calming sounds and music alongside violence and terror. There 

is no charged psychological terror or melodrama, but an acknowledgement of female, human, 

animal desire, and how it plays out in the forest, after the potential male suitor, who, it could 

 
528 Quandt, “Living Memory: James Quandt on Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” 59. 

529 The Red Shoes, dir. Emeric Pressburger Michael Powell, (1948; London: Roadshow Entertainment; Carlton 

International Media, 2000), DVD. 

530 Company of Wolves, dir. Neil Jordan (1984; Australia: Kaleidoscope Film & DVD, 2002), DVD. 

531 Black Swan, dir. Darren Aronofsky  (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 

2011), DVD. 

532 Apichatpong acknowledges this dynamic, when asked about the scene with the princess he says: “It refers to 

the royal costume drama that used to be on television at the weekend. They still have this sort of thing, but in a 

different production style, with digital effects. In the old days, it was slower and more innocent. It’s always 

about the hardships of princes and princesses in relation to a natural landscape, with animals that can talk. But 

they don’t end up having intercourse! The princess scene, therefore, is similar to other subversions to fairy tales, 

for example Angela Carter’s treatment of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s Little Red Riding Hood. It is interesting 

also that the characters are often watching television in the film. The scene with the princess alludes to the 

mysticism of the forest around them, that holds a history of folktales and myths, they do not need a television. 

They do not need to watch the royal costume drama on television, as these myths survive in a sense in the forest. 

The sexual element could, as with Angela Carter’s Book, and Neil Jordan’s film, merely draw out a latent 

element.  Folktales and folklores warn against transgressing laws, against taboo, the taboo in this case is 

bestiality, and woman’s desire and identity formation without a man, a husband.” Apichatpong Weerasethakul 

“Interview with Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” interview by John Berry, Electric Sheep: a deviant view of 

cinema, December 1, 2009, 

http://www.electricsheepmagazine.co.uk/features/2009/12/01/interview-with-apichatpong-weerasethakul/. See 

also Apichatpong Weerasethakul “Uncle Boomnee: Interview with Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” interview by 

Virginie Sélavy, Electric Sheep: a deviant view of cinema, November 13, 2010,  

http://www.electricsheepmagazine.co.uk/features/2010/11/13/uncle-boonmee-interview-with-apichatpong-

weerasethakul/; and David Denby, “Into the Woods,”  Entertainment Review, New Yorker 87, no. 6 (2011), 

 http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/03/28/into-the-woods-david-denby. 
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be argued symbolises patriarchal society, leaves the scene. Apichatpong adds to this 

genealogy of the monstrous feminine, I describe in the previous chapter, by normalising, like 

Glazer, the monstrous, making it everyday. Quandt describes this as the “ordinariness of the 

extraordinary,”533 or what May Adadol Ingawaniie describes as the “layering of diegetic 

worlds in which material immaterialities are perceived as real.”534 Whereas the fetishization 

of the princess is largely symbolic, the defetishising of Pongpas in Mekong Hotel is her 

movement between the immaterial and the material.  In Mekong Hotel535 Pongpas plays a 

mother character who is also a pob—“a spirit that feeds on humans and livestock”536—and 

inhabits the bodies of her daughter and her daughter’s lover. Yet she is not terrifying; these 

scenes of devouring entrails are interwoven with scenes where she is sitting on the bed with 

her daughter knitting, and with the young man watching television. Relaxing guitar music— 

played by Apichatpong’s high school friend—is both diegetic and non-diegetic throughout the 

film, subverting the use of music to create suspension in terror films. The pob, in this way, is 

different from the traditional femme fatale, in that she is allowed to live. The violence of the 

monstrous feminine is accepted as part of the sacrificial order, not something to be fearful of, 

but part of life itself. The pob, also played by Jenjira Pongpas, is neither terrifyingly beautiful 

or terrifyingly ugly; she is human, in that she contains good and evil, and needs to eat to 

survive.  

While so far in this chapter, I have discussed the gender and the fetish in terms of the 

feminine, the beautiful feminine idol, it would be remiss not to mention another key idol in 

Apichatpong’s film, the dictator. In an interview discussing Cemetery of Splendour, 

Apichatpong describes a mural of a dictator in his hometown:  

 
a mural of one of our prime ministers of the most brutal regime, yet people still worship him 

because of all this propaganda. Khon Kaen, our place, my hometown, is the home of his statue 

because he is considered the one who brought development to the region. But for me it’s quite 

shocking to see his statue and all the murals of him.537  

 

 
533 Quandt, “Living Memory: James Quandt on Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” 59. 

534 May Adadol Ingawanij, “Animism and the Performative Realist Cinema of Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” in 

Screening Nature: Cinema Beyond the Human, ed. Anat Pick and Guinevere Narraway (New York, Oxford: 

Berghahn Books, 2013), 92. 

535 Mekong Hotel, dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul (Paris: Jour2Fête; Distribué par Arcadès, 2014), DVD. 

536 Peter Bradshaw, “Cannes 2012: Mekong Hotel—Review,” review of Mekong Hotel, dir. Apichatpong 

Weerasethakul, The Guardian, May 18, 2012, 

 https://www.theguardian.com/film/2012/may/18/mekong-hotel-review. 
537 Apichatpong, “Dream State,” interview by Violet Lucca,  
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Given the political climate of Thailand and their current law of Lèse-majesté, it seems the 

political fetish symbols are more difficult to recuperate than the religious fetishes. Indeed, via 

a gendered reading of fetishization in Apichatpong’s films, one can see the women recuperate 

feminine religious idols in the service of healing the men who are forsaken to the deadening 

effects of the masculine political idols. The colourful and light filled shrine of the princesses, 

where many of the scenes of Cemetery of Splendour take place, are contrasted with a later 

shot of “a group of homeless people sleeping under a street lamp next to a mural of Sarit 

Thanarat (a soldier who staged a coup in 1957 and remained Prime Minister until his 

death).”538 The political devastation of Thailand’s current regime—in part a consequence of 

the U.S. colonialism in the Vietnam War539—and its coma-like effect on its citizens, is offset 

by strong folklore traditions of worship to feminine deities, such as the princesses, who can be 

recuperated from a similar colonial, capitalist, fetishization—wherein beauty is made 

analogous to whiteness—to retain its original mystical power. 

Negotiation of sacrifice in haptic media 

Marks’ theory of a mystical recuperation of the fetish, where “meaning is conveyed through 

physical presence as well as through intellectual signification,” and its application to 

Apichatpong’s film-making, can be further explored via her subsequent theory of haptic 

media. The recuperation of the fetish for Marks, as I have argued above, is its transformation 

of its objecthood into mystical presence. So far in this chapter I have discussed examples of 

recuperated fetishes in the healing skin scream, which appears in several of Apichatpong’s 

films, followed by a discussion of women as recuperated fetishes. This recuperation of the 

fetish also occurs, I will now argue via Marks, for the audience members of Apichatpong’s 

films. Marks writes “haptic criticism” does not “achieve the distance from its object required 

for disinterested, cool-headed assessment, nor does it want to:”540  

 
just as the optical needs the haptic, the haptic must return to the optical. To maintain optical 

distance is to die the death of abstraction. But to lose all distance from the world is to die a 

material death, to become indistinguishable from the rest of the world … to return to being a 

subject in the world; to be able to trust someone or something to take you through this process; 

 
538 Apichatpong, “Dream State,” interview by Violet Lucca, 
539 Apichatpong describes Thailand’s political history in relation to Cemetery of Splendour thus: “There was a 

really big involvement by the U.S. with the Thai government to oppose the communism that spread from 

Vietnam through Laos to Thailand. People were fascinated by communism because it promised a better future. 

So with the U.S., you got rid of communism but at the same time the U.S. created many monsters—namely the 

generals in Thailand. [Laughter] And [in the film] that guy with the mural on the wall is one of the monsters.” 

Apichatpong, “Dream State,” interview by Violet Lucca. 
540 Marks, Touch, xv. 
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and to be trusted to do the same for others. Thus you will see that many of the works I write 

about are erotic even though they have nothing to do with sex.541 

 

Apichatpong’s films mediate this very relationship between the haptic and the optic. The 

making of the cream in Blissfully Yours is highly erotic, or intimate although not explicitly 

sexual. “To be able to trust someone or something to take you through this process; and to be 

trusted to do the same for others” could also be a description of intimacy. In Apichatpong’s 

relationships are often erotic and truly intimate. There is something very intimate about the 

way that Roong brushes the dead skin of the car seat where Min has been sitting and says, “so 

many flakes.” When Orn and Min drive off, the scene is shot from the back of the car, and the 

visual of the road disappearing matched with the sound of the engine whirring is hypnotic. 

One of the final shots of Blissfully Yours is taken from above of Roong sleeping for five long 

minutes on the bank of the river, with the sounds of the water and birds, lulling the audience 

almost into sleep before the film ends.542 

James R. Douglas writes of Cemetery of Splendour: 

 

key to … [the] … overall distinctive affect is its immersive sound design, here credited to 

Akritchalerm Kalayanamitr. As in Weerasethakul’s previous work, the film buzzes with a soft, 

steady chorus of ambient sound: insects, bird calls, the susurration of wind through leaves.… 

The effect is somewhat reminiscent of the online video fad known as autonomous sensory 

meridian response (ASMR), a phenomenon whereby individuals claim to receive pleasurable, 

calming feelings from, say, a hushed recording of a woman whispering to the camera, or 

somebody gently unwrapping presents.543   

 

Although Apichatpong is certainly an auteur, given the exceptional quality of his film-

making, is he also, however, providing some kind of healing modality to his audience, much 

like an ASMR vlogger.544  ASMR is often made in relation to the closeness of the camera and 

 
541 Marks, Touch, xvi. 

542 Caroline Bainbridge argues that precisely because film does not privilege the optical sense, it is Irigarayan: 

“the cinema does not privilege the written/logocentric and visual senses alone, in the way that literary texts 

might be seen to do. Cinema does not depend solely on its visuality: other diegetic factors such as the 

soundtrack, the editing/camera-positioning and the way diegetic time and space are represented also contribute to 

the construction of a film’s textuality.”  Caroline Bainbridge, A feminine cinematics: Luce Irigaray, women and 

film (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008): 12. Certainly, Apichatpong’s films lend themselves to an 

Irigarayan reading, with their complex soundscapes and focus on touch, compared to films that rely more on 

visuals. 
543 James Robert Douglas, “Phase Change: Apichatpong Weerasethakul's ‘Cemetery of Splendour,’” Metro 

Magazi 

ne: Media & Education Magazine no. 188 (2016): 64. 

544 As well as recognising his brilliance as an auteur, it is important to contextualise Apichatpong’s work within 

the rise of independent cinema in Southeast Asia. Apichatpong’s founded the video collective “Kick the 

machine,” which was part of an explosion of video and film-making in South-East Asia, following the 

introduction of cheap video cameras in the 1990s.  
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microphone, many videos involve the brushing or touching of the microphone, that translates 

as a proximity to the listener via her earphones. Either way the effect is a constructed intimacy 

that allows the viewer to experience the materiality of the objects, hands, and microphones, 

and therefore experience her own materiality, to come into her own body. The conventional 

format is often an attractive woman touching objects in this way, but there exist also ASMR 

videos that feature real or constructed soundscapes, similar to Douglas’ description of a 

“steady chorus of ambient sound: insects, bird calls, the susurration of wind through 

leaves.”545 The difference between Apichatpong’s films and these YouTube videos, of course, 

is that Apichatpong is making films, with narrative and symbolic meanings, the meditative 

effects of sounds one part of a larger cinematic project, whereas the ASMR films aspire to 

specifically produce the meditative effect, using an appropriate means. One might say, 

returning again to Marks, that ASMR is an immersion in the haptic, to the detriment of the 

optic. Generally, ASMR videos have no aesthetic value, their sole purpose being the 

cultivation of a particular feeling in the viewer. Apichatpong’s films, on the other hand, never 

abandon the optic or the haptic.  

Ingawanij argues that it precisely the combination of Apichatpong’s sensorial effects 

and masterful magic realist storytelling that have led to the recognition of his work. Ingawanij 

writes:  

 
The fundamental attraction of Apichatpong’s films lies in their combination of sensorial 

intensity and temporal reflexivity. We perceive non-synchronicity of time and indeterminacy of 

space through juxtapositions that stimulate our senses of hearing and touch as intensely as sight. 

This is the main reason why Apichatpong is being canonised as a filmmaker whose works 

exemplify aesthetic contemporaneity in world/art cinema.546 

 

This passage from Ingawanij provides a definition of cinematic magic realism, whereby our 

perception of time and space are altered via juxtapositions of sensorial depictions of everyday 

reality and mystical narratives. In Cemetery of Splendour the key example of temporal 

reflexivity is the scene of the dead princesses visiting Jen and speaking of ancient kingdom, 

which I have detailed above. In this scene the diegetic background noises are very present. 

One can hear the rustling of the palm trees, and intermittent noises of cars’ engines and 

 
545 For an example see: Heather Feather ASMR, “Binaural Birds of a Feather! Bird and Squirrel Asmr Sounds, 

Flapping Wings, and Crunching Seeds,” Youtube video, August 6, 2016, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-8YrfrcFuw. 

546 Ingawanij, “Animism and the Performative Realist Cinema of Apichatpong Weerasethakul,” 91. 

Apichatpong is widely recognised as an auteur, three of his films made the BBC’s list of “The 21st Century’s list 

of Greatest Films.” Various, “The 21st Century’s 100 Greatest Films,”  BBC, 23 August 2016, 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20160819-the-21st-century’s-100-greatest-films. 
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children’s voices far off. Often the background noise is so present in Apichatpong’s film it 

almost sounds like white noise, engendering an ASMR effect on the audience. The longkongs 

serve as another device to engage the senses of the audience. The fruit are peeled and shared 

between the three women, bringing taste and touch to an already rich sensorium of sight and 

sound.  

Recounting a theatre side project of Cemetery of Splendour, Apichatpong says: 

 
It’s my first time [with theatre] and when I walked on the stage I felt like, ‘This is the cinema.’ 

Up there is where the film happens. And to have the audience there is the closest thing to be [sic] 

inside the cinema, inside maybe the womb. So I thought, ‘Maybe the audience will be part of 

this, almost a character and viewer at the same time. And with the lights shining at them.547  

 

This slippage between the character and viewer, is also a slippage between the objects, as I 

have attempted to demonstrate in this chapter. Just as the inanimate objects on the screen such 

as the skin cream are recuperated via mystical beliefs and healing practices of the characters, 

the inanimate human figures such as the princess statues, also come alive. And the audiences 

sitting still supposedly consuming the film, are also made to come alive. As Apichatpong’s 

remarks illustrate, the sensorial effects of his films are no accident, but a very key aspect of 

his practice, which is the make inanimate object, be it human or not, animated; or using 

Marks’ terms, the recuperation of the fetish. Apichatpong’s films lend themselves to Marks’ 

theory, but also provide an opportunity to take her notion of the recuperation of the fetish and 

mysticism in film, further. Apitchatpong’s recuperative fetish commodity exists within a 

future anterior, is truly mystical, compared to objects that may change meaning as they travel 

from location to location within a linear narrative. To focus on the truly mystical nature of the 

cream, wherein a commodity object becomes a healing object, within an Irigarayan future 

anterior structure, allows us to think allow about humans as commodities which have the 

potential to be recuperated also.  

Conclusion 

Marks’ conception of the “recuperation of the fetish” begins the process of describing haptic 

criticism and embodiment in relation to film. I argue that the films of Apichatpong, along with 

other media practices, create a particular recuperation, which is often related to bodies 

healing. Apichatpong’s motif of healing reverberates through the “skin of the film,” 

particularly by focusing on the skin of his characters, and the cream applied to the sick young 

 
547 Apichatpong, “Dream State,” interview by Violet Lucca. 
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men translates a kind of the embodiment that the viewer can feel. The creams represent the 

recuperation of the commodity fetish of cosmetics, literally blending local products with the 

commodities of international corporations. This relationship between object and subject is 

represented haptically, through visuals and sound, and allows the viewer to respond in an 

embodied way. This technique creates the necessary atmosphere for the defetishisation of the 

human objects. The sick men and the healing women I have described are observed by the 

audience not with repulsion or terror, but attention and reflection. The motif of the princesses, 

who emerge from their idol status as living being, offers an alternative to the becoming-

woman discussed in the previous chapter.  

Glazer in Under the Skin, offers a haptic representation of the sacrificial order, and 

only a small glimpse at the end of another possibility, albeit via the protagonist’s death. His 

focus is on the cruelty, alienation and the objectification of women associated with sacrifice. 

His projection, although somewhat dystopian, of a new kind of Anthropogenic social order, 

based on sacrifice, makes it clear that the transformation of the role of woman (and woman in 

nature) will be central. Apichatpong’s cinema provides a haptic representation of another, 

new sacrificial order from the contingency of the sacrificial order. Apichatpong’s characters 

foster relationships with each other, which allow them to remain embodied in spite of the 

context of Thailand’s censorship and control, as metaphorised by the sleeping soldiers serving 

the ancient kingdom. Via the ASMR effect of his use of sound, touch, and sight, his audience 

can experience a similar embodiment to those of his characters; no object is left an object, in 

these films, the slippage between inanimate objects and humans, the actors and the audience, 

and importantly as Ingawanij, who I quote above, argues, past and present, Apichatpong 

creates a sensorium of a future anterior process of becoming.  
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Conclusion: Trying to return 
 

Throughout this thesis I have purposely avoided a critique of Irigaray’s work, for example in 

terms of her exclusions of race and gender, although these critiques are common in the work 

of Irigaray scholars. Instead I have attempted to theorise a reparative and generative reading 

of Irigaray’s work by utilising other thinkers to extend her theory of “new sacrifice.” As is 

made apparent in Chapter One, this methodology owes a lot to the work of Fred Moten, who 

acknowledges and builds on thinkers who have come before him, without needing to perform 

scholarly critique. Moten’s methodology is uniquely intersectional and similar to Irigaray’s 

methodology. Chanter writes of Irigaray’s methodology: “The value of Irigaray’s analysis lies 

in her trenchant critique of the facility with which the alterity of others is reducible to an 

ideological mirror-reflection of oneself.”548 which Chanter describes as a “challenge to the 

fetishistic hegemony.” In the introduction to this thesis, I formulated this as a sacrifice of the 

sacrificial order, a new sacrifice. Although sexual difference is essential to Irigaray’s 

“challenge” or “new sacrifice” in her concept of a sexual difference between two as an 

alternative to a fetishistic order of the one and many, for this thesis I was interested in a 

largely overlooked area of Irigaray’s work, that is, how this challenge or new sacrifice 

manifests as a process of becoming, wherein an object becomes (a new) subject: a commodity 

starts to speak. As there has been little scholarly attention to this aspect of Irigaray’s work, I 

turned to Moten as an inheritor of this formulation, albeit from the perspective of Blackness 

rather than sexual difference.  Central to both thinkers’ work is the notion of a latent 

subjectivity within objecthood. The Introduction and Chapter One, explored this theory in the 

work of Irigaray and Moten to lay the ground for the subsequent chapters, which charted what 

I call a “new sacrificial process of becoming,” within different literary and filmic genres, 

modes, and styles. Instead of focusing on sexual difference, I focus on how sacrifice, or the 

sacrificial order, is sacrificed, given its abject contingency, which remains to be developed in 

Irigaray’s oeuvre. To do this, I focus on authors and filmmakers who specifically chart a 

process of becoming that begins in abjection. 

In chapters two to four, I examined works that combine the autobiographical and the 

philosophical.  In Chapter Two I explored the common abjection of women and animals via 

the work of Irigaray, Kristeva, and Cixous. Kristeva’s work is useful in understanding the 

categories of abjection and impurities in monotheism; yet to understand how woman’s 

 
548 Chanter, “Irigaray's Challenge to the Fetishistic Hegemony of the Platonic One and Many,” 228. 
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experience of abjection relates to that of animals, I turned to the autobiographical work of 

Irigaray and Cixous. Irigaray’s writing has autobiographical moments in “Animal 

Compassion,” and Vegetal Being, which describe animal companionship within a mystical 

understanding of nature, a refuge after her exile and exclusion from her intellectual milieu. 

Cixous’ autobiographical writing, on the other hand, explores, via a psychoanalytic, free-

associative method, her experience of exile in Algeria, and relates to animals quite differently, 

to their shared impurity. Cixous provides an extensive analysis of what is touched on in 

Irigaray’s work, that is, the role of traumatic exile in the process of becoming (something 

other than exiled).  

I turned to the autobiographical register in Irigaray and Cixous for the purpose of this 

thesis to chart a process of becoming, which is philosophical in nature, but given the nature of 

the argument of this thesis, to chart the commodity speaking, the mode of autobiographical 

writing, rather than a universal philosophical voice which is important in reflecting  how 

content and form mirror each other. Lispector’s work, in Chapter Three, was useful to further 

elaborate on autobiographical philosophy. To repeat Caetano Veloso’s description of her 

work, Lispector creates “a language that transformed itself in order to allow an event to 

emerge with the power of an epiphany, amidst the humdrum concerns of normal life (usually 

a woman’s life).” Lispector’s The Passion According to G.H., is perhaps the most obvious 

example of the process of becoming I have charted in this thesis, as I have described her work 

in terms of a Hegelian dialectic, albeit via Marx and Irigaray’s critique of Hegel. As with 

Cixous, Lispector describes affinities with animals because of a shared abjection. While most 

scholars have focused on the cockroach, and the human/animal binary in this story, I argue in 

Chapter Three, that The Passion According to G.H. is just as much about human divisions of 

class, race, and gender, or rather the pretence of these identities that unravel as G.H. 

experiences a mystical revelation.  The cockroach is one of the oldest insect species on the 

Earth, and G.H.’s narrative offers an alternative origin story. And as I demonstrated in 

Chapter Three, Lispector reverses the traditional Judaeo-Christian meanings ascribed to 

impurity, to describe a process of becoming from impurity, by eating the cockroach she 

instantiates a new sacrifice.  

In Chapter Four, I discussed the same themes but within a contemporary context. 

Kraus’ Aliens and Anorexia, explores similar themes of impurity and a mystical process of 

becoming, within the contemporary genre of autofiction. The argument I construct in Chapter 

Four is important for the thesis as it demonstrates why a concept of new sacrifice is central to 

the fields of feminism and gender studies. As I argued, the cluster of scholarly work on the 
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topic of anorexia, demonstrates a certain amnesia regarding insights of poststructuralist 

thinkers such as Irigaray and Kristeva.  By largely ignoring the sacrificial basis of society, I 

argued, it is impossible to understand anorexia, or indeed feminine subjectivity in our 

contemporary world. Kraus’ critique is refreshing in this context, as she writes: “All these 

readings deny the possibility of a psychic, intellectual equation between a culture’s food and 

the entire social order.”  Kraus’ work is useful also in teasing out differences between the 

work of Irigaray and other poststructuralist thinkers, such as Deleuze. An acknowledgement 

of sacrifice or the relationship between sacrifice and subjectivity, does not provide an 

alternative, whereas Irigaray’s notion of new sacrifice, as a kind of relation—and for Kraus, a 

kind of love—does provide an alternative. 

Anorexia is a “crystallisation,” as Bordo describes it, of the larger problem of the 

impossibility of feminine subjectivity within patriarchy, and the drive towards death that this 

can cause for subjects who (attempt to) identify as women. Glazer’s Under the Skin, provides 

another illustration of the drive towards death, which I discussed in terms of Simone Weil in 

Aliens and Anorexia, whereby the protagonist undergoes a process of becoming-feminine that 

ultimately leads to death. I argued in Chapter Five, that the protagonist’s death could be 

described as the apex of her becoming-feminine as she loses both her human-woman and 

alien forms and becomes one with nature. For both chapters four and five, I attempted to tease 

out the tension between two alternative readings of a woman’s drive towards death: one, that 

it reflects the patriarchal, sacrificial society of which she is a part; and two, that it signifies a  

mystical process of becoming. This is articulated in the concept I develop throughout this 

thesis of “new sacrifice,” in that these narratives of death welcome new narratives of what 

constitutes sacrifice, by revealing the hidden objects of sacrifice in our society. 

Ultimately, as I argue in the final chapter of this thesis, new sacrifice is the sacrifice of 

sacrifice, in all its societal and cultural manifestations. This new sacrifice is made possible by 

the recuperation of the fetish object, as Marks describes it. I end the thesis with the films of 

Apichatpong to provide a representation of new sacrifice which is reparative. Chapter Six 

turns full circle to the problematics outlined in Chapter One regarding the speaking 

commodity. Chapter One described how the speaking commodity/object disrupted the origin 

of the subject in philosophy and creates a new future anterior temporal structure for the 

object-becoming-subject. Chapter Six returns to this idea as represented in film, as was 

demonstrated in the analysis of the films of Apichatpong via Marks, which explored the 

recuperation of the fetish and how the commodity begins to speak in film; that is, within the 

context of film-making and its sensorial affect, the symbolic narrative of a woman fetish 
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object becoming embodied can be translated to the audience, by an ASMR-like effect that 

returns the viewer to her body. The analysis of Under the Skin was placed prior to my analysis 

of Apichatpong’s film-making to demonstrate how film can both reproduce the embodied 

experience of the abject sacrificial order and the new sacrificial order, respectively.  

Each of the texts analysed in this thesis have provided representations of how the new 

sacrificial process of becoming might be envisaged. The articulation of Irigaray’s concept of 

“new sacrifice”—wherein the secret object of sacrifice is both the hidden object of the 

sacrificial order (anything other than white masculine subject) and the sacrificial order that is 

sacrificed by its object, in a mystical transformation— in this dissertation offers a base for 

further research into Irigaray’s body of work, particularly in regard to her unwritten Marx 

book. The abandonment of the Marx book, and Irigaray’s subsequent foray into questions of 

spirituality and democracy are interesting in terms of the field of Irigaray studies, but also 

more widely in terms of gender studies. In fourth wave feminism and Blackness studies there 

has been a return to questions raised in Second Wave feminism particularly in terms of 

gendered and raced readings of Marx. The theory of “new sacrifice,” set forth in this thesis 

hopefully contributes to the fields of gender studies and philosophy, by paving the way for 

future research into what the meaning of revolution entails in the Anthropocene. 
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